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Summary

Summary
The intestinal barrier is a key site to limit microbial access to the body. However,
foodborne pathogens, including the enteropathogenic bacterium Salmonella enterica
subspecies 1 serovar Typhimurium (S.Tm), have developed strategies to overcome mucosal
defenses and utilize the intestine as port of entry. In order to fight this threat efficiently, the
intestinal mucosa is equipped with the largest immune compartment of the body - the
mucosal immune system. Effector cells of the immune system have evolved special sensors
to detect pathogen insults and are able to rapidly mount an effective tissue defense,
resulting in mucosal inflammation and ultimately pathogen clearance. Although animal
models like the streptomycin mouse model for Salmonella diarrhea have provided significant
insights into the host immune responses towards infection, the complex pathogen-host
interactions remain to be elusive. This thesis focuses on the early immune processes in
response to S.Tm infection by deciphering mechanisms that switch the mucosa from
homeostasis to overt inflammation.
Upon mucosal infection, intracellular S.Tm is detected in the intestinal epithelium by
inflammasome sensors of the NLRC4 inflammasome complex. S.Tm recognition activates not
only an epithelium-intrinsic defense but also enables the onset of mucosal inflammation. In
this work, we describe the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-18 as a mechanistic link between
S.Tm detection and the onset of mucosal inflammation. Caspase-1-dependent IL-18
promotes the migration and accumulation of mature NK cells in the infected intestinal
mucosa. The early NK cell response was accelerating the onset of mucosal inflammation via
perforin-mediated NK cell cytotoxicity, as NK cell depletion and Prf ablation both delayed
tissue inflammation. Thus, activation of the IL-18/NK cell axis drives the mucosal defense
during early S.Tm infection.
In addition to NK cells recruitment, we found that neutrophils accumulate early in the
infected mucosa in a partially IL-18-dependent process. Neutrophils are a hallmark cell type
of S.Tm infection, often associated with tissue inflammation. However, neutrophils do not
contribute to early mucosal pathology but represent an additional layer of mucosal
protection by preventing excessive S.Tm tissue invasion.
The two pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-18 and IFNγ are important factors of host defense
against S.Tm in the intestinal mucosal and at systemic sites. Using mixed-inoculum
experiments, we found that luminal pathogen control occurs predominantly independent of
7
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IL-18 and IFNγ, while pathogen containment at systemic sites was critically dependent on
IFNγ and partially fostered by IL-18. Furthermore, WITS composition at systemic sites in
IFNγ-deficient animals indicates that the pathogen population seeds the organs via a
common route.
Overall, this work contributes to a better understanding of early immune processes,
leading from the first recognition of the pathogen to a mucosal defense. The presented data
might provide new aspects to ameliorate the disease and interfere with its progression.
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Zusammenfassung
Die natürliche Barriere der Darmschleimhaut schützt unseren Körper vor dem
ungewollten Eintritt durch Mikroorganismen. Jedoch konnten Darmerreger, wie Salmonella
enterica spp. I Serovar Typhimurium (S.Tm), Strategien zur Überwindung der mukosalen
Abwehr entwickeln, die ihnen ermöglichen den Darm als Eintrittsstelle für eine lokale
Infektion

zu

nutzen.

Zur

effizienten

Bekämpfung

dieser

Bedrohungen

ist

die

Darmschleimhaut mit dem größten Immunkompartiment unseres Körpers ausgestattet -dem
mukosalen Immunsystem. Effektor Zellen des Immunsystems verfügen über spezielle
Sensoren, die ihnen eine schnelle Detektion des Pathogens ermöglichen. Dies ruft eine
Schutzreaktion im Gewebe hervor, die durch eine lokale Entzündung begleitet wird, jedoch
auch die Beseitigung des Pathogens ermöglicht. Tiermodelle, wie das StreptomycinMausmodell für Salmonellen bedingte Darmerkrankungen, haben uns wichtige Einblicke in
die Infektions-bedingte Immunantwort ermöglicht, jedoch ist unser Verständnis der
komplexen Pathogen-Wirts Interaktionen weiterhin unvollständig. Die vorliegende Arbeit
legt das Augenmerk auf frühe Immunprozesse infolge einer S.Tm Infektion, insbesondere
durch die Identifikation von Mechanismen, die den Wandel von Homöostase hin zu einer
Entzündungreaktion bedingen.
Eine lokale Salmonelleninfektion der Darmschleimhaut wird im Darmepithel durch
Inflammasomsensoren des NLRC4-Inflammasomkomplexes erkannt. Neben der Aktivierung
einer epithel-intrinsischen Abwehr führt dies zu einer Entzündung der Darmschleimhaut. In
dieser Arbeit beschreiben wir den funktionellen Link zwischen Pathogen Erkennung und der
Entstehung einer Darmschleimhautentzündung durch das pro-inflammatorische Zytokin IL18. Caspase-1 abhängige Aktivierung von IL-18 fördert die Migration von NK Zellen und somit
die Akkumulation von maturierten, aktivierten NK Zellen in der infizierten Darmschleimhaut.
Diese frühe NK Zell Antwort löst eine Entzündung der Darmschleimhaut durch eine Perforinabhängige NK Zell-Zytotoxizität aus, da Versuche mit NK Zell Depletion und Prf-Ablation eine
verlangsamte Entzündungsreaktion zeigen. Somit stellt die IL-18/NK Zell Achse eine wichtige
Komponente der frühen Darmabwehr in Salmonelleninfektionen dar.
Neben der Rekrutierung von NK Zellen, konnten wir eine Akkumulation von Neutrophilen
in der infizierten Darmschleimhaut feststellen, die ebenfalls partiell abhängig von IL-18 ist.
Der Eintritt von Neutrophilen in die Darmschleimhaut ist ein typisches Kennzeichen der
Infektion mit S.Tm und wird häufig mit dem Auftreten einer Gewebsentzündung assoziiert.
9
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Jedoch tragen Neutrophile in der frühen Phase der Infektion nicht zu einer erhöhten
Pathologie der Darmschleimhaut bei, sondern bilden vielmehr eine weitere Komponente der
Darmabwehr, indem sie ein vermehrtes Eindringen von S.Tm in das Darmgewebe
verhindern.
Die beiden pro-inflammatorischen Zytokine IL-18 und IFNγ spielen eine wichtige Rolle in
der Immunabwehr gegen S.Tm, sowohl in der Darmschleimhaut als auch in systemischen
Organen. Experimente mit gemischten Inokula zeigten, dass die Kontrolle der Pathogen
Population im Darmlumen weitgehend unabhängig von IL-18 und IFNγ stattfindet, während
die Eindämmung des S.Tm Wachstums in systemischen Organen IFNγ dringend benötigt und
durch IL-18 positiv beeinflusst wird. Zudem weist die WITS-Komposition in den systemischen
Organen von IFNγ-defizienten Tieren darauf hin, dass die Pathogen Population die Organe
über eine gemeinsame Route infiziert.
Die hier präsentierten Daten tragen zu einem besseren Verständnis der frühen
mukosalen Immunantwort bei und bieten vielleicht neue Aspekte zur Behandlung von
Darminfektionen und zur Verminderung ihrer Progression.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Mucosal homeostasis and inflammation
–a question of balance

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract faces the challenging task to allow efficient
nutrient uptake and liquid exchange while maintaining immune homeostasis within
an environment that harbors a dense microbial community in close vicinity to the
body´s largest immune compartment-the mucosal immune system. Key to success
is the unique structure of the intestinal mucosa that possesses an immense surface
area facilitating nutrient absorption, which is at the same time a functional barrier
tissue. Due to its multilayered composition and the close collaboration of intestinal
epithelium, stromal- and immune cells, the intestinal barrier is able to separate the
large amount of microbial- and food antigens from the underlying host tissue and to
maintain homeostasis by active induction of tolerance and an anti-inflammatory
environment. This is thought to prevent overshooting responses in case of
occasional breaches by low numbers of gut microbiota bacteria. Being a major
portal of entry for a broad range of foodborne pathogens, the mucosal immune
system has found a unique way to discriminate harmless antigen from harmful
intruders and is able to rapidly switch from homeostasis to a powerful tissue
defense, resulting in local mucosal inflammation, when facing acute danger.
However, the exact mechanisms switching the mucosa towards inflammation
remain incompletely understood. Deciphering these mechanisms, in particular in
the case of S.Typhimurium gut infection, has been the focus of this thesis.
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The mucosal barrier system
The intestinal mucosa is constantly exposed to a broad spectrum of biological stimuli,
like food antigens and the commensal microbiota, which reaches in the lower intestine up to
a density of 1012 microorganisms per cm3 (Sommer & Backhed, 2013). Most of those
microorganisms live in a mutual relationship with the host and support the body´s energy
supply by aiding in nutrient digestion and by providing microbial metabolites (Flint et al.,
2012). Even though the host benefits from the metabolic activity of the microbiota, it is
crucial that the luminal localization of the microbiota is strictly maintained, in order to keep
the hosts organs and circulation sterile. In order to restrict the penetration of microbes and
luminal food antigen, the mucosa has developed a multilayered barrier comprising
mechanical, chemical and immune components for tissue defense. Those different layers do
not exist in separation but are in constant crosstalk, resulting in the integration of luminal
and host-derived signals to stably maintain tissue homeostasis.
The intestinal barrier relies on a single-layered intestinal epithelium which is mainly
constructed of absorptive enterocytes, interspersed by mucin-producing goblet cells (GCs)
and antimicrobial peptide secreting Paneth cells. The epithelium is constantly renewed from
stem cells located at the crypts of Lieberkühn, which give rise to the different types of
epithelial cells (Mowat & Agace, 2014). To enable a compact mechanical barrier, paracellular
pathways between epithelial cells are tightly sealed by apical junctional complexes (Turner,
2009). The surface of the epithelium is coated by a highly charged gel, the so called
glycocalyx or mucus layer, which is formed by the secretion of mucins from goblet cells into
the intestinal lumen. Mucin production is controlled by a number of mediators, including
IFNγ, TNF, Interleukin (IL)-4 and IL-13 as well as IL-22, released in response to various
immune stimuli (J. J. Kim & Khan, 2013). Besides building an additional physical barrier for
microbes, those mucins exert antimicrobial activities, being directly toxic to several bacteria
and by providing a matrix for the adhesion of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) and secretory
Immunoglobulin A (IgA) (Johansson et al., 2013). After production by plasma cells in the
lamina propria, secretory IgA is transported across the epithelial barrier into the intestinal
lumen by active transcytosis, where it contributes to barrier defense by binding luminal
antigens, leading to immune exclusion (Brandtzaeg, 2013). Upon stimulation of Toll-like
receptors (TLRs) or in response to IL-22, AMPs are secreted from Paneth cells as well as
enterocytes. While enterocytes are only able to produce few AMPs like regenerating islet13
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derived protein IIIγ (REGIIIγ) and C-type lectins, Paneth cells as professional AMP producers
secrete the full range of AMPs including defensins, lysozymes and cathelicidins. All AMPs
target highly conserved and essential bacterial components, like peptidoglycans or surface
membranes, thereby enabling a broad regulation of the luminal bacterial community (Muniz
et al., 2012; Peterson & Artis, 2014). With its numerous antimicrobial functions, the chemical
barrier adds to the mechanical barrier by reducing the microbial community in vicinity of the
epithelial layer, thereby preventing firm adhesion of microbes to the intestinal epithelium.
It is important to note, that epithelial cells do not only provide a mechanical barrier
towards the luminal microbe population but they are essential sensors of microbial stimuli
and therefore participate in the coordination of appropriate immune responses, supporting
immune tolerance during homeostasis as well as tissue defense upon pathogen encounter
(Peterson & Artis, 2014).
In addition to the epithelium, the intestinal mucosa is composed of the underlying
lamina propria (LP) and the muscularis mucosa, a thin muscle layer below the LP. The LP
consists of loosely arranged connective tissue, which contains blood vessels and nerve
endings, lymph drainage, as well as a large pool of effector immune cells from the mucosal
immune system, diffusely distributed throughout the LP (Mowat & Agace, 2014). Besides the
effector populations of the LP, components of the mucosal immune system are also found
within the epithelial layer and in organized lymphoid structures of the gut-associated
lymphoid tissue (GALT). Those compartments feature specialized structures, cellular
compositions and functions during mucosal homeostasis and tissue defense.

The mucosal immune system of the intestine
The intestinal immune system is facing the challenging task to balance the ability to
mount a protective immune response against pathogens and to maintain tolerance towards
minor leakage of antigen that is present at high densities in the gut lumen. Therefore, the
system is organized in several immune compartments that differ in structure, cellular
composition and function, separating immune inductive sites from immune effector sites.
Inductive sites of different sizes and complexity are found throughout the whole
intestine within organized lymphoid structures of the GALT, like Payers patches (PP), caecal
and colonic patches, isolated lymphoid follicles and cryptopatches, which are located in the
mucosa or submucosa (Mason et al., 2008; Mowat & Agace, 2014). Those structures are
14
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characterized by a superposed follicle-associated epithelium containing M-cells specialized
for luminal antigen uptake and its transport to the underlying subepithelial dome (SED). The
SED is rich in dendritic cells (DCs) that collect the antigen and move towards T cell areas and
B cell follicles to present the antigen to naïve adaptive immune cells. Therefore, organized
lymphoid structures are –besides the mesenteric lymph nodes (mLNs)- primary locations for
priming adaptive immune responses (Mason et al., 2008; Mowat, 2003). Under homeostatic
conditions, the local environment is shaped by epithelial-derived cytokines like TSLP, TGFβ
and retinoic acid (RA), which promote the development of tolerogenic DCs (Peterson & Artis,
2014). Via expression of IL-10 and RA, these tolerogenic DCs favor the induction of IgAproducing B cells and regulatory T cell responses, thereby enhancing tolerance and tissue
homeostasis (Cassani et al., 2012). However, in presence of pathogenic insults and the
subsequent shift in cytokine milieu, the system enables priming of Th1 responses and further
induction of inflammation. In addition to immune cell priming, DCs of the GALT also imprint
gut homing properties on primed B- and T cells by inducing integrin α4β7 and chemokine
receptor CCR9 expression. Both factors are critical for intestinal infiltration and allow the
return of re-circulating mature cells to the original sites of antigen encounter within the LP,
resulting in a high abundance of tolerogenic T cells and IgA-producing B cells all over the LP,
which is essential for maintaining tissue homeostasis (Cassani et al., 2012; Mora & von
Andrian, 2009; Mowat, 2003).
In contrast to organized immune inductive sites, immune effector cells are diffusely
distributed within the mucosal LP and the epithelial layer. The epithelium harbors numerous
effector T cells (around 10 per 100 epithelial cells) representing the intraepithelial
lymphocyte compartment (Mowat & Agace, 2014). This is a very heterogeneous effector
population comprising antigen-experienced conventional T cells as well as subsets with a
restricted T cell receptor repertoire, like γδ and NKT cells. Their distribution and abundance
varies a lot based on anatomical location, microbiota composition and age. In general they
serve as sentinels along the epithelial lining, monitoring constantly its state of damage or
infection (Sheridan & Lefrancois, 2010). Given their heterogeneity, IELs have a wide range of
effector and regulatory functions. Bidirectional interactions between IELs and IECs regulate
tissue homeostasis and reinforce the epithelial barrier function (Peterson & Artis, 2014).
Upon infection, IELs rapidly react on pathogen encounter by the production of cytokines or
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via their direct cytotoxic functions, thereby mediating inflammation and pathogen clearance
(Sheridan & Lefrancois, 2010).
The effector cells of the mucosal LP are diffusely scattered throughout the tissue. During
tissue homeostasis, LP effector cells comprise besides IgA-secreting B cells and mature T
cells numerous innate immune cell populations, like various DC populations, tissue
macrophages, granulocytes like eosinophils and mast cells, as well as various innate
lymphocyte (ILC) subsets (Mowat & Agace, 2014). Many of those effector cells are not only
able to respond to pathogenic stimuli but actively contribute to a tolerogenic environment
to sustain tissue homeostasis. For example highly specialized tissue macrophages, which
exhibit exceptional phagocytic and bactericidal activities without exerting co-stimulatory or
pro-inflammatory signaling (Flannigan et al., 2015; Schenk & Mueller, 2008) or IL-22
producing group 3 ILCs which stimulate AMP and mucus production by the intestinal
epithelium, thereby aiding containment of commensal microbes and maintenance of
epithelial barrier function (Killig et al., 2014). In case of pathogen encounter, the high density
of different LP effector cells allows a rapid response to infection employing a wide range of
effector functions, like the production of pro-inflammatory mediators like cytokines, lipidmediators and chemokines, or via cytotoxic activities. In addition, acute infection causes a
considerable change in the composition of the LP immune compartment. In response to the
pro-inflammatory mediators secreted by the resident immune cell populations, there is an
influx of pro-inflammatory effector immune cells, which are typically not found in the
intestinal mucosa under homeostatic conditions (Kinnebrew & Pamer, 2012). Those effector
populations comprise for example inflammatory monocytes, which further differentiate into
inflammatory macrophages that are highly responsive towards microbial stimuli and
produce large amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines, like IL-1, IL-6, IL-23 and TNF; or
neutrophils, which have primary functions in antimicrobial defense by phagocytosis and by
production of microbicidal factors. Furthermore, the pro-inflammatory environment of the
LP allows DCs to induce Th1 and Th17 cells, thereby initiating inflammatory adaptive immune
responses (Flannigan et al., 2015; Kinnebrew & Pamer, 2012).

16
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Figure 1: The mucosal immune system at the intestinal barrier.
(Left) The intestinal mucosa is a multilayered barrier system separating the intestinal microbiota from the
sterile tissues of the host. The tightly sealed single layer of intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) is coated with a
dense mucus layer, produced by mucin secreting goblet cells. This glycocalyx is studded with antimicrobial
peptides (AMPs) and secretory IgA, thought to prevent firm adhesion of intestinal microbes. Below the
intestinal epithelium in the underlying lamina propria, there is a dense population of resident immune cells,
protecting the tissue from invading microbes and actively maintaining mucosal homeostasis. (Right) Organized
lymphoid structures are characterized by the follicle-associated epithelium containing M-cells specialized for
luminal antigen uptake and its transport to the underlying subepithelial dome (SED). The SED is rich in dendritic
cells (DCs) that collect the antigen and move towards T cell areas and B cell follicles to present the antigen to
naïve adaptive immune cells.

Sensing Trouble- Pattern Recognition Receptors of the mucosal immune
system
The immune system of the gut is constantly exposed to microbes and their products-but
how is the system able to distinguish harmless microbes from a potential treat? Key of
innate immune recognition is the system's ability to sense chemical "signatures of danger",
i.e. evolutionary conserved microbe-associated-molecular-patterns (MAMPs), broadly
shared by microorganisms but not by host cells, as well as damage-associated-molecularpatterns (DAMPs), released upon tissue damage. These chemical cues are detected by so
called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Those PRRs include membrane-bound Toll-likereceptors (TLRs), intracellular Nod-like-receptors (NLRs) and C-type lectins (Takeuchi & Akira,
2010). Upon MAMP detection, PRRs activate intracellular signaling cascades which
ultimately lead to the induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines that recruit
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immune cells and induce tissue inflammation, thereby orchestrating host resistance,
pathogen elimination and tissue repair.
TLRs are transmembrane glycoproteins, either located at the cellular plasma membrane
(TLR 1, 2, 4, 5, 6), recognizing microbial membrane components, or at endosomal
membranes (TLR 3, 7, 8, 9) sensing intravacuolar nucleic acids from pathogens or infected
cells. Signaling via the adaptor proteins MyD88 and/or TRIF (TLR3 and TLR4) activates
intracellular signaling cascades leading to NF-κB, MAPK-dependent AP-1 or TRIF-dependent
IRF transcription factor translocation and the induction of pro-inflammatory cytokine
expression, like IL-1, IL-6, TNF and IL-18 and type I interferon expression (Fukata & Arditi,
2013; Kinnebrew & Pamer, 2012). Many cell types found in the intestinal mucosa, like
monocytes, neutrophils, T- and B cells, DCs and macrophages but also IECs, do express
several TLRs at once. However, most MAMP recognized by TLRs are expressed by pathogens
as well as by commensal bacteria of the intestinal microbiota. The exact mechanisms
explaining how LP cells and IECs are actually able to differentiate between "safe" and "risky"
MAMPs are still not completely understood. Intestinal macrophages for example express
only low levels of TLRs and are largely unresponsive towards TLR stimuli (Bain & Mowat,
2011; Flannigan et al., 2015), while intestinal DCs have shown to be responsive towards
certain MAMPs-like flagellin sensed via TLR5- while they stay ignorant towards others- for
example LPS recognized by TLR4. Presumably, this safeguards against inappropriate immune
responses towards commensals (Uematsu & Fujimoto, 2010). IECs seem to utilize their
polarized nature to decide which microbial signals are derived from harmless and which
ones from potentially dangerous microbes, by segregating their TLR's to the apical or the
basolateral side. Depending on the location, TLR signaling promotes different outcomes,
either supporting increased AMP production, tissue repair and homeostasis (Lee et al., 2006;
Uehara et al., 2007; Vora et al., 2004) or pro-inflammatory cytokine production (Gewirtz et
al., 2001).
NLRs are cytosolic PRRs containing a central-binding and oligomerization (NACHT)
domain, a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) and an N-terminal effector side containing
either a CARD, PYD or BIR domain. Although they differ in composition and ligands, they all
sense signs of intracellular pathogen or cellular stress and damage. The NLRs NOD1 and NOD
2 both recognize breakdown products from bacterial peptidoglycans. While NOD1 is
primarily expressed in intestinal epithelial cells, NOD2 is mainly found in myeloid cells of the
18
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LP as well as in Paneth cells. Unlike other NLR sensors, NOD1 and -2 proteins do not form
inflammasome complexes but induce NF-κB- and MAPK-dependent signaling pathways,
leading to expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1β, IL-6 or TNF (Kinnebrew &
Pamer, 2012; Ranson & Eri, 2013). Several NLRs (NLRP1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 12, NLRC4, AIM2 and
pyrin) have shown to induce multimeric signaling platform, so called inflammasomes. Upon
inflammasome activation, apoptosis associated speck-like protein containing CARD (ASC) is
recruited, resulting in proteolytic cleavage and activation of caspase-1 and subsequent
processing and release of the pro-inflammatory IL-1 family cytokines IL-1b and IL-18. In
addition, caspase-1 activation leads to the induction of pyroptotic cell death, which is
characterized by rupture of the plasma membrane, release of DAMPs and the induction of
an inflammatory response (Ranson & Eri, 2013; Schroder & Tschopp, 2010). Pyroptosis also
plays a role in restricting the replication niche of intracellular pathogens, making them
susceptible to phagocytosis and phagocyte killing (Jorgensen & Miao, 2015). Typically,
inflammasome activation involves two signals. The first signal involves a priming step, the
induction of NF-κB dependent transcription of inflammasome components as well as pro-IL1β and pro-IL-18 –for example via TLR signaling; the second signal is the MAMP-induced
inflammasome oligomerization(Schroder & Tschopp, 2010). Inflammasome function has
been best characterized in macrophages and inflammasomes are found in myeloid cell
populations, B cells and T cells of the LP. In addition, NLRC4, NLRP6, NLRP1 and presumably
NLRP3 are also expressed by epithelial cells of the intestinal mucosa (Sellin et al., 2015).
Depending on the NLR sensor involved, inflammasomes are formed in response to various
different stimuli; many of them still remain to be characterized. In accordance, the individual
inflammasomes might play different roles in homeostasis and pathogen resistance. The
epithelial NLRP6 inflammasome for example, has been implicated in intestinal homeostasis
by regulating the microbial gut flora (Elinav et al., 2011), while the NLRP3 inflammasome is
often referred to as global danger sensor, with its ability to response towards a variety of
different stimuli (Ranson & Eri, 2013). The NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasome, in turn, recognizes
specific molecular pattern typically associated with pathogenic bacteria, like components of
type-III-secretion-systems or flagellin. Therefore, epithelial NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasomes
have been described as essential early sensors for several intestinal pathogens (Sellin et al.,
2015). In addition to caspase-1 inflammasomes, a noncanonical inflammasome pathway,
involving caspase-11 (caspase-4 in humans) has been identified. Caspase-11 is expressed in
19
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macrophages as well as in IECs and senses cytosolic LPS by direct binding. Thereby caspase11 responds towards intracellular bacteria and restricts their replication via two distinct
signals: first, caspase-11 triggers cellular pyroptosis and second, caspase-11 induces caspase1-dependent release of pro-inflammatory IL-1β and IL-18, and the resulting inflammation is
subsequently thought to reduce the bacterial tissue burden (Stowe et al., 2015).

Figure 2: NLRC4 inflammasome activation by
bacterial virulence factors
NAIP sensors (depicted in red) of the NLRC4
inflammasome are able to sense different
bacterial virulence factors like bacterial flagellin
or Rod- and Needle-proteins from type-threesecretion systems. Upon pathogen attachment
or internalization, those factors enter the
cytosol, resulting in the assembly of
inflammasome platforms as well as the
recruitment and subsequent activation of
caspase-1. Caspase-1 is a serine protease, able
to process the two pro-inflammatory IL-1 family
cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 to their activated
forms. Upon activation, the two cytokines are
secreted into the mucosa, where they trigger a
pro-inflammatory immune response. (PDB: 3JBL
and 4EKX)
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Igniting Fire- IL-1β and IL-18 in immune response and inflammation
Cytokines in the intestinal mucosa are involved in the regulation of various homeostatic
processes, like mucus and AMP production, maintenance of barrier function and induction of
tolerance (Bamias et al., 2012). Yet, in the situation of an acute infection, cytokines are key
mediators to quickly unleash an inflammatory immune response. As inflammasomes are
important sensors of infection and danger, the two inflammasome-dependent cytokines IL1β and IL-18 have important functions in the early activation of key immune effector
mechanisms to shape a functional immune response.
IL-1β is a multifunctional cytokine of the IL-1 family, involved in local and systemic
responses to injury, infection and inflammation. Due to its highly pro-inflammatory
properties, the expression of IL-1β is tightly regulated in a two-step process, involving first
the TRL-induced expression of the inactive 31-34kDA precursor pro- IL-1β, and second,
caspase-1 dependent cleavage between Asp116 and Ala117 leading to activation and secretion
of the biological active form (Arend et al., 2008). In addition to caspase-1 dependent
cleavage, under conditions of acute inflammation, IL-1β can be processed by other serine
proteases, like cathepsin G, elastase and proteinase 3, mainly expressed by activated
neutrophils (Coeshott et al., 1999; Guma et al., 2009; Herzog et al., 2009; Netea et al., 2015;
Schreiber et al., 2012). IL-1β signals via a complex of IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) and IL-1 receptor
associated protein (IL-1RAcP), activating a MyD88-dependent signaling cascade resulting in
NK-κB- and MAPK-dependent gene expression. The biological activity of IL-1β is
counterbalanced by IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra), which competes in receptor binding,
thereby blocking IL-1β-dependent responses (Arend et al., 2008; Eisenberg et al., 1990;
Medzhitov et al., 1998; Shirakawa & Mizel, 1989). IL-1β is primarily produced in blood
monocytes, tissue macrophages, DCs and IECs, secondarily also in B cells and NK cells. It is
one of the most powerful cytokines, nearly affecting every organ by induction of a wide
range of cytokines, chemokines and acute phase proteins. Furthermore, IL-1β regulates
fever, hypotension and pain by causing cyclooxygenase-2 activation (Arend et al., 2008). In
settings of intestinal inflammation and immune response, IL-1β has shown to drive
neutrophil recruitment, to influence Paneth cell integrity and to promote the accumulation
of ILCs and T cells at the site of disease (Coccia et al., 2012; Franchi et al., 2012; Villeret et al.,
2013).
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Unlike IL-1β, the inactive 23kDa precursor protein pro-IL-18 is constitutively expressed in
endothelial cells, keratinocytes and IECs throughout the gastrointestinal tract, but its
expression can be further upregulated upon TLR stimulation. IL-18 is activated and secreted
upon cleavage by caspase-1 or (after release from ruptured cells) by other proteases, like
proteinase 3 (PR3) from neutrophils, mast cell-derived chymase and NK cell-derived
granzyme B (Netea et al., 2015; Omoto et al., 2006; Omoto et al., 2010; Sugawara et al.,
2001). By binding to IL18Rα and subsequent recruitment of the IL-18Rβ chain, signaling via
the IL18Rα/IL-18Rβ complex is induced, resulting in MyD88 and MAPK dependent gene
expression. IL-18 activity is controlled by the constantly secreted high affinity IL-18 Binding
Protein (IL-18BP), which prevents interaction of IL-18 with IL-18R, thus acting as natural
inhibitor (Arend et al., 2008; Dinarello et al., 2013; Netea et al., 2015). Interestingly, even
though IL-18 and IL-1β are structurally very similar and employ the same signaling pathway,
their biological function differs greatly. The most prominent function of IL-18 is its ability to
induce IFNγ production from several celltypes (Dinarello et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 1993).
In addition to IFNγ, IL-18 stimulates the expression of various other pro-inflammatory
cytokines, like TNF, IL-8 or GM-CSF, however it is not able to induce fever and pain.
Furthermore, IL-18 promotes the proliferation of T cells and NK cells and stimulates their
cytotoxic activities by increasing perforin-dependent cytotoxicity and via induction of FasL
(Dao et al., 1998; Gobel et al., 2003; Hyodo et al., 1999; Tomura et al., 1998; Tsutsui et al.,
1997). In this way, IL-18 stimulates a wide range of cellular effector functions that are
important in pathogen defense, like the activation of antimicrobial functions of mononuclear
phagocyte populations via IFNγ, or the elimination of infected cells by enhancing cellular
cytotoxicity of NK cells and cytotoxic T cells. Therefore, IL-18 is a protective cytokine in acute
infection, although protection comes at the cost of local tissue inflammation. Yet, IL-18 is not
only involved in pro-inflammatory responses. Its constitutive expression in endothelial and
epithelial cells already suggests a role for IL-18 in homeostatic processes. In this sense, IL-18
has been implicated for example in controlling energy homeostasis (Zorrilla et al., 2007) or in
the induction of endothelial cell migration and regeneration (Park et al., 2001). In the
intestine, IL-18 stimulates epithelial barrier function and epithelial cell regeneration (DupaulChicoine et al., 2010; Zaki et al., 2010) and there are evidences that the NLRP6-IL-18 axis is
involved in the regulation of microbial community composition (Elinav et al., 2011). The dual
function of IL-18 has led to confusion about its role in certain disease models. There are
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studies suggesting, that the cellular source of the cytokine likely influences its activity and
the pathological outcome; others propose that maintenance of IL-18 signaling equilibrium is
key to preserve its homeostatic functions (Nowarski et al., 2015; Siegmund, 2010). Still, the
decisive factors are not completely understood and it seems that it is a question of balance
between several factors if IL-18 acts protective or pro- inflammatory. Along the same lines,
the exact function of IL-18 in acute responses to bacterial infections (like Salmonella
diarrhea) has remained unclear.

Figure 3: IL-18 signaling and biological function
(Left) IL-18 signaling complex. Mature IL-18 binds to the IL-18Rα chain, upon binding, IL-18Rβ is recruited to the
complex, enabling binding and signaling via the adaptor molecule MyD88. Activation of TRAF6 induces either
signaling via the NFκB or MAPK pathway, leading to NFκB or AP-1 dependent pro-inflammatory gene
expression. IL-18 activity is controlled by its soluble inhibitor IL-18BP. IL-18BP binds to IL-18 with high affinity,
preventing interaction of IL-18 with IL-18Rα. (Right) Selected biological functions of IL-18. IL-18 enhances
cytotoxic activities of NK and T cells by the induction of cytotoxic granules and FasL expression. In addition, IL18 increases the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines from various cell types, as well as
the expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells. Together this stimulates the recruitment of effector
cells to the site of infection or inflammation. (PDB: 3WO4 and 4EKX)
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Special Forces in mucosal defense- NK cells and Neutrophils
During acute infection or inflammation, major changes occur in the LP immune cell
composition. In response to the chemotactic molecules and pro-inflammatory cytokines
secreted by the stromal cells and the resident immune cell populations, there is a rapid
influx of innate effector immune cells, which play a major role in pathogen containment
during the first days of infection, before adaptive immunity is prepared to take over.
Amongst those are NK cells and Neutrophils.
Natural Killer (NK) cells play an important role in the first line of defense against various
pathogens. As the name implies, their main function is to rapidly sense signs of danger and
efficiently eliminate the threat at hand. NK cells belong to the group of innate lymphoid cells
(ILCs), based on their origin from the common lymphocyte progenitor (CLP) but absent
expression of Recombination Activating Gene 1 and 2 (RAG1/2) (Sun & Lanier, 2011). Due to
expression of the transcription factors T-bet and Eomesodermin and their functional
characteristics as IFNγ producing cytotoxic lymphocytes, NK cells are associated with group 1
ILCs (Serafini et al., 2015; Spits et al., 2013). NK cells develop in the bone marrow (BM) from
the CLP and undergo a maturation process which leads to changes in the repertoire of
adhesion molecules and chemokine receptors, which facilitate the migration towards the
blood and various organs and the acquisition of effector functions (Sun & Lanier, 2011). In
murine NK cells, the different maturations stages go along with characteristic changes in the
surface expression pattern of CD27 and CD11b. Thereby, the NK cell maturation is thought
to proceed in 4 stages: CD27lo CD11blo-> CD27hi CD11blo-> CD27hi CD11bhi-> CD27lo CD11bhi
(Chiossone et al., 2009). Of these developmental stages, both CD11b+ NK cell populations are
considered as mature as they exert typical NK cell effector functions, like cytokine
production and cytotoxic functions. Within the CD11b + NK cell populations, CD27+ NK cells
exhibit the most potent effector functions and the higher proliferative capacity, while CD27 NK cell activation seems to be tightly controlled by inhibitory receptors (Hayakawa et al.,
2006; Hayakawa & Smyth, 2006; S. Kim et al., 2002).
NK cells populate many different tissues including BM, blood, liver, thymus and spleen,
as well as mucosal sites like the lung, the female reproductive tract and the gastrointestinal
tract. They exert very tissue specific phenotypes, considering maturation state and function
(Shi et al., 2011). In the gut mucosa, NK cells are found in the IEL compartment and in the LP,
displaying mainly an immature CD27hi CD11bint and CD27lo CD11blo phenotype, respectively
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(Ivanova et al., 2014). Upon infection, major changes occur in NK cell frequencies and
phenotype. Although direct experimental evidence is missing, those changes are most likely
composed of the activation of resident NK cells as well as the recruitment of NK cells from
the peripheral blood (Ivanova et al., 2014). Belonging to the group of innate lymphocytes, NK
cells do not express pathogen specific receptors like T and B cells but rather respond to
general signs of infection, danger and cellular damage. There are two distinct pathways of
NK cell activation. Direct activation occurs via the integration of signals from NK cell
activating and inhibitory receptors. Absence of inhibitory signals (i.e. lack of surface MHC-I),
or overrepresentation of activating signals (molecules associated with cellular stress or
pathogen-encoded ligands), classifies a target cell as compromised and unleashes NK cell
effector functions. In case of indirect activation, an accessory cell (e.g. myeloid cells)
responds to pathogen recognition by the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
especially IL-12, IL-15 and Il-18, which in turn active NK cell effector mechanisms (Chan et al.,
2014; Horowitz et al., 2011). Both pathways lead to cytokine expression by the activated NK
cell and to the induction of its cytotoxic activity, either via the release of cytotoxic granules
containing perforin, a membrane disrupting protein, and granzymes, a family of serine
proteases inducing cellular apoptosis; or by death receptor signaling via FasL or TRAIL, which
also induces apoptosis (Smyth et al., 2005). In case of mucosal infections, NK cells have been
shown to respond via the expression of cytokines, like IFNγ, TNF and IL-17 to induce
pathogen defense (Ivanova et al., 2014; Passos et al., 2010) and to enhance immune cell
recruitment by the secretion of chemokines (Schulthess et al., 2012). In addition, their
cytotoxic activity plays an important role in the containment of viral infections (Ivanova et
al., 2014). The mix of effective effector functions seems to be specific for the particular
threat. For most bacterial infections, including acute S. Typhimurium infection, the role of NK
cells and the identity of the relevant NK cell effector function remains to be established.
Like NK cells, neutrophils are crucial early innate effectors at sites of infection and
inflammation. Neutrophils are adapted to perform a variety of antimicrobial functions,
which are as brutal as they are effective, to assure pathogen containment (Amulic et al.,
2012). Neutrophils differentiate and mature in the BM from the granulocyte/macrophage
progenitor (GMP) (Friedman, 2002). During maturation, the neutrophil acquires
progressively its effector functions, by the increasing acquisition of a variety of granules,
containing a wide range of antimicrobial peptides, pro-inflammatory proteins and neutrophil
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proteases (Borregaard et al., 2007). Release of maturated neutrophils into the circulation is
tightly regulated, maintaining a large proportion (around 90%) of cells in the BM for release
in case of emergency. During homeostasis in mice, neutrophils comprise around 30%
(around 70% in humans) of circulating blood leukocytes but their number is drastically
increasing upon infection (Strydom & Rankin, 2013). When the circulating neutrophil comes
across signs of infection, it translocates though the endothelial vessel wall into the affected
tissue, in a process termed transendothelial migration (Ley et al., 2007). Led by chemotactic
cues, the neutrophil migrates towards the side of infection and it can even cross the
epithelial barrier, to reach the intestinal lumen (Nourshargh et al., 2010; Sumagin & Parkos,
2015). Throughout its journey across the infected tissue, the neutrophil encounters a variety
of signals via its chemokine-, cytokine- and pattern recognition receptors, gradually leading
to neutrophil activation (Amulic et al., 2012). Upon pathogen recognition, the neutrophil
releases an arsenal of antimicrobial effectors, by degranulation of antimicrobial granules, the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in a process called oxidative burst, to kill
phagocytosed microbes, and the release of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), composed
of nuclear contents (chromatin and DNA) and antimicrobial molecules from intracellular
granules, which effectively sequester and destroy extracellular pathogens (Brinkmann et al.,
2004; Nordenfelt & Tapper, 2011). In addition, the neutrophil enhances monocyte and
macrophage recruitment to the site of infection, by production and activation of
chemotactic molecules (Nauseef & Borregaard, 2014). In the infected intestinal mucosa,
neutrophils are crucial effectors to limit pathogens crossing the epithelial lining. Moreover,
Neutrophils migrated across the intestinal epithelium kill luminal pathogens in vicinity to the
epithelial lining, to prevent pathogen translocation into the host tissue (Fournier & Parkos,
2012). Therefore, Neutrophils primarily have protective functions to contain pathogen load
in the mucosa and spread to sterile tissues. However, due to their release of toxic products
and their massive epithelial transmigration, causing disruptions of epithelial barrier integrity,
neutrophils are thought to directly contribute to tissue pathology, resulting in crypt
abscesses and extensive mucosal injury (Chin & Parkos, 2007; Fournier & Parkos, 2012).
Therefore, processes of neutrophil recruitment and clearance from the tissue must be tightly
regulated to assure wound healing and resolution of inflammation and prevent a state of
chronic intestinal inflammation, as seen for example in autoimmune diseases (Bratton &
Henson, 2011; Nemeth & Mocsai, 2012).
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Figure 4: NK cell and neutrophil effector functions in response to pathogen infection
(Left) NK cell effector functions in pathogen defense. Recognition of infected cells, either via FcRγIII-dependent
recognition of antibody-coated cells or by signaling via an activating receptor in absence of an inhibitory signal
induces Cytotoxic Granule mediated killing of the target cell. Cell death is triggered by a concerted action of the
granule proteins perforin and granzyme; with perforin enabling cellular uptake of the granule protein and
granzyme triggering apoptosis in the target cell. Another way to induce death of a compromised target cell is
via the death ligands FasL or TRAIL. Signaling via their corresponding receptors induces apoptosis of the target
cell. In addition to their cytolytic functions, NK cells express a variety of pro-inflammatory cytokines in response
to their stimulation, thereby influencing the inflammatory milieu in infected tissues. (Right) Effector functions
of neutrophils in pathogen defense. Neutrophils possess a variety of antimicrobial granules, packed with a wide
range of neutrophil proteases, antimicrobial peptides and pro-inflammatory proteins. Granules are categorized
into three groups, azurophil (or primary), specific (or secondary) and gelatinase (or tertiary) granules,
depending on their formation during neutrophil development and their corresponding cargo. In addition,
neutrophils are able to directly phagocytose pathogens and kill them by ROS and RNS produced by NADPH
oxidase activity. Furthermore, neutrophils are able to sequester extracellular microbes by the release of
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETS), composed of nuclear content and antimicrobial peptides released from
neutrophil granules.

Salmonella Typhimurium –a model pathogen for intestinal infection and
immune responses
The intestinal mucosa is a major port of entry for a broad range of food-borne
pathogens. A considerable proportion of food-borne bacterial infections are caused by
facultative intracellular Salmonella species. Most clinical relevant serovars belong to strains
of S. enterica subspecies enterica. Salmonella infections are transmitted via contaminated
food and water and can be broadly classified into three groups. (I) Systemic infection of a
healthy host (typhoid fever) caused by the typhoid serovars S. Typhi and S. Paratyphi A,
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mainly in developing countries. (II) Local intestinal infection (bacterial gastroenteritis),
caused by non-typhoidal salmonellae, in industrialized countries mainly by serovars
Enteritidis and Typhimurium. Initial symptoms manifest around 6-48 hours after ingestion,
including stomach cramps, diarrhea, vomiting and fever. The disease is usually self-limiting,
but in (III) immunocompromised hosts, infants and elderly the bacteria can spread
systemically, causing fatal infections if not treated by antibiotics (Fierer & Guiney, 2001;
Griffin & McSorley, 2011; Sanchez-Vargas et al., 2011). The present work will focus on nontyphoidal salmonellosis caused by S. enterica ssp. I serovar Typhimurium (S.Tm).
Upon S.Tm uptake by contaminated food, the pathogen first has to cross the barrier
imposed by the acidic conditions within the stomach and only few bacteria reach the
intestine. S.Tm replicates in the intestinal lumen; via chemotaxis, the bacterium uses its
flagella to swim towards the epithelium, it adheres to the intestinal epithelium, employing
adhesins and fimbriae and subsequently invades the mucosal tissue (Kaiser et al., 2012;
Stecher et al., 2008; Stecher et al., 2004; Wagner & Hensel, 2011). S.Tm utilizes several
mechanisms to cross the gut epithelium. Besides the entry through M cells in the FAE
overlying the PP (Clark et al., 1996; Jones et al., 1994), the bacterium might employ
paracellular pathways by degrading tight junctions between IECs (Boyle et al., 2006; Jepson
et al., 1995). Moreover, it can be sampled by CX3CR1+ DCs, which extend their dendrites
across the epithelial layer to take up luminal antigen (Farache et al., 2013; Niess et al., 2005).
In addition, S.Tm employs its type-three secretion system 1 (TTSS-1), i.e. the TTSS-1 effector
proteins SopB, SipA, SopE and SopE2, to actively trigger the rearrangement of the actin
cytoskeleton and invasion into IECs (Galan, 2001; Hapfelmeier et al., 2004), followed by
enterocyte transversal and basolateral exit into the mucosal LP (Muller et al., 2012).
However, invasion into enterocytes does not go unnoticed. Intracellular inflammasome
sensors, i.e. the NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasome, are able to recognize several S.Tm virulence
factors like flagella and TTSS-1 needle or rod proteins (Halff et al., 2012; Rayamajhi et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2013) which have been translocated into the cytosol of IECs during the
process of S.Tm invasion. Recognition by the NLRC4 inflammasome and subsequent
activation of caspase-1 induces pronounced innate defenses. The first arm of this initial
defense has been discovered recently. It features the expulsion of infected enterocytes from
the epithelial cell layer, a process drastically reducing S.Tm loads in the intestinal epithelium,
thereby preventing excessive bacterial translocation into the underlying LP (Sellin et al.,
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2014). In addition, caspase-1 activation in epithelial cells promotes the onset of intestinal
mucosal inflammation and the processing of the two pro-cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 (Muller et
al., 2009).
Those bacteria which were able to cross the intestinal epithelium are mainly associated
with mononuclear phagocytes in the LP. Mononuclear phagocytes have two distinct
functions during bacterial infection. On the one hand, they eradicate the pathogen by
phagocytosis and on the other hand, signaling via their pattern recognition receptors
stimulates the production of various pro-inflammatory cytokines. Even though S.Tm has
found ways to escape mononuclear phagocyte mediated killing by expression of TTSS-2 and
the formation of a Salmonella-containing vacuole (SCV) (Hapfelmeier et al., 2008;
Hapfelmeier et al., 2005; Haraga et al., 2008; Hensel et al., 1995; Shea et al., 1996), the
pathogen cannot completely escape host cell sensing and fails to inhibit cytokine secretion.
Together with cytokines from the intestinal epithelium, they are therefore thought to
orchestrate the subsequent immune response towards the mucosal S.Tm infection. IL-18
belongs to the cytokines that are present at high abundance in the infected mucosa. Several
functions have been ascribed to this IL-18 response. Inflammasome-induced IL-18 stimulates
the production of IFNγ from NK cells, NKT cells and T cells (Godinez et al., 2008; Harrington
et al., 2007; Kupz et al., 2014; Srinivasan et al., 2007). IFNγ supports the antimicrobial
functions of mononuclear phagocytes by the induction of ROS and RNS (Foster et al., 2003;
Murray et al., 1985; Nathan et al., 1984); this can limit S.Tm counts in the mucosa (at least
ad days 2-4 p.i.), as well as at systemic sites during later stages of the disease (Kupz et al.,
2014; Mastroeni et al., 1999; Songhet et al., 2011). In addition, IFNγ stimulates mucus
secretion from goblet cells, further enhancing the mucosal barrier function (Songhet et al.,
2011). The second inflammasome-dependent cytokine, IL-1β, is thought to play an important
role in neutrophil recruitment, by the upregulation of endothelial adhesion molecules,
enabling neutrophil transmigration and chemotaxis to the site of mucosal infection (Franchi
et al., 2012). Furthermore, IL-23 produced by mononuclear phagocytes in response to S.Tm
infection was shown to induce IL-17 and IL-22 secretion by resident T cells and γδ Tcells
(Godinez et al., 2009; Keestra et al., 2011). In addition to IL-1β, IL-17 and IL-22 are able to
promote neutrophil recruitment by the induction of CXC chemokines (Godinez et al., 2009;
Keestra et al., 2011). Furthermore, IL-17 and IL-22 induce AMP secretion by the intestinal
epithelium, reinforcing the epithelial barrier function (Godinez et al., 2009; Raffatellu et al.,
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2009). Recruitment of neutrophils is a hallmark of mucosal S.Tm infection. Neutrophils
indeed play an important role in clearance of extracellular S.Tm in the mucosa, as well as at
systemic sites (Franchi et al., 2012; Miao et al., 2010). In addition, neutrophils transmigrated
through the intestinal epithelium restrict luminal pathogen load and subsequent S.Tm
invasion, by bacterial uptake (Loetscher et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2014). However, the
neutrophil response appears to be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it helps to clear
the pathogen; on the other hand, the neutrophil influx is thought to cause significant
collateral damage of the intestinal epithelium and loss of barrier function, thus enhancing
mucosal pathology. The concerted actions of the mucosal immune response induce very
rapidly a strong mucosal inflammation.
Interestingly, early mucosal immune defenses in response to very different mucosal
pathogens exhibit various similarities. For example, Citrobacter rodentium (C. rod), a noninvasive pathogen mainly colonizing the surface of colonic epithelial cells via the formation
of attaching and effacing (A/E) lesions (Collins et al., 2014), evokes an epithelial defense by
activating epithelial NLRC4 inflammasome. Like in S.Tm infection, NLRC4 detects
components of the C. rod type-3 secretion system and efficiently reduces the amount of
epithelial-associated C. rod, as well as systemic burdens of the pathogen (Liu et al., 2012;
Nordlander et al., 2014). The protozoan pathogen Toxoplasma gondii (T. gondii) infects the
small intestine if oocytes are ingested and differentiate within the intestine into invasioncompetent tachyzoites. Tachyzoites replicate and subsequently invade into the small
intestinal mucosa, either via paracellular pathways or by direct invasion of IECs (Cohen &
Denkers, 2014). Also during T. gondii infection, activation of epithelial inflammasomes
induces important immune responses against the parasite. Although there are no reports
describing IEC shedding responses as seen in S.Tm infection, inflammasome activation leads
to IL-18 secretion and subsequent stimulation of IFNγ (Munoz et al., 2015; Vossenkamper et
al., 2004), which plays a crucial role in host defense against T.gondii, as well as C. rod and
S.Tm infection (Godinez et al., 2008; Harrington et al., 2007; Reid-Yu et al., 2013;
Vossenkamper et al., 2004).
Upon epithelial damage, C. rod invades into the mucosa, where it is mainly associated
with CX3CR1+ phagocytes. Similar to S.Tm infection, this evokes IL-23 production and
subsequent induction of IL-17 and IL-22 from ILC3s and other T cell populations (Manta,
2013), which reinforce epithelial integrity in the early phase of C. rod infection and reduce
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susceptibility to infection (Munoz et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2008). IL-23-dependent induction
of IL-22 associated host defense seems to be a common theme in mucosal infections, found
besides S.Tm and C. rod infection also in host defense against T. gondii, by stimulating the
recruitment of neutrophils (Munoz et al., 2015; Munoz et al., 2009).
Those resemblances in the early immune response illustrated above, suggest that the
innate mucosal immune system responds in complex but very similar ways towards different
mucosal pathogens. Therefore, studies with a model pathogen like S.Tm can provide not
only insights into the particular disease, but also allow valuable insights and contribute to a
better understanding of general mechanisms mediating intestinal inflammation and
immunity.

The streptomycin mouse model for Salmonella diarrhea
Salmonella diarrhea has classically been studied in calf- or rabbit-ligated ileal loop
models (Frost et al., 1997; Sedlock & Deibel, 1978). Those models however have the
disadvantage that the host side during infection could not be studied in much detail. Mouse
models are much more powerful, as they provide the opportunity to genetically manipulate
the host. However, due to their complex microbiota composition, mice are largely resistant
to intestinal Salmonella infections, with only around 5% of animals showing luminal
colonization and enterocolitis after orogastric challenge (Stecher et al., 2010; Stecher &
Hardt, 2011). Treatment of mice with a single dose of Streptomycin (20mg per animal)
transiently reduces the microbiota and renders the animals susceptible to S.Tm colonization
and infection (Barthel et al., 2003). Oral infection with a dose of 5x107 CFU S.Tm leads to
stable colonization of the intestinal lumen around 6h p.i., and triggers cecal inflammation
around 8-12h p.i. (Barthel et al., 2003; Sellin et al., 2014). This inflammatory response is
accompanied by the typical tissue pathology of S.Tm infection, manifested by submucosal
edema, influx of neutrophils, decreased numbers of mucus-filled vacuoles located within
the goblet cells in the epithelial lining and epithelial damage and is thereby resembling the
pathology observed in calves (Barthel et al., 2003; Hapfelmeier & Hardt, 2005; Kaiser et al.,
2012). During later stages of the disease, S.Tm spreads to systemic sites, like the mesenteric
lymph node, liver and spleen (Barthel et al., 2003). The extreme robustness of the infection
makes the streptomycin model a perfect model for comparative studies of host factors
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influencing the immune response to infection. Therefore, the streptomycin mouse model
will be the working model of presented thesis.
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Aim of the presented thesis
The intestinal mucosa has found a wide variety of mechanisms to respond to pathogenic
threats. Yet, the complex interactions between the pathogen and its host in mucosal
infections remain incompletely understood. The present work aims towards a better
understanding of the initial phases of the immune response, leading from the first
recognition of a pathogen to a full blown mucosal inflammation and defense, using the
murine model of S. Typhimurium diarrhea.
Upon invasion into intestinal enterocytes, S.Tm is detected by inflammasome sensors in
epithelial cells, and thereby elicits (at least) two distinct responses, i.e shedding of infected
cells from the epithelial layer and the mounting of pronounced mucosal tissue inflammation.
However, the mechanisms driving the latter response remained to be established. Thus, it
had remained unclear how detection of S.Tm in the epithelium is able to evoke mucosal
inflammation only shortly after the bacterial invasion. In Chapter 2, we address the
functional link between S.Tm recognition by epithelial inflammasomes and the onset of
mucosal inflammation.
Recruitment of neutrophils to the infected mucosa is a hallmark of S.Tm infection. Yet,
the functional contribution of those cells during the early phase of S.Tm infection has
remained unclear. In Chapter 3, we therefore studied the function of neutrophils during the
mounting of mucosal inflammation.
Finally, we have addressed the effects of these initial IL-18 and IFNγ-driven responses on
the gut luminal S.Tm population.
Together, these experiments were aiming to improve our understanding of host
responses that dominate the initial phases of the pathogen-host interaction in the largeintestinal mucosa.
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Salmonella Typhimurium (S.Tm) is a common cause of self-limiting diarrhea. The
mucosal inflammation is thought to arise from a standoff between the pathogen's
virulence factors and the host's mucosal innate immune defenses, particularly the
mucosal NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasome. However, it had remained unclear how this
switches the gut from homeostasis to inflammation, a topic here studied in the
streptomycin mouse model. S.Tm infections in knockout mice, cytokine inhibition
and –injection experiments revealed that caspase-1 (not -11) dependent IL-18 is
pivotal for inducing acute inflammation. IL-18 boosted NK cell chemoattractants
and enhanced the migratory capacity of those cells, thus promoting mucosal
accumulation of mature, activated NK cells. NK cell depletion and Prf-/- ablation
delayed tissue inflammation. This establishes an NK cell perforin response as the
limiting factor in mounting gut mucosal inflammation. Therefore, IL-18-elicited NK
cell perforin responses, which have recently been implicated in systemic
antibacterial defense, are also of critical importance for coordinating mucosal
ibflammation during early infection, when S.Tm strongly relies on virulence factors
detectable by the inflammasome. This may have broad relevance for mucosal
defense against microbial pathogens.
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Introduction
The intestinal mucosa is a key site limiting microbial access to the body (Peterson & Artis,
2014; Wells et al., 2011). Nonetheless, some enteropathogenic bacteria, including
Salmonella enterica subspecies 1 serovar Typhimurium (S.Tm), have the capacity to
overcome the mucosal defenses and utilize the gut as a port of entry. It is still not well
understood how defenses are mounted and coordinated to limit infection.
The innate immune system provides formidable protection against the vast majority of
invading microbes. Its chemo-sensors, termed danger recognition receptors, are detecting
conserved microbial products (including key virulence factors) and tissue damage inflicted by
the infection, boost antimicrobial defense and recruit phagocytic cell populations to
eliminate the pathogen and cellular debris (Broggi & Granucci, 2015; Said-Sadier & Ojcius,
2012; Schroder & Tschopp, 2010). It appears that some "successful" pathogens have evolved
mechanisms to evade these innate responses (Maltez & Miao, 2016; Maltez et al., 2015).
This is thought to complicate the analysis of many important recognition events. For
example, S.Tm can downregulate expression of flagella and the SPI-1 type III secretion
system at systemic sites and may thereby evade (at least partially) the detection by danger
recognition receptors, e.g. the NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasome (Alaniz et al., 2006; Cummings et
al., 2006; Freed et al., 2008). Such "stealthy" behavior is not an option at sites where the
respective virulence factors (or other recognized components) are needed by the pathogen
for performing an important step of the infection cycle. Based on these considerations,
enteropathogenic bacteria may be particularly prone to detection by the innate immune
system when they arrive at the mucosal surface and have to deploy virulence factors to
achieve host cell manipulation and invasion. Indeed, recent work has identified the epithelial
NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasome as a central player in the initial defense against Citrobacter
rodentium and S.Tm, initiating the expulsion of infected enterocytes into the gut lumen
(Nordlander et al., 2014; Sellin et al., 2015; Sellin et al., 2014). However, it had remained
unclear whether and how this is coordinated with other defenses at this critical site.
S.Tm is a key cause of diarrhea worldwide (Sanchez-Vargas et al., 2011). The
streptomycin mouse model for Salmonella Typhimurium diarrhea is used to study the
pathogen's virulence factors and the mucosal responses mounted upon infection (Barthel et
al., 2003; Kaiser et al., 2012). In the gut lumen, S.Tm relies on flagella to reach the epithelial
surface and the TTSS-1 to bind and invade the intestinal epithelium (Ackermann et al., 2008;
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Coombes et al., 2005; Hapfelmeier & Hardt, 2005; Sellin et al., 2014; Stecher et al., 2008;
Stecher et al., 2004). In fact, enterocyte invasion was already described in pioneering work
employing guinea-pig and bovine models (Santos et al., 2002; A. Takeuchi, 1967). While
numerous mucosal immune defenses have been proposed (Kaiser et al., 2012; Santos et al.,
2009), the critical responses coordinating the mucosal defenses during the initial wave of
pathogen invasion have remained elusive. Only recently, first mechanistic insights have been
obtained in the mouse model. This has established a critical function of the epithelial
NAIP/NLRC4-inflammasome to detect enterocyte invasion by S.Tm during the first hours of
infection (Sellin et al., 2014). This inflammasome-dependent defense appears to be twopronged. By facilitating the expulsion of infected epithelial cells into the gut lumen, the
innate defense was shown to reduce epithelial pathogen loads by as much as 100-fold.
However, this fails to completely clear the pathogen from the tissue. In parallel, the
inflammasome response triggers a pro-inflammatory program that leads to overt tissue
inflammation characterized by crypt abscesses, tissue damage and leukocyte infiltration typical hallmarks of acute S.Tm diarrhea (Kaiser et al., 2012; Tam et al., 2008). However, it
has remained unclear how inflammasome activation and induction of mucosal inflammation
are linked.
Here, we have analyzed the mechanisms switching the naïve mucosa into overt
inflammation in response to S.Tm infection. Our work identified a key role of caspase-1 (not
-11) mediated IL-18 production, IL-18-mediated accumulation of mature natural killer (NK)
cells in the mucosa and NK-cell perforin as essential for mounting gut inflammation within
12h of the infection.

Results
IL-18 is necessary for early stimulation of the mucosal inflammatory response to S.Tm
We set out to characterize the initiation of a mucosal immune response and the
subsequent cecum inflammation upon acute S.Tm infection using the streptomycin mouse
model (Barthel et al., 2003). As inflammasome recognition of S.Tm has already been
identified as an important component of the early mucosal defense (Sellin et al., 2014), we
postulated that the inflammasome dependent IL-1 family cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 could
play a role in shaping the early immune response and the onset of inflammation. Indeed,
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both cytokines showed elevated mature protein levels in the infected mucosal tissue already
early during infection (5x107 CFU S.Tm, 12h p.i.; Figure 1a). In case of Il1b this went along
with a transcriptional upregulation (Supplement 1a), as observed previously (Arend et al.,
2008; Puren et al., 1999). In contrast, the IL-18 response occurred mostly at the posttranscriptional level, as Il18 transcript levels remained unchanged at least at this early stage
of the infection (Supplement 1a).
To study the functional importance of IL-1β and IL-18 in the onset of mucosal
inflammation, we infected mice deficient in IL-1α/β or IL-18 and appropriate littermate
controls and measured the degree of mucosal inflammation using a well-established
histopathological scoring scheme that assesses the degree of submucosal edema, the
integrity of the epithelial layer, the abundance of mucin-filled goblet cells in the epithelial
lining and the infiltration by polymorphonuclear leukocytes (according to (Barthel et al.,
2003)). At 12h p.i., S.Tm had reached equally high pathogen densities in the cecal lumen of
all experimental groups (Supplement 1b). IL-1α/β-deficient animals and controls featured
equivalent levels of pronounced cecum pathology (Figure 1b and c). In contrast, the cecal
mucosa of the IL-18-deficient mice was much less inflamed (Figure 1b and c). This provided a
first indication that IL-18 is functionally important for initiating gut mucosal inflammation.
However, the underlying molecular and cellular processes remained to be established.
Depending on the disease model, IL-18 can be processed and released via caspase-1
and/or caspase-11 inflammasomes (Knodler et al., 2014; Lamkanfi & Dixit, 2014; Sellin et al.,
2014; Vigano & Mortellaro, 2013). To identify which caspase is required for IL-18 processing
in our model, we infected mice deficient in caspase-1 and -11 or deficient in caspase-11
alone and corresponding littermates and assessed mucosal IL-18 levels as well as cecal
pathology. While caspase-1/11-deficient animals displayed reduced levels of mature IL-18 in
the infected cecal mucosa (p<0.05; Figure 1d, left side), we observed no such reduction in
the caspase-11-deficient mice (Figure 1d, right side). Correspondingly, caspase-1/11deficient animals, but not caspase-11-deficient mice, showed reduced cecum mucosal
inflammation (Figure 1e). This pheno-copied the IL-18-deficient mice (Figure 1b,c right side)
and suggested that caspase-1 (not caspase-11) is required for IL-18 processing and the
subsequent elicitation of gut inflammation during the first hours of S.Tm infection.
The dependency of mucosal inflammation on IL-18 was further explored in a time course
experiment, infecting IL-18-deficient mice and littermates for 6h, 12h, 18h or 36h with S.Tm.
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Quantification of mature IL-18 protein in the cecum mucosa of the IL-18 proficient littermate
controls revealed elevated protein levels during the first 6h-18h p.i., which returned to basal
expression at 36h p.i. (Supplement 1c). Importantly, colitis was clearly reduced in IL-18deficient mice up to 18h p.i. (Supplement 1e). By 36h p.i., the knockout mice featured an
equivalent degree of inflammation as their littermate controls (Supplement 1e). Therefore,
IL-18 deficiency causes a delayed onset, but not a complete blunting of mucosal
inflammation in response to S.Tm infection.
It had remained unclear, if the observed delay in cecal pathology is explained either by
an important function of IL-18 during early infection, or by a general alteration of mucosal
homeostasis in the knockout mice. To address the underlying mechanism, we examined if
neutralization of IL-18 during acute S.Tm infection would might reduce cecum pathology by
12h p.i.. To this end, we artificially increased the concentration of a naturally occurring
inhibitor of IL-18, by injecting C57BL/6 wild-type mice (WT) with recombinant IL-18BP
(2mg/kg i.p.) or PBS as a control. While the treatment did not affect cecum luminal
colonization (Supplement 1g), IL-18 inhibition significantly reduced mucosal pathology
(Figure 1f). Cytokine neutralization yielded in fact an equivalent phenotype as genetic IL-18
ablation (compare Figure 1b and f). This is in line with a direct regulatory function of IL-18
during acute infection rather than a homeostatic imbalance in the genetically deficient
animals.
Next, we examined the effect of increased IL-18 concentrations. As IL-18 accelerates the
progress of inflammation (see Supplement 1e), artificially raising IL-18 levels should enhance
inflammation during the first hours of infection. Indeed, the injection of recombinant IL-18
(120μg/kg i.p.) enhanced mucosal inflammation by 8h p.i., an early time point when
untreated mice showed only minor signs of pathology (Figure 1g). Based on this observation,
we tested if IL-18 would be sufficient to drive mucosal inflammation even in the absence of
invasive bacteria. To this end, we infected mice with an avirulent isogenic S.Tm mutant
(S.Tmavir; ΔinvG; sseD::aphT;(Hapfelmeier et al., 2005)), which colonizes the gut lumen but
fails to invade the cecum tissue and does not elicit mucosal pathology within 4 days of
infection (Hapfelmeier et al., 2005; Stecher et al., 2006). However, injection of rIL-18 during
infection with S.Tmavir did not induce mucosal inflammation (Supplement 1j). From these
findings, we conclude that IL-18 is required for, and modulates the potency of the acute
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inflammatory response towards invasive S.Tm. Yet, it is insufficient to induce inflammation
in the absence of pathogen tissue invasion.

Figure 1: IL-18 modulates the onset of S.Tm-induced intestinal inflammation
(a) Mature IL-1β and IL-18 protein levels were measured in whole cecum tissue homogenates from C57BL/6 WT
mice. Mice were Sm-pretreated and remained uninfected or were infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h
(n=7 per group); dashed lines indicate the detection limit. (b and c) Il1ab-/- and Il18-/- mice and littermate
controls were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=6-9 per group). (b)
pathological score; arrows indicate representative mice depicted in panel c, (c) HE-stained cryosections from
representative mice of each group; SE= submucosal edema, L=lumen; scale bar=100µm; left panel: Il1ab-/-, right
panel: Il18-/-. (d and e) Casp1/11-/- and Casp11-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated and infected
orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-7 per group). (d) Mature IL-18 protein levels in whole cecum tissue
lysates from Casp1/11-/- or Casp11-/- mice and littermate controls; dashed lines indicate the detection limit. (e)
Pathological score. (f) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated, injected intraperitoneally with rIL-18BP or PBS,
infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5 per group) and mucosal inflammation was quentified. (g)
C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated, injected intraperitoneally with rIL18 or PBS, infected orally with 5x107
CFU S.Tm for 8h (n=9 per group) and mucosal inflammation was quantified. Data represent the mean ± SD and
statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant, *:p<0.05; **:p<0.01;
***:p<0.001).

IL-18 modulates the mounting of gut inflammation by stimulating NK cell recruitment
Cytokine and chemokine response patterns can provide cues about underlying
immunological processes. To elucidate how IL-18 affects the mounting of gut inflammation,
we therefore collected infected cecum tissue samples from IL-18-deficient mice and
littermate controls (12h p.i., 5x107 CFU S.Tm) and performed transcriptional profiling by
RNA-Seq. In total, mRNA levels for more than 200 genes were reduced in IL-18-deficient
mice compared to the littermate controls (for a complete list of significantly regulated
genes, see Appendix). Many of those differentially expressed genes belonged to pathways
involved in general pro-inflammatory responses, immunity to infection as well as chemokine
and cytokine signaling. Of particular interest, one group of these IL-18 dependent
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chemokines is known to coordinate the recruitment of NK cells to sites of infection (Figure
2a, depicted in red;(Bernardini et al., 2012)). NK cells are early effectors in the mucosal
defense against several viruses, bacteria, protozoa and fungi. They respond to a wide range
of chemokines, are rapidly mobilized in response to danger signals and therefore quickly
recruited to sites of inflammation and disease (Maghazachi, 2010). There, NK cells are
activated either indirectly by cytokines or directly via the recognition of stressed and
infected cells (Chan et al., 2014; Horowitz et al., 2011; Newman & Riley, 2007). During
systemic bacterial infections, activated NK cells can limit tissue infection and prevent
systemic spread of the pathogen through direct lysis of target cells or by releasing GM-CSF,
TNF and IFNγ to orchestrate further responses (Lodoen & Lanier, 2006). The secretion of
such pro-inflammatory cytokines by NK cells and other early effector cells orchestrates and
amplifies the local immune response, inducing a full-blown mucosal inflammation to boost
pathogen elimination. Our findings provided a first hint that NK cells might be important
coordinators initiating gut inflammation.
We confirmed the S.Tm-mediated induction of those chemokines and their IL-18
dependence by qRT-PCR (Figure 2 b and c). In line with this, the cecum mucosa of infected
WT control mice featured ~10-fold higher densities of NK1.1+ CD3- CD45+ cells then that of
uninfected animals (12h p.i., 5x107 CFU S.Tm; Figure 2d and e). Time course experiments
verified the recruitment of NK1.1+ CD3- CD45+ cells during the initial 12-18h p.i. (Supplement
2a). In contrast, IL-18-deficient animals harbored reduced numbers of NK1.1+ CD3- CD45+
cells in the infected cecal mucosa (Figure 2f and g). These data suggest that IL-18-dependent
chemokine responses control the accumulation -and most likely also the function- of NK1.1+
CD3- CD45+ cells in the cecum tissue during the initial phase of the pathogen-host
interaction.
We further characterized the accumulating NK1.1+ CD3- cells according to their surface
expression of KLRG1, NKp46, CD122, TCRγδ and Thy1 (Figure 2h). Most NK1.1 + CD3- cells
were identified as KLRG1+ NKp46+ CD122+ Thy1+ TCRγδ- NK1.1+ CD3- NK cells. As expected for
NK cells, this population expressed high levels of the transcription factors Eomes and Tbx21
as well as Prf-1 and Sell transcripts (Figure 2i).
To further verify the IL-18 function in NK cell recruitment, we performed experiments on
caspase-1/11-deficient mice. As these mice produced reduced levels of mature IL-18 protein
in response to mucosal infection (see Figure 1d), we reasoned that these animals should
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feature reduced NK cell numbers in the infected cecum tissue. 12h infection experiments
with caspase-1/11-deficient animals and their littermate controls verified that this is indeed
the case (Figure 2j and Supplement 2b). In contrast, caspase-11-deficient mice featured
equivalent mucosal NK cell numbers as their littermate controls (Figure 2k and Supplement
2c). This provided further evidence supporting a link between mucosal IL-18 induction and
the accumulation of NK cells during S.Tm infection.
In order to assess their functional importance, we depleted NK cells using an α-asialo
GM1 antiserum and infected mice with S.Tm (5x107 CFU S.Tm, 12h p.i.). The depletion
efficiency was verified by flow cytometry (Supplement 2d). Both experimental groups
showed equal bacterial loads in the mLN, suggesting that initial pathogen translocation
kinetics were not accelerated in the absence of NK cells. The cecal pathology was assessed
by pathoscoring. Strikingly, depletion of NK cells during the S.Tm infection reduced levels of
mucosal pathology compared to mock-depleted controls (Figure 2 l and m). Equivalent
observations were made when using an α-NK1.1 antibody for cell depletion (clone PK136,
10mg/kg, i.p.; Figure 2m). This antibody is less specific than the α-asialo GM1 antiserum, as it
recognizes not only NK cells, but also additional NK1.1+ cell populations. Nonetheless, both
NK cell depletion strategies recapitulate the delayed mucosal inflammation observed in IL18-deficient mice (compare Figure 1b and 2m). These data provided a first indication that IL18 dependent NK-cell recruitment is central for initiating the inflammatory response.
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Figure 2: IL-18 enhances the recruitment of NK cells into the infected cecum LP thereby stimulating early
cecal inflammation.
(a) Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=3-4
per group). RNA-Seq was performed on RNA extracted from complete cecum tissue. RNA-Seq analysis: The
vulcano plot shows the induction (log2 fold change) versus the -log10 p-value for all chemokines. Chemokines
able to induce NK cell recruitment are highlighted in red. (b) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated and either
uninfected or infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=4 per group). Cxcl9, Cxcl10, Cxcl11, Ccl3 and Ccl4
mRNA levels in whole cecum tissue were measured by RT-qPCR. Results are presented relative to the
expression of Actb. (c) Same as (b) but comparing cecum tissues from infected Il18-/- mice vs infected littermate
controls. (d and e) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Sm-pretreated C57BL/6 WT mice,
either uninfected or infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm (n=5 per group). Single live cells were gated on CD45+
lymphocytes. (d) Representative dot plots and (e) quantification of NK1.1 + CD3- cells. (f and g) Flow cytometric
analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Il18-/- mice and littermates, Sm-pretreated and orally infected with 5x10 7
CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-6 per group). Single live cells were gated on CD45+ lymphocytes. (f) Representative dot
plots and (g) quantification of NK1.1+ CD3- cells. (h) C57BL/6 mice were infected for 12h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm
and isolated cecal LP cells of two mice were pooled for staining and isotype control staining; data are shown for
one out of three independent experiments. CD45+ NK1.1+ CD3- cells were characterized according to their
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surface expression of KLRG1, NKp46, CD122, TCRγδ and Thy1. (i) C57BL/6 mice were infected for 18h with
5x107 CFU S.Tm. Isolated cecal LP cells of two mice each were pooled for fluorescence activated cell sorting.
Live CD45+ CD3- cells were further sorted according to their expression of NK1.1. Tbx21, Eomes, Rorc, Gata3,
Prf1 and Sell transcripts were analyzed by RT-qPCR. Results are presented relative to the expression of Actb. (j
and k) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Sm-pretreated (j) Casp1/11-/- or (k) Casp11-/mice. Single live cells were gated on CD45+ lymphocytes and NK1.1+ CD3- cells were quantified. (l and m)
C57BL/6 WT mice were injected intraperitoneally with anti-asialo GM1 antiserum (50μL antiserum/mouse;
three consecutive days), anti-NK1.1 (10mg/kg; 2 consecutive days) or PBS and mice were infected orally with
5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=8-10 per group). (l) HE-stained cryosections of anti-asialo GM1 -treated or control
mice, (m) pathological score; arrows indicate mice of representative HE-stained cryosections; SE=submucosal
edema, L=lumen; scale bar=100μm. Statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not
significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).

NK cells display an enhanced migratory potential in presence of IL-18
So far, we could show that the initiation of mucosal inflammation depends on IL-18, that
this leads to changes in the cellular composition of the mucosa (including increased NK cell
abundance) and that NK cells are required for mounting the disease. However, it had
remained unclear how NK cells are engaged in the process. At least three different
mechanisms might be involved, i.e. enhanced NK-cell immigration, increased NK cell
proliferation in the infected tissue and/or elevated NK-cell activation within the responding
tissue.
First we analyzed the IL-18 receptor dependency of NK cell accumulation. Here, it was
important to find out if NK-cell immigration is driven by direct IL-18 signaling (via the NKcell's IL-18 receptor) or by the NK-cell recruiting chemokines produced (by other cells) in the
infected mucosa (Figure 2a-c). It should be noted that our initial experiments in IL-18
deficient animals could not distinguish between these two mechanisms, as IL-18 deficiency
also reduced tissue inflammation and chemokine production (other than IL-18). Therefore, it
remained unclear whether a defective NK cell response can be directly attributed to IL-18
signaling. To address this issue, we reconstituted lethally irradiated CD45.1 WT mice with a
1:1 mixture of CD45.1 WT and CD45.2 Il18r1-/- bone marrow. These mice were infected with
S.Tm and we analyzed NK cell numbers from both genotypes in the infected cecal LP. In this
setting, we could directly compare both genotypes within the same mucosa. Compared to
WT (CD45.1+) NK1.1+ cells, the Il18r1-/- (CD45.2+) NK1.1+ cells accumulated in significantly
lower numbers in the infected mucosa (Figure 3a). In contrast, WT and mutant cells were
present at equivalent frequencies in the blood (Supplement 3a). This suggests that IL-18
directly, and not the altered inflammatory environment of the mucosa, affects the
accumulation of NK cells in the mucosa during the first hours of S.Tm infection. Notably, the
direct effect of IL-18 implies that reduced mucosal NK cell accumulation in absence of IL-18
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(Figure 2d-i) is likely attributable to both, reduced NK cell chemokine levels and a direct
effect of IL-18 via the NK cells IL-18 receptor.
There are at least two conceivable modes of action for IL-18 in this scenario. Either it
stimulates proliferation of the NK cells in the infected mucosa, thereby expanding the
population in situ, or it enhances the migratory capacity of NK cells, thus boosting NK cell
recruitment. To address the first scenario, we analyzed the proliferation of LP NK cells using
an in vivo EdU incorporation assay. In contrast to the clear increase of NK1.1 + cell abundance
in the infected mucosa, the fraction of EdU+ cells within this subset remained virtually
unchanged (Figure 3b). As control, we measured in parallel the EdU incorporation in CD11b +
NK1.1- cells, which should comprise different myeloid subsets known to proliferate in
inflamed tissue (Davies et al., 2013; Robbins et al., 2013). In contrast to the NK1.1+ cells, the
infected mucosa featured highly increased fractions of EdU+ CD11b+ NK1.1- cells
(Supplement 3b). This argues against an in situ proliferation of NK cells in response to IL-18.
To verify that IL-18 has an impact on the migratory behavior of NK cells, isolated NK cells
were stimulated ex vivo with rIL-18 (100ng/mL rIL-18, 3h) and examined in 2D Transwell
migration experiments using CXCL9, a classical NK cell recruiting chemokine (Bernardini et
al., 2012). Indeed, stimulation with IL-18 increased the migratory efficiency of NK cells, in
particular at lower CXCL9 concentrations (50 or 250 ng/ml; Figure 3c). This increased
migratory potential was clearly dependent on IL-18 signaling, as IL-18R-deficient NK cells
were unresponsive to the stimulation and showed a migration comparable to unstimulated
WT NK cells (Supplement 3c).
As IL-18-stimulated NK cells displayed an increased migratory potential, we examined if
this can be attributed to an up-regulated surface expression of the CXCL9 receptor, CXCR3.
However, rIL-18 stimulation affected neither the number of CXCR3-expressing NK cells, nor
the amount of CXCR3 surface expression on stimulated NK cells (Figure 3d). This suggested
that IL-18 enhances CXCL9/CXCR3 signaling downstream of the receptor (CXCR3). In
summary, these data support that IL-18 increases the migratory capacity of NK cells (by
engaging the NK-cell's IL-18 receptor), thereby enhancing NK cell recruitment to the infected
mucosal tissue.
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Figure 3: IL-18 enhances the migratory potential of NK cells.
(a) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from 1:1 Il18r1-/--CD45.2:WT-CD45.1 mixed bone marrow
chimeric mice, Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=9 per group). Single cells
were gated on CD45+ CD3- lymphocytes. Quantification of NK1.1+ cells from WT or Il18r1-/- LP cells as
distinguished by their congenic markers CD45.1 (WT) and CD45.2 (Il18r1-/-). (b) Assessment of in vivo cell
proliferation via EdU incorporation and flow cytometric analysis of isolated LP cells from C57BL/6 mice, either
uninfected or infected orally with 5x107CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-6 per group). Quantification of EdU
incorporation in CD3- NK1.1+ cells. (c) 2D Transwell migration assay of splenic NK cells, isolated by MACS and
stimulated for 3h in presence or absence of 100ng/mL rIL-18. Migration was analyzed towards the indicated
concentrations of CXCL9. (d) Flow cytometric analysis of CXCR3 surface expression on splenic NK cells,
stimulated for 3h in presence or absence of 100ng/mL rIL-18. Data represent the mean ± SD and statistical
analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).

Mucosal NK cells recruited in presence of IL-18 are phenotypically mature
Throughout the body, tissue NK cells are featuring distinct functions and maturation
stages (Shi et al., 2011). By convention, the surface expression of CD11b and CD27 defines
four maturation stages of murine NK cells (Chiossone et al., 2009). These correspond to the
NK cells' capacity to produce cytokines and their cytotoxic potential. Immature double
negative CD27- CD11b- NK cells follow the maturation profile -> CD27+ CD11b- -> CD27+
CD11b+ double positive -> CD27- CD11b+ NK cells. Of these developmental stages, both
CD11b+ NK cell populations are considered as mature as they exert typical NK cell effector
functions (Chiossone et al., 2009; Hayakawa et al., 2006; Hayakawa & Smyth, 2006). The
phenotype of the NK cells accumulating in the S.Tm infected gut mucosa remained to be
established. The cecal mucosa of non-infected C57BL/6 mice harbored only a small number
of NK cells and these mainly expressed immature phenotypes (CD27 - CD11b- and CD27+
CD11b-; Figure 4a and b). During the first 12h of infection, CD27 + CD11b+ NK cells
accumulated in the infected mucosa (Figure 4a and b), indicating that NK cells not only
increase in abundance, but also display a higher degree of maturation. In contrast, in the
infected mucosa of IL-18-deficient mice, NK cell remained scarce and mainly exhibited
immature phenotypes (CD27- CD11b- and CD27+ CD11b-; Figure 4c and d). In fact, the
maturation state of NK cells in infected IL-18-deficient animals resembled that of uninfected
WT mice. These data suggest that IL-18 affects not only the recruitment, but also the
maturation state of NK cells in the infected cecal mucosa.
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Figure 4: NK cells in the infected cecal mucosa of IL-18-deficient mice are phenotypically immature
(a and b) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Sm-pretreated C57BL/6 WT mice, either
uninfected or infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm (n=5 per group). We gated on single live CD45+ CD3- NK1.1+ cells.
(a) Representative contour plots and (b) quantification of NK cell maturation stages, defined by the surface
expression of CD27 and CD11b; arrows indicate the progression of NK-cell maturation. (c and d) Flow
cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Il18-/- mice and littermates, Sm-pretreated and orally infected
with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-6 per group). We gated on single live CD45+ CD3- NK1.1+ cells. (c)
Representative contour plots and (d) quantification of NK cell maturation stages based on CD27 and CD11b
surface expression. Data represent the mean ± SD and statistical analyses were performed using 2way-ANOVA
with Sidak’s multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001).

NK cell-derived cytokines do not contribute to the onset of mucosal inflammation
As our previous analysis has revealed that the accumulated NK cells in the infected cecal
LP are phenotypically mature, we next wanted to address the NK cell effector function,
contributing to the onset of cecal inflammation. NK cells can affect defense via (at least) two
different mechanisms, i.e. their cytotoxic function and the production of effector cytokines
that boost antimicrobial defenses of other cell types (Ivanova et al., 2014; Lodoen & Lanier,
2006). Our RNA-Seq data suggested a decreased expression of the three major NK cellderived effector cytokines TNF, GM-CSF and IFNγ (Figure 5a, depicted in red). Therefore, we
investigated the potential contribution of those three cytokines in the induction of early
mucosal pathology after S.Tm infection. Although RNA-Seq analysis had shown a clear
downregulation of GM-CSF transcripts, GM-CSF protein was not yet detectable in the cecal
mucosa at 12h p.i. (Supplement 4a) rendering it an unlikely candidate for promoting
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pathology at this initial phase of the infection. Other than GM-CSF, TNF protein levels were
induced in the cecal LP by 12h p.i. and markedly reduced in IL-18-deficient mice (Supplement
4b and c). However, flow cytometric analysis of TNF-producing cells in the cecal LP
uncovered that the protein was not produced by NK cells but rather by cells from the
myeloid compartment, at least at this early stage of the infection (Supplement 4d). This
excluded TNF as a likely NK cell effector cytokine and prompted us to focus on IFNγ.
RT PCR analyses confirmed that transcripts of Ifng and IFNγ-regulated genes known to be
important in diverse innate and adaptive IFNγ-dependent antibacterial responses, were
significantly reduced in IL-18-deficient mice (Iigp1 and Cxcl10 shown as examples, Figure 5b).
Also, the IFNγ protein levels did not rise above the detection limit in the infected mucosa of
IL-18-deficient mice (Figure 5c). Flow cytometry of cecum LP cells revealed that the absence
of IFNγ is attributable to decreased populations of IFNγ-producing cells in the Il18 knockout
animals (Figure 5d) as well as to reduced IFNγ levels per cell (Supplement 4e). These
populations could be partially rescued by the injection of rIL-18 (120μg/kg, i.p.) into infected
IL-18-deficient mice (Supplement 4f). Flow cytometric analysis confirmed that the majority
of IFNγ+ cells were CD45+ CD3- NK1.1+ lymphocytes expressing CD11b, Thy1, NKp46 and
Eomes (Supplement 4g), and are likely identical with the NK cells identified above (see Figure
2h and i). In line with earlier work, some CD3-positive cells (likely T-cells) can also produce
IFNγ in response to IL-18 (O'Donnell et al., 2014; Srinivasan et al., 2007). However, our NK
cell depletion assays suggest that they do not affect the kinetics of mucosal inflammation.
Taken together, these data support that IL-18 induces IFNγ production by NK cells during the
early phase of the mucosal response to S.Tm infection. However, it had remained unclear, if
this IFNγ is functionally required to drive the tissue inflammation observed by 12h p.i..
To address if IFNγ enhances the inflammatory pathology by 12h p.i., we infected mice
deficient in IFNγ signaling (Ifng or Ifngr1 knockout mice) and appropriate littermate controls
with S.Tm. In contrast to IL-18-deficient or NK cell-depleted animals, IFNγ- and IFNγRdeficient mice showed equivalent levels of cecal pathology as the littermate controls (Figure
5g, compare with Figure 1b and 2m). This indicated that a functional IFNγ response by NK
cells is not required to initiate mucosal inflammation.
It should be noted that IFNγ is well-known to exert important functions limiting bacterial
growth at systemic sites at later stages of typhoid-fever-like disease (Mastroeni, 2002). To
verify this in our infection model, we infected IFNγ- and IL-18-deficient mice for 72h with
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S.Tm, a time point when the pathogen has spread from the mucosal tissue to systemic
organs (Barthel et al., 2003; Hapfelmeier & Hardt, 2005). Indeed, in the mesenteric lymph
nodes of both, IFNγ- and IL-18-deficient mice, we detected significantly elevated S.Tm loads
at 72h p.i.. This verified that IL-18 induced IFNγ is dispensable for mounting mucosal
inflammation, but important for the subsequent restriction of pathogen spread to systemic
sites.

Figure 5: IFNγ expression by NK cells is IL-18-dependent but not required for mounting tissue
inflammation during the first 12h of the infection
(a) Vulcano plot of all cytokines differentially expressed in the cecal mucosa of the Il18-/- mice and littermate
shown in Fig. 2A. We plotted log2 (fold change) against -log10 (p-value). NK cell effector cytokines are
highlighted in red. (b-d) Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107
CFU S.Tm for 12h (b) or 18h (c-d). (b) Ifng, Iigp1 and Cxcl10 transcripts in whole cecum tissue were analyzed by
RT-qPCR. Results are presented relative to the expression of Actb (n=8-9 per group). (c) IFNγ protein
concentration in whole cecum tissue lysates (n=5 per group) as measured by CBA; dashed line = detection limit.
(d) Quantification of IFNγ-producing cells by flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells (n=6 per group).
(e and f) C57BL/6 mice were infected for 18h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm and cecal LP cells were isolated for staining.
Data are shown from one out of three independent experiments. (e) Representative dot plot of IFNγ-expressing
cells, pre-gated on single live lymphocytes. (f) FACS-analysis of CD3 and NK1.1 surface marker expression by
IFNγ+ cell populations. (g) Ifng-/-, Ifngr1-/- and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated, infected orally with 5x107
CFU S.Tm for 12h and pathological scores were assessed (n=6-8 per group). (h) Mesenteric lymph node loads as
determined by plating of organs from (left) Ifng-/- and (right) Il18-/- mice and their littermate controls. Mice
were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h or 72h. Statistical analysis was performed
using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001).
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Perforin is required to mount the mucosal inflammation
Besides the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, NK cells can exert their effector
function by inducing cell death of target cells (Lodoen & Lanier, 2006). IL-18 can prime this
cytotoxicity (Son et al., 2001). On the one hand, NK cells can induce apoptosis of the target
cell by death ligand signaling via TRAIL or FasL. On the other hand, they can kill target cells by
releasing cytotoxic granules, containing proteases called granzymes and perforins (Kagi et
al., 1994; Lopez & Voskoboinik, 2013; Smyth et al., 2005). Upon release of the granules in
close proximity to the target cell, perforin forms pores in the plasma membrane, enabling
granzyme uptake into the target cell and subsequent induction of apoptotic cell death or
osmotic cell lysis. These mechanisms are well known to eliminate virus-infected host cells
(Shabani et al., 2014). A role in bacterial infections in vivo (i.e. liver infection by
Chromobacterium violaceum) has only recently been identified (Maltez et al., 2015). Other
systemic infections by intracellular pathogens (e.g. S.Tm, Listeria monocytogenes) are not
affected in perforin-deficient mice, presumably due to down-regulation of inflammasome/IL18 stimulating ligands at these sites (Maltez et al., 2015; Miao et al., 2010; Sauer et al.,
2011). However, it remained unclear if NK-cell mediated cytotoxicity might be involved in
mucosal infections, i.e. the initial phases of S.Tm gut infection. Based on the increased levels
of mature IL-18 in the infected mucosa (Fig. 1a) and the accumulation of matured NK-cells by
12h p.i., we hypothesized that this might indeed be the case. As only the granzyme- and
perforin-dependent mechanism of cellular cytotoxicity (not TRAIL or FasL) should elicit
inflammation, we focused on this NK-cell effector function. To this end, we infected perforindeficient animals and littermate controls for 12h (5x10 7 CFU S.Tm by gavage) and assessed
cecal pathology. Strikingly, perforin-deficient mice showed a much lower degree of mucosal
pathology than their littermate controls (Figure 6a and b). In fact, perforin-deficiency fully
recapitulated the delayed mucosal pathology observed in IL-18-deficient mice and NK celldepleted animals (compare Figure 6a to Figure 1b and 2m).
In summary, this work identifies a key signaling cascade in the cecal mucosa whereby
S.Tm-induced IL-18 drives the recruitment of activated NK cells to the infected LP and
establishes perforin mediated cytotoxicity as a novel mechanism eliciting gut inflammation.
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Figure 6: Perforin-deficient mice fail to elicit overt
gut inflammation by 12h p.i.
(a and b) Prf1-/- mice and littermate controls were Smpretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for
12h. (a) pathological score; arrows indicate
representative mice depicted in panel b, (b) HE-stained
cryosections from representative mice of each group;
SE= submucosal edema, L=lumen; scale bar=100µm.
Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney-U test (**=p<0.01).

Discussion
The mucosal defense program that commences inflammation had remained
incompletely understood. Here, we investigated how the naive intestinal mucosa mounts
the initial response to S.Tm infection. This identified caspase-1-dependent IL-18 as a pivotal
cytokine in the process. Our data establish IL-18-promoted migration and accumulation of
mature NK cells and perforin-mediated NK cell cytotoxicity as a key axis driving mucosal
inflammation.
The IL-18/NK cell perforin axis establishes a second arm of the innate immune defense
that is elicited upon recognition of S.Tm virulence factors (i.e. flagella, TTSS-1;(Sellin et al.,
2015)) by the mucosal caspase-1 inflammasome. The first mechanism, expulsion of infected
enterocytes reduces the epithelial pathogen loads by about 50-100-fold by 12-18h p.i., but
cannot completely clear the pathogen (Sellin et al., 2014). The second arm is identified in
this paper. It is activated by the release of mature IL-18 which triggers pronounced cytokine
and chemokine responses that lead to accumulation of matured NK cells and the perforindependent elicitation of overt inflammation. It is well established that inflammation results
in a generalized antimicrobial state in the mucosa, featuring elevated numbers of phagocytic
leukocytes, augmented production of antimicrobial peptides, and a boosting of adaptive
immune responses (Kaiser et al., 2012; Patel & McCormick, 2014).
During the first days of S.Tm infection, numerous cytokines are produced by the
intestinal mucosa, including IL-1β and IL-18 (Godinez et al., 2009; Songhet et al., 2011)
(Figure 1a). The release of mature IL-1β is induced in response to infection and it is known to
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increase host resistance to systemic spread during later stages of the disease (Chen et al.,
2013; Franchi et al., 2012). In contrast, IL-1β seems to have little (if any) role during the first
12-18h of the gut infection. Mice deficient in IL-1α/β signaling controlled the intraepithelial
S.Tm load equally well as littermate controls (Sellin et al., 2014) and exhibited wild-type
cecum inflammation kinetics (Figure 1b). Nonetheless, this does not formally exclude a
redundant function for IL-1β in this initial phase or in other, non-redundant processes that
may manifest only at later time points. IL-18 on the other hand is constitutively and highly
expressed in the intestinal mucosa, especially by IECs (Dupaul-Chicoine et al., 2010; Harrison
et al., 2015; M. Takeuchi et al., 1997; Zaki et al., 2010) (Figure 1a). It is thereby ideally
positioned to mediate first-line responses to infection. Indeed, Il18-/- mice featured a delayed
onset of inflammation (Figure 1b). This was not attributable to perturbed homeostasis.
Rather IL-18 was necessary for the initiation of mucosal inflammation. IL-18 levels of the
infected cecal mucosa did critically affect disease kinetics, as decreasing or increasing IL-18
concentrations delayed or accelerated the mucosal response, respectively (Figure 1f and g).
IL-18 alone was, however, insufficient to elicit gut inflammation in the absence of stimuli
from invasive wild-type S.Tm (Supplement 1). Thus, IL-18 must exert its function together
with other signals whose nature remains to be elucidated.
To address the cellular source of Il-18, we have performed experiments in bone marrow
chimeras (Supplement 6). The data suggest that IL-18 from epithelial/stromal as well as
bone-marrow derived cells may play a role. This would be well in line with enterocytes and
resident lamina propria cells as sources contributing to the IL-18 driven inflammatory
response. As an epithelial NAIP/NLRC4/caspase1-inflammasome appears chiefly responsible
for early recognition of invading S.Tm (Sellin et al., 2014)), it seems likely that infected
enterocytes are a key source of this cytokine which may be further supplemented from
myeloid sources (e.g. resident macrophages and dendritic cell population; (Kanai et al.,
2001)).
Our data suggest that NK cells are critical effectors for the IL-18 dependent mounting of
gut inflammation. IL-18 stimulated this NK cell response on different functional levels, i.e. via
IL-18R dependent recruitment (Figure 2) and by enhancing NK cell activation (Figure 4 and
5). It is a common theme that cytokine and chemokine responses act in concert to recruit
leukocytes to sites of infection, thereby enhancing a local inflammatory response (Gouwy et
al., 2005). In our system of acute bacterial mucosa infection, IL-18 a) upregulated NK cell
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recruiting chemokines at the site of infection and b) stimulated the migratory capacity of NK
cells. Yet, the underlying molecular mechanism of the enhanced migratory phenotype seen
in IL-18 stimulated NK cells still needs to be elucidated. For human NK cells, it is known that
IL-18 increases the surface expression of CCR7, thereby enhancing the migratory potential
towards its corresponding chemokines and subsequently augmenting lymph node homing
(Mailliard et al., 2005). However, our data exclude a direct effect of IL-18 on the chemokine
receptor expression (Figure 3). Another possibility would be a synergy of cytokine and
chemokine signaling, where the priming stimulus of the cytokine amplifies the downstream
signaling events of the chemokine receptor complex, leading to increased sensitivity and an
enhanced migratory capacity of the stimulated cell (Balabanian et al., 2002; Collins et al.,
1995; Schweizer et al., 1994; Simson & Foster, 2000). In particular the increased migratory
potential at lower chemokine concentrations may indicate that is indeed the case (Figure
3;(Schweizer et al., 1994)).
Besides an increased NK cell accumulation we observed a higher maturation state of
mucosal NK cells in presence of IL-18 (Figure 4). The experimental design could not
distinguish between an IL-18 dependent recruitment of pre-activated NK cells or an IL-18
induced in situ maturation of recruited NK cells. In any case, mature CD11b + NK cells are
generally associated with increased cytotoxicity and cytokine production (Chiossone et al.,
2009; Hayakawa et al., 2006). Indeed, IFNγ production by NK cells was completely reduced in
the absence of IL-18 (Figure 5 and Supplement 4e). If also other NK cell activating cytokines
(especially IL-12; (Kosaka et al., 2012; Walker & Rotondo, 2004)) do play a role in IFNγ
production by NK cells during early mucosal Salmonella infection, remains to be established.
However, due to the pronounced effect of IL-18-deficiency alone, the contribution of other
cytokines might not be absolutely essential. Surprisingly, early mucosal inflammation
developed independent of IFNγ. This is in contrast to later stages of the infection, where
both colitis and systemic pathogen restriction are coupled to a functional IFNγ response
(Figure 5, (Kupz et al., 2013; Rhee et al., 2005)). In contrast, we see a clear dependence on a
functional Perforin response for elicitation of cecal inflammation during the early mucosal
phase of the disease (Figure 6). Hence, detailed molecular analysis of how Perforin-mediated
NK cell cytotoxicity fuels gut inflammation constitutes a key aim for future work.
In addition, it remains to be established, if other effector cells contribute to the IL-18dependent mucosal inflammation. Previous studies have described a role for IL-18 in the
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recruitment of inflammatory monocytes to the infected LP via the induction of chemokine
production from NK cells (Schulthess et al., 2012). Moreover, IL-18 can also stimulate
recruitment and activation of neutrophils (Leung et al., 2001; Netea et al., 2000), a hallmark
cell type in the infected mucosa with prominent effects during S.Tm infection (Felmy et al.,
2013; Kaiser et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2014; Raffatellu et al., 2009). The IL18/NK cell perforin axis may thus coordinate the recruitment and activity of a whole range of
antimicrobial leukocyte responses.
How does the mucosal NK cell response differ from that at systemic sites? NK cells are
well known effectors of anti-viral defense (Jost & Altfeld, 2013). Accumulating evidence
suggests that NK cells can also limit systemic loads of some intracellular bacteria (Kupz et al.,
2014; Maltez et al., 2015). S.Tm flagellin and heat-killed S.Tm cells elicit the IL-18-dependent
IFNγ production in splenic NK cells within 2h and cell transfer experiments suggest that NK
cells can substantially reduce S.Tm growth in livers and spleens (Kupz et al., 2014; Kupz et al.,
2013). However, the control of systemic S.Tm infection does not require perforin, whereas
Chromobacter violaceum infection is efficiently limited (Maltez et al., 2015). This hints
towards important mechanistic differences between the systemic and the mucosal IL-18/NKcell response to S.Tm. The mechanistic basis for the mucosa-specific perforin-dependence of
the innate defense remains to be elucidated.
In contrast to systemic S.Tm infection, other bacterial pathogens, i.e. Chromobacter
violaceum, Listeria monocytogenes, are efficiently controlled by NK cell perforin (Maltez et
al., 2015). Thus, species-specific mechanisms may explain the importance of NK cell perforin
in the defense against systemic bacterial infection, which might be linked to the varying
ability of avoiding detection. Nevertheless, this points to a striking similarity to our findings
and suggests that the same IL-18/NK cell perforin arm of the innate immune defense may
coordinate protection against bacterial infection at systemic and at mucosal sites.
Is the IL-18/NK cell/perforin axis of general importance for initiating gut mucosal
defense? So far, only few studies have focused on the initiating events and none has
explored the entire mechanism. Nevertheless, there is accumulating circumstantial evidence
suggesting a broader relevance. The importance for the NAIP/NLRC4/caspase-1
inflammasome in mucosal defense has been observed in S.Tm and Citrobacter rodentium
infection models (Nordlander et al., 2014; Sellin et al., 2014). Pro-IL-18 is highly expressed
under steady state conditions in the intestinal mucosa and therefore a likely source of
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mature IL-18 during the first hours of pathogen attack. However, it had remained unclear
how IL-18 switches the mucosa to inflammation. In DSS models, the gut inflammation is
affected by IL-18. However, depending on the experimental protocols and the time points
analyzed, IL-18 has enhancing or ameliorating effects (Siegmund et al., 2001; Sivakumar et
al., 2002; Zaki et al., 2010). This suggests a role for IL-18 in establishing inflammation or in
regulation of the steady state defense, but does not answer if NK cell perforin responses are
involved. Toxoplasma gondii gut infection has also provided evidence for the role of IL-18 in
the mucosal response (Struck et al., 2012; Vossenkamper et al., 2004). In this model, IL-18
produced by bone-marrow-derived cells was critical for mucosal pathology at days 3-5 of
infection and the disease was ameliorated by daily application of the IL-18 inhibitor IL-18BP
(Struck et al., 2012). However, due to the long time required to establish overt disease
pathology, one cannot discern primary inductive mechanisms from tonic, multipronged
effects on the global tissue responsiveness. The S.Tm infection data described here is the
first evidence implicating perforin in gut mucosal defense against microbial pathogens.
However, recent evidence from systemic Chromobacter violaceum infection implicated IL-18
elicited NK cell perforin as an essential effector mechanism limiting liver pathogen loads
(Maltez et al., 2015). Thus, bacterial pathogens other than S.Tm are also affected by the IL18/NK cell perforin axis. Overall, the available evidence suggests that the caspase-1 elicited
IL-18/NK cell perforin responses may be of general importance for coordinating defenses,
including the initial stages of microbial gut infection.
In conclusion, our findings provide important new insights into the mounting of mucosal
inflammation in the infected gut. In particular, they reveal the caspase-1/IL-18/NK cell axis as
a central regulator of the initial disease kinetics and demonstrate the role of activated NK
cell accumulation. These activated NK cells initiate inflammation dependent on their
perforin-mediated cytotoxic activity. It seems likely that this defense axis is of relevance for
other enteropathogen infections and that it coordinates additional branches of the mucosal
defense. Our findings are an important step towards deciphering the multi-layered
responses that protect the intestinal mucosa against microbial attack.
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Experimental Procedures
Salmonella Typhimurium strains and culture conditions
Salmonella Typhimurium SL1344 (SB300, SmR (Hoiseth & Stocker, 1981)) was used as WT. S.Tmavir
(M557, ΔinvG; sseD::aphT (Hapfelmeier et al., 2005)) is an isogenic derivative of SL1344. For
infections, the bacteria were grown in LB/0.3M NaCl for 12h, subcultured at a 1:20 dilution for 4h,
spun down and resuspended in PBS, pH 7.4.

Mouse lines
All mice were maintained as specific pathogen-free in individually ventilated cages at the Rodent
Center RCHCI (ETH Zürich) or the ETH Phenomics Center EPIC (ETH Zürich). C57BL/6Ptprcb mice
(congenic marker Ly5.2+) originating from Charles River (Sulzfeld, Germany) were used as wild-type
mice. For generation of bone marrow chimeras, B6.SJL-PtprcaPepcb mice (congenic marker Ly5.1+)
were used as wild-type. Knockout mouse lines Casp1/11-/- (B6.129S2-Casp1tm1Sesh (Li et al., 1995)),
Casp11-/- (B6.Casp11tm1 (Kayagaki et al., 2011)) Il1ab-/- (B6.D-IL1atm1Yiw/IL1btm1Yiw (Horai et al., 1998)),
Il18-/- (B6.129P2-Il18tm1Aki (Takeda et al., 1998)), Il18r1-/- (B6.129P2-Il18r1tm1Aki (Hoshino et al., 1999)),
Ifng-/- (B6.129S7-Ifngtm1Ts (Dalton et al., 1993)) and Ifngr1-/- (B6.129S7-Ifngr1tm1Agt (Huang et al.,
1993)), Prf1-/- (C57BL/6-Prf1tm1Sdz (Kagi et al., 1994)) were all of C57BL/6 background. For
experimentation, wild-type (+/+), heterozygous (+/-) and homozygous knockout (-/-) littermates were
obtained by backcrossing into C57BL/6 and genotypes were verified by PCR.

Mice and infections
S.Tm infections were performed as described previously (Barthel et al., 2003). In brief, 7-12 week old
mice were pretreated with 25mg/animal streptomycin sulfate (Applichem) by gavage. 24 h later mice
were infected with 5×107 CFU S.Tm by gavage. Infections were performed for 6h, 8h, 12h, 18h, 36h
or 72h, as indicated. Bacterial loads in gut luminal content, mLN, spleen and liver were determined
by plating. For in vivo treatment with murine rIL-18, mice were injected intraperitoneally with a
single dose of murine r-IL18 (120µg/kg, MBL) at the time of infection. For in vivo neutralization of IL18, mice received intraperitoneal injections of human r-IL18BP (2mg/kg, Life Technologies Europe) at
the time of infection. NK1.1+ cells were depleted by intraperitoneal injection of anti-NK1.1 (10mg/kg,
clone PK136, BioXCell) on two consecutive days, starting one day prior to infection. In addition, NK
cells were depleted by intraperitoneal injection of anti-asialo GM1 antiserum (50uL/mouse; Wako),
mice were injected 3 times in total, starting 3 days prior to infection.

Generation of bone marrow chimeras
Generation of bone marrow chimeras has been described before (Hapfelmeier et al., 2008). Briefly,
Il18-/-, Il18r1-/- Ly5.2 and C57BL/6 Ly5.1 donor mice were euthanized and bone marrow was extracted
from tibia and femur. Recipient mice (C57BL/6 Ly5.1 or Il18-/-) were γ-irradiated (1000rad) and
reconstituted intravenously with 5x106 WT, 5x106 Il18-/- or a 1:1 mixture of 2.5x106 Il18r1-/- Ly5.2 and
2.5x106 C57BL/6 Ly5.1 bone marrow cells. Mice were kept on Borgal (Veterinaria AG) for 3 weeks and
were infected 8 weeks after reconstitution. Reconstitution efficiency was controlled by flow
cytometry (Ly5.1/CD45.1, Ly5.2/CD45.2 staining) on LP and blood cells.
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Histopathology
Cecum tissue was frozen in OCT (comp) and stored at -80°C. 5µm cryosections were mounted on
glass slides, air-dried and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Histopathology was evaluated in a
blinded manner as described previously (Barthel et al., 2003), scoring submucosal edema, epithelial
integrity, goblet cell number and polymorphonuclear leukocyte infiltration, resulting in a total
pathological score between 0 (uninflamed) and 13 (maximally inflamed).

Lamina propria cell isolation, staining and flow cytometry
Mice were sacrificed and the cecum was opened longitudinally and washed in ice cold PBS to remove
the remaining cecal content. In order to dislodge the epithelial cells, the cecum tissue was cut into
small pieces, and placed in two subsequent rounds into PBS containing 5mM EDTA, 15mM HEPES and
10% FCS, incubated for 20min at 37°C, and shaken mildly. Samples were washed in RPMI
supplemented with 30% FCS and digested for 1h in RPMI containing 1mg/mL Collagenase VIII (Sigma)
and 0.2mg/mL DNase I (Roche). Cells were filtered through a 70µm cell strainer and rinsed in RPMI.
Isolated cells were loaded onto a NycoPrep 1.077TM matrix (Progen) and centrifuged for 30 min at
400g. Cells were collected from the interface and washed in RPMI. Cell suspensions were stained in
PBS containing 1% FCS and 0.02% sodium azide. For intracellular cytokine staining, isolated lamina
propria cells were incubated for 5h in RPMI containing 5% FCS and 10µg/mL BrefeldinA (Sigma) at
37°C/5%CO2. After surface staining, cells were fixed in fix/perm solution (eBioscience) for 30min at
4°C and stained intracellular in wash/permeabilization buffer (eBioscience). Antibodies were either
from Biolegend, i.e. CD45 (clone 30-F11), CD3 (clone 17A2), CD27 (clone LG3.A10), IFNγ (clone
XMG1.2), CD11b (clone M1/70), CD90.2 (clone 30-H12), NKp46 (clone 29A1.4), CD45.1 (clone A20),
CD45.2 (clone 104), TCRγδ (clone GL3), CD122 (clone TM-β1), KLRG1 (clone 2F1/KLRG1), Eomes
(clone Dan11mag) or from BD Biosciences i.e. NK1.1 (clone PK136). For detection of 5-ethynyl-2’deoxyuridine (EdU) incorporation, the Click-iT EdU Alexa Fluor 488 Flow Cytometry Assay Kit
(Invitrogen) was used. Data were acquired on a LSRII (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo
software (TreeStar). Cell sorting was performed on a FACS Aria III (BD Biosciences) and equal
amounts of CD45+ CD3- NK1.1+ and CD45+ CD3- NK1.1- cells were collected separately in two flow
tubes.

Assessment of in vivo proliferation via EdU incorporation
In vivo NK cell proliferation was measured by intraperitoneal injection of EdU (400µg/mouse) 12h
prior to sacrifice. Single cell suspensions were obtained from cecal tissue by cecal lamina propria
isolation as described above. Incorporated EdU was detected by fluorescent-azide coupling reaction
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen) and analyzed by flow cytometry.

2D Transwell migration
NK cells were isolated from spleens of naïve C57BL/6 mice by MACS using the murine NK cell
isolation Kit II. Isolated spleenocytes were cultured for 3h in presence or absence of 100ng/mL rIL-18
and cell migration was assessed by the 24-well TranswellTM Systems and polycarbonate filters with a
pore size of 5µm (Corning Costar). Briefly, 1x105 cells were allowed to migrate for 3h to the lower
compartment containing different concentrations of CXCL9. Migrated cells were harvested and cell
numbers were determined by flow cytometry.
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RT-qPCR
For analysis of mRNA expression, total RNA was extracted from homogenized cecum tissue using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Total RNA from sorted cells was extracted using the RNeasy Micro Kit
(Quiagen). For reverse transcription, 1µg total RNA was transcribed using the RT2 HT First Strand Kit
(Qiagen). RT-qPCR was performed using Custom RT2 Profiler Arrays (Qiagen) or RT2 qPCR Primer
Assays (Qiagen) with RT2 SYBR Green ROX FAST (Qiagen) on an Applied Biosystems 7900 HT Fast
Real-Time PCR Cycler. Relative mRNA expression was calculated using the ΔCt method, using Actb as
reference gene (Livak & Schmittgen, 2001).

Cytokine measurement
Cecum tissue was washed in ice-cold PBS to remove remaining luminal content. The tissue was
homogenized in PBS containing 0.5% Tergitol and lysates were cleared by centrifugation. IL-1β and
IFN-γ concentrations were determined using the respective Cytometric Bead Array Mouse Flex Sets
(BD Biosciences) with the CBA Mouse/Rat Soluble Protein Master Buffer Kit (BD Biosciences). IL-18
concentrations were measured by employing the IL-18 ELISA Kit (MBL) according to the
manufacturer's protocol.

Ethical statement
All animal experiments were subject to the Swiss animal protection law (TschG) and therefore
reviewed independently by a dedicated cantonal committee (Tierversuchskommission) and approved
by the "Kantonales Veterinäramt, Zürich" (licenses 223/2010 and 222/2013).
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Supplement

Supplement 1: IL-18 influences cecum pathology during the early course of infection.
(a) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated and either uninfected or infected orally with 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm for 12h
(n=7 per group). Il1b and Il18 mRNA levels in whole cecum tissue were measured by RT-qPCR. Results are
presented relative to the expression of Actb. (b) Il1ab-/- and Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Smpretreated, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=6-9 per group) and S.Tm loads in cecum luminal
contents were assessed. (c-e) Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107
CFU S.Tm for the indicated time points (n=5-9 per group). (c) IL-18 protein levels in whole cecum tissue lysates
from Il18 littermates; dashed line indicates detection limit. (d) S.Tm load in cecum luminal content and (e)
pathological score. Note that 12h data are replotted from panel 1b and S1b. (f) Casp1/11-/- and Casp11-/- mice
and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-7 per group) and
S.Tm load in cecum luminal content was assessed. (g) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated, injected
intraperitoneally with rIL-18BP or PBS, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5 per group) and S.Tm
load in cecum luminal content was assessed. (h) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated, injected
intraperitoneally with rIL18 or PBS, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 8h (n=9 per group) and cecum
luminal content was assessed. (i and j) C57BL/6 WT mice were Sm-pretreated, injected intraperitoneally with
rIL18 or PBS and infected orally with 1x1010 CFU S.Tmavir for 12h (n=5 per group). (i) S.Tmavir load in luminal
content, (j) pathological score. Statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not
significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001).
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Supplement 2: NK1.1+ CD3- cell counts in the infected LP of WT, Casp-1/11- and Casp-11-deficient mice
(a) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Sm-pretreated C57BL/6 WT mice, either uninfected
or infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for the indicated time points (n=4-5 per group). Single live cells were gated on
CD45+ lymphocytes and NK1.1+ CD3- cells were quantified. (b and c) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal
LP cells from Sm-pretreated (b) Casp1/11-/- or (c) Casp11-/- mice. Single live CD45+ lymphocytes were gated on
CD45+ NK1.1+ CD3- cells, shown are representative dot plots. (d) C57BL/6 WT mice were injected
intraperitoneally with anti-asialo GM1 antiserum or PBS and mice were infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for
12h (n=10 per group). Depletion efficiency of NK1.1+ cells in (left) cecum and (right) blood. Data represent the
mean ± SD and statistical analyses were performed using the Mann-Whitney-U or 2way-ANOVA with Sidak’s
multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).

Supplement 3: IL-18 enhances the migratory capacity of NK cells.
(a) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from 1:1 Il18r1-/- - CD45.2 : WT-CD45.1 mixed bone
marrow chimeric mice, Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h. NK1.1+ cell frequencies
in blood from 1:1 mixed bone marrow chimeras; NK1.1+ cells are depicted as percentage of CD45.1+ or CD45.2+
blood cells. (b) Assessment of in vivo cell proliferation via EdU incorporation and flow cytometric analysis of
isolated LP cells from C57BL/6 mice, either uninfected or infected orally with 5x107CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5-6 per
group). Quantification of EdU incorporation in CD3- NK1.1- CD11b+ cells. (c) 2D Transwell migration assay of
splenic NK cells from C57BL/6 WT mice, Il18r1-/- mice and Cxcr3-/- mice. Splenic NK cells were isolated by MACS
and stimulated for 3h in presence or absence of 100ng/mL rIL-18. Migration was performed towards 250ng/mL
CXCL9. Data represent the mean ± SD and statistical analysis was performed using 2way-ANOVA with Sidak’s
multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001).
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Supplement 4: Mucosal NK cells produce IFNγ but not TNF and GM-CSF during early S.Tm infection
(a and b) C57BL/6 mice were Sm-pretreated and infected for 12h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm. (a) GM-CSF and (b) TNF
protein level were measured in whole cecum tissue lysates by CBA; dashed lines indicate detection limit. (c)
Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected for 12h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm. TNF protein level
were measured in whole cecum tissue lysates by CBA; dashed line indicates detection limit. (d) C57BL/6 mice
were Sm-pretreated and infected for 12h with 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm. Flow cytometric analysis of TNF-producing cells,
single CD45+ CD3- CD19- leukocytes were either gated on NK1.1+ cells (left) or NK1.1- CD11b+ cells (right) and
TNF production was assessed. Shown are representative dot plots of three independent experiments. (e) Il18-/mice and littermates were infected for 18h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm and treated with PBS or rIL-18 (120µg/kg, i.p.).
Flow cytometric analysis of IFNγ-expressing cells, single lymphocytes were gated on CD45 and IFNg. (f) C57BL/6
mice were infected for 18h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm and isolated cecal LP cells of four mice were pooled for
staining and isotype control staining, data are shown from one out of two independent experiments. CD45+
NK1.1+ CD3- IFNγ+ cells were characterized according to their surface expression of CD11b, Thy1, NKp46 and
Eomes. Data represent the mean ± SD and statistical analyses were performed using the Mann-Whitney-U or
2way-ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).
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Supplement 5: Perforin-deficient mice do not show significantly altered cytokine production in the
infected cecal mucosa.
(a and b) Prf1-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and orally infected for 12h with 5x107 CFU S.Tm. (a)
S.Tm loads in cecum luminal content and (b) Cxcl2, Ifng, Tnf, Il17a and S100a9 mRNA levels in whole cecum
tissue were measured by RT-qPCR. Results are presented relative to the expression of Actb.

Supplement 6: Mucosal IL-18 is produced from both, the epithelial cell and the LP cell compartment.
(a and b) IL-18-deficient mice, littermate controls and bone marrow chimeras (WT->IL18: WT BM into IL-18
deficient mice; IL18->WT: Il18-/- BM into WT mice) were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU
S.Tm. (a) Histopathological score of bone marrow chimeras and (b) mature IL-18 levels measured in full cecum
tissue lysate. Data represent the mean ± SD and statistical analyses were performed using the Mann-WhitneyU or 1way-ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05).
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Protection against intestinal pathogens is composed of a multi-layered barrier
defense. One layer of protection comprises the recruitment of innate immune cells
during onset of a local inflammatory response. The accumulation of neutrophils to
the infected tissue and their transmigration into the intestinal lumen is a hallmark
of Salmonella Typhimurium infections. Here, we analyzed the early neutrophil
response to S.Tm infection, which so far remained incompletely understood.
Neutrophils were recruited early during infection to the infected mucosa in a
partially IL-18-dependent process. Although neutrophil numbers in the cecal tissue
were increasing with the same kinetics as mucosal pathology, depletionexperiments indicated that neutrophils were not essential for the induction of
intestinal inflammation. However, neutrophil depletion boosted S.Tm loads in the
intestinal epithelium and subsequently increased shedding of infected epithelial
cells, which augmented tissue destruction. In conclusion, our data point to a
function of neutrophils in providing an additional layer of protection within the
intestinal barrier defense by preventing enhanced bacterial tissue invasion.
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Introduction
Nontyphoidal Salmonella enterica infections are a prevalent cause of foodborne disease.
A frequently used system to study Salmonella enterocolitis is the streptomycin mouse
model, which recapitulates typical features of the human gut infection (Barthel et al., 2003;
Kaiser et al., 2012). Salmonella Typhimurium (S.Tm) replicates in the intestinal lumen and
invades into the mucosal tissue with the help of dedicated virulence factors (e.g. flagella and
type-III-secretion system-1) (Coombes et al., 2005; Hapfelmeier et al., 2005; Stecher et al.,
2008; Stecher et al., 2004). There, it triggers acute enteritis only hours after infection with
the characteristic pathology comprising mucosal edema, the recruitment of various
leukocytes like inflammatory monocytes, mononuclear phagocytes, granulocytes and
lymphocytes as well as crypt abscesses formed by granulocytes transmigrating across the
intestinal epithelium (Kaiser et al., 2012; Tam et al., 2008).
Neutrophils play an important role in the immune defense against bacterial pathogens
and are one of the first cell types that are newly recruited into the tissue upon infection
(Amulic et al., 2012). Although neutrophil infiltration and subsequent transmigration into the
intestinal lumen is a hallmark of S.Tm gut infection (Kaiser et al., 2012; Patel & McCormick,
2014), their role in antimicrobial defense and the onset of mucosal pathology has not been
fully understood. Neutrophilic influx has been proposed as the main driver of S.Tm induced
diarrhea (Patel & McCormick, 2014). However, while many experimental studies describe a
role for neutrophils in pathogen uptake and reduction of pathogen loads in the intestinal
lumen, as well as at systemic sites (Conlan, 1997; Fierer et al., 2002; Franchi et al., 2012;
Loetscher et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2014; Miao et al., 2010), their contribution to the onset
of mucosal pathology has remained largely unclear.
Early mucosal defense against S.Tm infection has been linked to the recognition of the
invading pathogen by the gut epithelial NLRC4-caspase-1 inflammasome. This inflammasome
activation orchestrates at least two parallel events. On the one hand, it induces the
expulsion of infected epithelial cells into the gut lumen to reduce pathogen tissue loads
(Sellin et al., 2014) on the other hand it triggers the onset of mucosal pathology and
inflammation via the maturation and release of IL-18 (Müller et al., unpublished). Therefore,
animals deficient in components of the NLRC4/caspase-1/IL-18 axis feature reduced tissue
pathology during the early phase of S.Tm infection, which comprises a decreased PMN count
in the infected tissue. In the present study, we wanted to characterize the role of neutrophils
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during the early phase of S.Tm infection and investigate if there is a direct link between the
caspase-1/IL-18 axis, the influx of neutrophils and the development of mucosal pathology.
We found that neutrophils accumulate by 8h-12h after infection, an IL-18 dependent process
that occurs with the same kinetics as the other mucosal disease symptoms. Early mucosal
pathology develops independent of neutrophils. However, neutrophils seem to represent an
important layer of protection by preventing excessive S.Tm tissue invasion.

Results
Neutrophil accumulation kinetics in the cecal lamina propria upon S.Tm infection
The accumulation of neutrophils in the infected mucosa is a hallmark of S. Tm-induced
tissue inflammation and a key line of tissue defense at later stages of the infection, when
pathogens are present within the tissue. However, their function in eliciting mucosal
inflammation had remained unclear. In order to characterize the neutrophil response during
the course of infection, we monitored disease progression and neutrophil numbers in a time
course over 0h, 12h, 24h, 48h and 72h p.i. in the LP. The gut lumen of mice was stably
colonized throughout the entire course of infection, as expected from previous work
(Supplement 1a; (Sellin et al., 2014)). In line with this, high amounts of fecal Lipocalin-2
indicated a pronounced inflammation of the cecal mucosa at 12, 24, 48 and 72h p.i.
(Supplement 1b). Infection spread to systemic sites within ~24h. As expected from previous
work, mLN infection kinetics were slightly faster than infection kinetics in spleen and liver
(Supplement 1d-f).
Neutrophil numbers in the blood and the cecal tissue were measured by flow cytometry.
While the naïve mucosal tissue was nearly devoid of neutrophils, we measured a rapid influx
into the infected mucosa already around 12h p.i. (Figure 1a and b). Circulating blood
neutrophils showed a similar increase, with less than 5% of total blood leukocytes in steady
state to a population comprising more than 30% of all blood leukocytes after 12h p.i.
(Supplement 1c), indicating that neutrophil mobilization in the bone marrow already takes
places within the first 12h p.i.. Neutrophil counts were slightly reduced at 24h p.i., followed
again by a steady increase over time (Figure 1a and b). This pattern may suggest a 2-phasic
neutrophil response, comprising a first very early effector wave up to 24h p.i., possibly with
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many neutrophils dying while performing their effector functions, and a second wave of
neutrophil influx by 48h-72h that restores mucosal neutrophil numbers.
During infection, neutrophils transmigrate through the epithelial lining into the intestinal
lumen, where they exert their antimicrobial activities (Loetscher et al., 2012). As we are only
able to enumerate tissue resident but not luminal neutrophils by flow cytometric analysis,
we counted the luminal population by fluorescence microscopy of cryo-embedded cecal
tissue sections. The infection experiment focused on the first 36h of infection and covered
6h, 8h, 12h, 18h and 36h time points to assess the initial cellular localization at high
resolution. In line with the mucosal tissue infiltration kinetics, the first luminal neutrophils
appeared between 8h and 12h p.i. and reached stable cell densities during later time points
(Figure 1c and d). Concomitant with increasing luminal neutrophil counts we also saw higher
amounts of shed epithelial cells in the lumen (compare Figure 1d, 18h and 36h). From
previous studies, we know that most shed epithelial cells are lodging S.Tm (Sellin et al.,
2014). Thus, on the luminal side neutrophils seem to locate in vicinity of infected epithelial
cells. In summary, neutrophils infiltrate the mucosal tissue already early during infection
(between 8-12h p.i.), transmigrate trough the intestinal epithelium and accumulate in the
cecal lumen where they are in vicinity to shed epithelial cells.
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Figure 1: Neutrophils infiltrate the cecal LP and transmigrate by 8h-12h p.i. with S.Tm.
(a and b) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP cells from Sm-pretreated C57BL/6 WT mice, either
uninfected or infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for the indicated time points (n=4-6 per group). Single live cells
were gated on CD45+ CD3- CD19- CD11b+ leukocytes and Ly-6G+ Siglec F- cells were quantified. (a)
representative contour plots and (b) quantification of LP neutrophils. (c and d) Fluorescence microscopic
analysis of cecal tissue sections (20µm) from Sm-pretreated C57BL/6 WT mice, infected with 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm
for the indicated time points (n=4-5 per group). (c) Quantification of CD18+ cells in lumen per 20µm section;
dashed line indicates detection limit and (d) representative fluorescence images; nuclei-blue, actin-red, CD18yellow Statistical analyses were performed using 1way-ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test (ns= not
significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001).

IL-18 -deficient mice exhibit decreased levels of Neutrophil chemoattractants and
activating cytokines
Our data show that the influx of neutrophils during S.Tm infection occurs in parallel with
the onset of mucosal inflammation and the first expulsion events of IECs from the epithelial
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lining. Both of these processes have been linked previously to the activation of the caspase-1
inflammasome axis ((Sellin et al., 2014); Müller et al., unpublished). While epithelial cell
expulsion was attributed to an epithelial intrinsic inflammasome response (Sellin et al.,
2014), the caspase-1 dependent cytokine IL-18 has been shown to drive early mucosal
inflammation (Müller et al., unpublished), for example by enhancing the recruitment of
certain leukocytes to the infected LP. Therefore, we hypothesized that the early neutrophil
response might be orchestrated by the caspase-1/IL-18 signaling axis as well. In a first
approach, we re-analyzed the RNA Seq dataset comparing cecum tissue RNA levels of IL18deficient mice and littermates infected with S.Tm (compare chapter 2, supplement table 1).
In particular, we focused on the expression of genes known to be involved in the regulation
of neutrophil responses. Indeed, GO-term enrichment analysis revealed an enrichment of
genes with reduced response-levels in IL-18-deficient mice, which are involved in neutrophil
chemotaxis (Supplement 2). In addition to a decreased induction of chemokines known to be
involved in neutrophil chemotaxis (e.g. CXCL1, CXCL2, CXCL3 and CXCL5, Figure 2a, depicted
in red), we observed a reduced expression of cytokines in IL-18-deficient mice, which are
known to activate neutrophils and shape neutrophil responses (e.g. IL-17, IL-1β, TNF and
GM-CSF; Figure 2b, depicted in red). S.Tm-mediated induction of some candidate
chemokines and cytokines as well as their reduced induction in infected IL-18-deficient mice
was confirmed at the mRNA and on protein level (Figure 2c and d). Taken together, these
data suggested that IL-18 might indeed be involved in coordinating the neutrophil response
during the initial phase of S.Tm infection.
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Figure 2: IL-18 deficient mice show a reduced expression of neutrophil regulating genes
(a and b) Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h
(n=3-4 per group). RNA-Seq was performed on RNA extracted from complete cecum tissue. RNA-Seq analysis:
The vulcano plot shows the induction (log2 fold change) versus the -log10 p-value for all (a) chemokines and (b)
cytokines. Chemokines and cytokines able to modulate the neutrophil response are highlighted in red. (c and d)
Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated and left uninfected or were infected orally with 5x107
CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=3-5 per group). (c) Cxcl1, Cxcl2, Il1b and Tnf mRNA levels in whole cecum tissue were
measured by RT-qPCR. Results are presented relative to the expression of Actb. (d) CXCL-1, IL-1β, TNF and IL17F protein levels were measured in whole cecum tissue homogenates by ELISA. Dashed lines indicate
detection limit. Statistical analyses were performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant,
*=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).

IL-18 stimulates the recruitment of neutrophils to the infected LP
In order to assess if IL-18 stimulates the accumulation of neutrophils in the infected LP
during early infection, we monitored neutrophil numbers by flow cytometry in IL-18deficient mice and littermate controls, 9h and 12h p.i. with S.Tm, in mucosal tissue and
blood. While blood neutrophil counts did not significantly differ between IL-18-deficient
mice and littermate controls (Supplement 3d and e), IL-18 deficient animals harbored
reduced numbers of neutrophils in the cecum tissue. This trend was already visible at 9h p.i.,
when the overall mucosal neutrophil counts were still very low (Supplement 3 a and b), but
got evident with increasing neutrophil numbers in the littermate controls around 12h p.i.
(Figure 3 a and b). Luminal neutrophil influx was quantified by fluorescence microscopy. Of
note, we detected luminal neutrophils so far by CD18 staining (Figure 1), a marker which
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stains besides neutrophils also other myeloid cell populations. In order to be more
comparable with our mucosal tissue and blood measurements, we decided to employ the
more specific Ly-6G staining also in our immunofluorescence microscopy analysis of
neutrophil numbers in the gut lumen. However, due to large animal-to-animal variances, we
did not observe significant reductions of luminal neutrophil numbers in IL-18 deficient
animals (Figure 3 c and Supplement 3 c). In conclusion, these data point to a reduced LP
accumulation kinetics, but not a complete blunting of neutrophil recruitment into the
infected cecal mucosa of IL-18-deficient animals.

Figure 3: IL-18 deficient mice exhibit a decreased neutrophil recruitment into the infected mucosa
(a and b) Flow cytometric analysis of isolated cecal LP from Il18-/- mice and their littermate controls, Smpretreated and infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n= 8 per group). Single, live cells were gated on CD45+
CD3- CD19- CD11b+ leukocytes and Ly-6G+ Siglec F- cells were quantified (a) representative contour plots and (b)
quantification of LP neutrophils. (c) Fluorescence microscopic analysis of cecal tissue sections (20µm) from Smpretreated Il18-/- mice and their littermate controls, infected with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=5 per group). Ly6G+ cells in lumen were quantified per 20µm section; dashed line indicates detection limit. Statistical analysis
was performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05).

Neutrophils do not contribute to the onset of early mucosal inflammation but control the
luminal S.Tm load
So far, our data suggest that neutrophils accumulate early upon infection in the cecal
mucosa and that IL-18 contributes to this process. In order to determine, if the recruited
neutrophils functionally contribute to the onset of mucosal inflammation, we depleted
neutrophils using a combination of anti-G-CSF (0.4mg/kg) and anti-Ly-6G (6mg/kg)
antibodies. Mice were infected with S.Tm for 12h and cecal pathology was assessed by
pathoscoring. All mice showed equivalent levels of cecum luminal S.Tm colonization and
mLN pathogen loads (Supplement 4a and b). Interestingly, neutrophil depletion did not
significantly alter the mucosal pathology (Figure 4a). In spite of the blunted neutrophilic
influx into the tissue and lumen, tissue pathology was comparable, if not even higher in the
neutrophil-depleted animals compared to WT. Especially the epithelial tissue integrity
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seemed aggravated in the absence of neutrophils (Figure 4b and Figure 4a, category
“tissue”). As neutrophils are essential for limiting systemic S.Tm loads, at least during later
stages of the infection, we hypothesized that the enhanced epithelial destruction could be
attributable to increased S.Tm tissue loads in neutrophil-depleted mice (Conlan, 1997; Fierer
et al., 2002). To address this hypothesis, we infected mice depleted of neutrophils and WT
controls with S.Tm carrying a reporter expressing GFP from a SPI-2 promoter once the
pathogen has invaded host cells (pssaG-GFPmut2;(Hapfelmeier et al., 2005)) and
enumerated the GFP-positive S.Tm fraction in the epithelial layer. Surprisingly, we could
observe no difference in S.Tm tissue loads between mice depleted of neutrophils and WT
animals (Figure 4c). However, we noticed an increased amount of shed pathogen-lodging
epithelial cells in the lumen of neutrophil-depleted mice (Figure 4d, shed cells with intense
red Actin staining). As neutrophils have been shown to actively take up S.Tm at the epithelial
barrier (Loetscher et al., 2012), this data may suggest enhanced tissue invasion of S.Tm in
the absence of neutrophils, and that this boosts inflammasome dependent shedding of
these infected cells. This may also explain the high degree of tissue destruction and the net
unaltered S.Tm tissue load.
In conclusion, our data suggests an early recruitment of neutrophils to the infected LP,
which seems to be –at least partially- dependent on IL-18. Within the tissue, neutrophils do
not contribute to the onset of mucosal inflammation but seem to comprise an additional
layer against S.Tm gut tissue colonization.
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Figure 4: Neutrophil-depleted mice feature increased epithelial tissue destruction.
(a and b) C57BL/6 WT mice were injected intraperitoneally with anti-G-CSF (0.4mg/kg; two consecutive days)
and anti-Ly-6G (6mg/kg; two days prior to infection) or PBS. Mice were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with
5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=6 per group). (a) Pathological score and (b) representative HE-stained cryosection. (c
and d). C57BL/6 WT mice were injected intraperitoneally with anti-G-CSF (0.4mg/kg; two consecutive days) and
anti-Ly-6G (6mg/kg; two days prior to infection) or PBS. Mice were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with
5x107 CFU S.Tm-pssaG-GFP for 12h (n=4 per group). (c) S.Tm counts in tissue per 20μm section and (b)
representative fluorescence images; nuclei-blue, actin-red, ICAM-1-yellow, S.Tm-green. Statistical analysis was
performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not significant).

Discussion
A major consequence of acute infection by S.Tm is the recruitment and accumulation of
neutrophils to the infected intestinal mucosa. Although their appearance in the infected
tissue occurs with the same kinetics as the onset of mucosal pathology, their role in the early
phase of mucosal defense remains poorly characterized. In the present study, we found that
early infiltrating neutrophils do not contribute to the onset of tissue pathology but may
represent an additional layer of protection by reducing S.Tm tissue invasion.
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Neutrophil recruitment and tissue invasion is orchestrated by the interplay of various
chemotactic mediators, cell adhesion molecules and cytokines (Amulic et al., 2012;
Kolaczkowska & Kubes, 2013). Our data suggest a role for IL-18 in neutrophil recruitment to
the S.Tm infected tissue (Figure 3a and b). However the process is clearly not absolutely
dependent on the presence of IL-18, as the phenotype in absence of IL-18 is -although
significant- not extremely pronounced. This might be due to the fact that a second
inflammasome-dependent cytokine of the IL-1 family, IL-1β, has also been shown to
contribute to neutrophil accumulation in the S.Tm infected mucosa (Chen et al., 2014;
Franchi et al., 2012). As both cytokines are processed by the same molecular pathway, it
would be likely that the two cytokines act in concert to ensure efficient neutrophil
recruitment. Therefore, one would expect the cleanest phenotype in IL-18/IL-1β doubledeficient animals, which still awaits experimental verification.
Although neutrophil accumulation in the infected tissue and the onset of mucosal
pathology occur at the same time, early development of tissue inflammation does not
require the presence of neutrophils (Figure 4). This is quite different from NK cells, which are
essential drivers for mounting the inflammatory tissue response (Müller et al., unpublished).
Importantly, this does not exclude the involvement of neutrophils in processes driving tissue
pathology, only that those processes are redundant during the early phase of infection. The
contribution of neutrophils to tissue pathology at later stages of the infection, when massive
amounts of active neutrophils accumulated in the tissue, might be distinct from that in the
initial stages, which we have studies here. Quite clearly, neutrophils do have a key role at
later stages of the disease (>24h p.i.; (Felmy et al., 2013)). In addition, unregulated
neutrophil responses have been shown to drive pathology and to prevent resolution of
inflammation in many inflammatory diseases (Nathan, 2006; Nemeth & Mocsai, 2012).
In contrast to eliciting enhanced pathology, neutrophils seem to provide an additional
layer of protection at the epithelial tissue barrier. Depletion of neutrophils seems to result in
an enhanced epithelial invasion of S.Tm in absence of those cells. However, since the
epithelial inflammasome is still active in neutrophil-depleted mice, this is not manifested in
increased S.Tm tissue loads but in an enhanced amount of shed infected epithelial cells in
the cecum lumen (Figure 4 c and d). This concept of neutrophils acting as safeguards in front
of the barrier tissue is in line with studies showing that neutrophils, after transmigrating into
the gut lumen, can actively take up S.Tm at the epithelial lining (Loetscher et al., 2012). In
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addition, neutrophils have been shown to contain S.Tm loads in the cecum lumen and at
systemic sites, by direct engulfment and killing of the bacteria (Franchi et al., 2012; Maier et
al., 2014; Miao et al., 2010), as well as by releasing IFNγ to activate the microbiocidal activity
of mononuclear phagocytes (Spees et al., 2014; Sturge et al., 2013). Thereby, neutrophils not
only prevent tissue invasion but also keep the risk of a re-infection by bacteria escaping from
dead expulsed cells at a minimum.
In summary, we identified recruited and transmigrated neutrophils as an additional layer
of protection in the mucosal barrier. This response is at least in parts triggered by the
activation of the caspase-1/IL-18 axis and functions in parallel with inflammasomedependent expulsion of infected IECs (Sellin et al., 2014) and the onset of mucosal
inflammation via IL-18 (Müller et al., unpublished), thereby placing this signaling cascade in
center of the early mucosal defense against S.Tm.

Experimental Procedures
Salmonella Typhimurium strains and culture conditions
Salmonella Typhimurium SL1344 (SB300, SmR (Hoiseth & Stocker, 1981)) was used as WT. S.TmpssaG-GFPmut2 has been previously used (e.g.(Muller et al., 2012)). For infections, the bacteria were
grown in LB/0.3M NaCl for 12h, subcultured at a 1:20 dilution for 4h, spun down and resuspended in
PBS, pH 7.4.

Mouse lines
All mice were maintained as specific pathogen-free in individually ventilated cages at the Rodent
Center RCHCI (ETH Zürich) or the ETH Phenomics Center EPIC (ETH Zürich). C57BL/6Ptprcb mice
(congenic marker Ly5.2+) originating from Charles River (Sulzfeld, Germany) were used as wild-type
mice. The knockout mouse line Il18-/- (B6.129P2-Il18tm1Aki (Takeda et al., 1998)) was of C57BL/6
background. For experimentation, wild-type (+/+), heterozygous (+/-) and homozygous knockout (-/-)
littermates were obtained by backcrossing into C57BL/6 and genotypes were verified by PCR.

Mice and infections
S.Tm infections were performed as described previously (Barthel et al., 2003). In brief, 7-12 week old
mice were pretreated with 25mg/animal streptomycin sulfate (Applichem) by gavage. 24 h later mice
were infected with 5×107 CFU S.Tm by gavage. Infections were performed for 6h, 8h, 9h, 12h, 18h,
24h, 36h, 48h or 72h, as indicated. Bacterial loads in gut luminal content, mLN, spleen and liver were
determined by plating. Neutrophils cells were depleted by a daily intraperitoneal injection of anti-GCSF (0.4mg/kg, clone 67604, R&D Systems (Abingdon, UK)) starting one day prior to infection in
combination with a single dose of anti-Ly6G (clone 1A8, BioXCell, 150 µg per mouse) at one day prior
to infection.
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Histopathology
Cecum tissue was frozen in OCT (comp) and stored at -80°C. 5µm cryosections were mounted on
glass slides, air-dried and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Histopathology was evaluated in a
blinded manner as described previously (Barthel et al., 2003), scoring submucosal edema, epithelial
integrity, goblet cell number and polymorphonuclear leukocyte infiltration, resulting in a total
pathological score between 0 (uninflamed) and 13 (maximally inflamed).

Blood cell isolation, lamina propria cell isolation, staining and flow cytometry
Mice were sacrificed and blood was sampled by cardiac puncture into EDTA-coated sample tubes.
Red blood cell lysis was performed with red blood cell lysis buffer (BD Biosciences) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. The remaining white blood cells were washed in PBS containing 1% FCS
and 0.02% sodium azide and used for staining. For cecal LP preparation, the cecum was opened
longitudinally and washed in ice cold PBS to remove the remaining cecal content. In order to dislodge
the epithelial cells, the cecum tissue was cut into small pieces, and placed in two subsequent rounds
into PBS containing 5mM EDTA, 15mM HEPES and 10% FCS, incubated for 20min at 37°C, and shaken
mildly. Samples were washed in RPMI supplemented with 30% FCS and digested for 1h in RPMI
containing 1mg/mL Collagenase VIII (Sigma) and 0.2mg/mL DNase I (Roche). Cells were filtered
through a 70µm cell strainer and rinsed in RPMI. Isolated cells were loaded onto a NycoPrep 1.077 TM
matrix (Progen) and centrifuged for 30 min at 400g. Cells were collected from the interface and
washed in RPMI. Cell suspensions were stained in PBS containing 1% FCS and 0.02% sodium azide.
Antibodies were either from Biolegend, i.e. CD45 (clone 30-F11), CD3 (clone 17A2), CD11b (clone
M1/70), CD19 (clone 6D5), Ly-6G (clone 1A8) or from BD Biosciences i.e. Siglec-F (clone E50-2440).
SYTOX red (Invitrogen) was used for live/dead discrimination. Data were acquired on a LSRII (BD
Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar).

Confocal Microscopy
Cecum tissue was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/4% sucrose, saturated in PBS/20% sucrose,
embedded in optimum cutting temperature medium (Tissue-Tek), flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at −80°C; 20 μm cryosections were air-dried, rehydrated with PBS, permeabilized (PBS/0.5%
Triton X-100), and blocked (PBS/10% Normal Goat Serum). Antibody stainings included anti-ICAM1/CD54 (clone 3E2, Becton Dickinson), anti-CD18 (clone M18-2, Biolegend), anti-Ly-6G (clone 1A8,
Bioloegend), appropriate secondary reagents, AlexaFluor647-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular
Probes), and DAPI (Sigma Aldrich). Samples were mounted with Mowiol (Calbiochem). A Zeiss
Axiovert 200 m microscope with 10×–100× objectives, a spinning disc confocal laser unit (Visitron),
and two Evolve 512 EMCCD cameras (Photometrics) were used for imaging. Postcapture processing
and analysis used the Visiview (Visitron) and Image J ×64. For quantification of S.Tm in cecum lumen
or epithelium, 20 μm cross-sections were stained for ICAM-1, phalloidin, and DAPI, imaged at 400×–
1,000×, and intracellular S.Tm-G+ was manually enumerated blindly in six to nine nonconsecutive
sections/mouse. All data represent averages/section.

RT-qPCR
For analysis of mRNA expression, total RNA was extracted from homogenized cecum tissue using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Total RNA from sorted cells was extracted using the RNeasy Micro Kit
(Quiagen). For reverse transcription, 1µg total RNA was transcribed using the RT2 HT First Strand Kit
(Qiagen). RT-qPCR was performed using RT2 qPCR Primer Assays (Qiagen) with RT2 SYBR Green ROX
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FAST (Qiagen) on an Applied Biosystems 7900 HT Fast Real-Time PCR Cycler. Relative mRNA
expression was calculated using the ΔCt method, using Actb as reference gene (Livak & Schmittgen,
2001).

Cytokine measurement
Cecum tissue was washed in ice-cold PBS to remove remaining luminal content. The tissue was
homogenized in PBS containing 0.5% Tergitol and lysates were cleared by centrifugation. CXCL1, IL1β, TNF and IL-17 concentrations were determined using the respective Cytometric Bead Array
Mouse Flex Sets (BD Biosciences) with the CBA Mouse/Rat Soluble Protein Master Buffer Kit (BD
Biosciences). For measurements of fecal Lipocalin-2 fecal pellets were obtains from mice, weighed
and homogenized in PBS. Lipocalin-2 was determined by ELISA according to manufacturer’s
instructions (R&D Systems).

Ethical statement
All animal experiments were subject to the Swiss animal protection law (TschG) and therefore
reviewed independently by a dedicated cantonal committee (Tierversuchskommission) and approved
by the "Kantonales Veterinäramt, Zürich" (licenses 223/2010 and 222/2013).
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Supplement

Supplement 1: Infection time course in C57BL/6 WT mice.
(a -f) C57BL/6 mice were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm for the indicated time points
(n= 4-6 per group). (a) S.Tm loads in cecum luminal contents, (b) fecal Lipocalin-2 by ELISA, (c) % of Ly-6G+ cells
from single live CD45+ leukocytes in the blood by flow cytometric analysis and S.Tm loads in (d) mesenteric LN,
(e) liver and (f) spleen were determined. Dotted lines indicate detection limit. Statistical analyses were
performed using 1way-ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01;
***=p<0.001).
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Supplement 2: GO-term analysis for enrichment of biological processes
Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Sm-pretreated, infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h (n=3-4 per
group). RNA-Seq was performed on RNA extracted from complete cecum tissue. Enriched GO-term analysis for
biological processes was performed using GOrilla (Gene Ontology enrichement analysis and visualization tool)
(Eden et al., 2007; Eden et al., 2009).
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Supplement 3: IL-18 deficiency delays neutrophil
influx into the infected LP
(a -e) Il18-/- mice and littermate controls were Smpretreated and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm
for 9h (n= 4-5 per group). (a and b) Flow cytometric
analysis of isolated cecal LP. Single, live cells were
gated on CD45+ CD3- CD19- CD11b+ leukocytes and Ly6G+ Siglec F- cells were quantified (a) representative
contour plots and (b) quantification of LP neutrophils.
(c) Fluorescence microscopic analysis of cecal tissue
sections. Ly-6G+ cells in lumen were quantified per
20µm section; dashed line indicates detection limit.
(d) Flow cytometric analysis of blood cells, % of Ly-6G+
cells from single live CD45+ blood leukocytes were
determined. (e) Il18-/- mice and littermate controls
were Sm-pretreated and infected orally with 5x10 7
CFU S.Tm for 12h (n= 64-5 per group). % of Ly-6G+
cells from single live CD45+ blood leukocytes were
determined by flow cytometry. Statistical analysis was
performed using the Mann-Whitney-U test (ns= not
significant).

Supplement 4: Neutrophil depletion does not
increase S.Tm loads in the mLN
(a and b) C57BL/6 WT mice were injected
intraperitoneally with anti-G-CSF (0.4mg/kg; two
consecutive days) and anti-Ly-6G (6mg/kg; two days
prior to infection) or PBS. Mice were Sm-pretreated
and infected orally with 5x107 CFU S.Tm for 12h
(n=6 per group). (a) S.Tm loads in cecum luminal
content and (b) S.Tm loads in the mesenteric LN.
Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney-U test (ns= not significant).
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Host factors influence a pathogen population throughout the course of infection.
Mixed-inoculum approaches provide a mean to analyze those complex population
dynamics and to gain a better understanding of pathogen-host interactions. In the
present study, we used tagged Salmonella Typhimurium (S.Tm) strains to monitor
the influence of the two pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-18 and IFNγ on the luminal
and the systemic S.Tm population. We found that both cytokines have no major
impact on the luminal S.Tm population dynamics. However, in systemic tissues,
pathogen restriction is absolutely dependent on a functional IFNγ response that is
partially regulated via IL-18. Furthermore, in IFNγ -deficient animals, organs are not
colonized independently by S.Tm but pathogen spread occurs via the mLN to liver
and spleen.
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Introduction
Many infections are characterized by a constant interplay between the pathogen and the
host. The race between pathogen elimination and immune evasion is influenced by
numerous factors on both sides, resulting in complex dynamics of microbial population
dynamics. Mixed-inoculum approaches are powerful techniques to analyze pathogen
population dynamics and help to decipher the underlying host-pathogen interactions (Grant
et al., 2008; Kaiser et al., 2013; Mastroeni et al., 2009). We have employed this approach to
study the influence of the host's immune response on different phases of pathogen
infection.
After uptake via contaminated food, the gut pathogen Salmonella enterica subspecies 1
serovar Typhimurium (S.Tm) replicates in the intestinal lumen and invades the mucosal
tissue to establish an acute infection (Coombes et al., 2005; Hapfelmeier et al., 2008; Kaiser
et al., 2012; Stecher et al., 2004). Successful mucosal infection is followed by systemic spread
of the pathogen (Kaiser et al., 2012). Both phases are accompanied by rapid immune
responses, aiming to restrict the pathogen and eventually clear the infection.
During the mucosal phase of the infection, the immune response is characterized by a
strong inflammatory histopathology (Kaiser et al., 2012). It has been debated for a long time
if the inflammatory milieu created by this acute immune response is actually harmful or
beneficial for S.Tm. On the one hand, inflammation has been shown to promote S.Tm
growth in the gut lumen i.e. by providing competitive advantages over the resident
microbiota (Liu et al., 2012; Raffatellu et al., 2009; Stecher et al., 2007; Stelter et al., 2011).
On the other hand, intestinal inflammation and especially the mucosal neutrophil response
can reduce the gut luminal Salmonella population dramatically at day 2 p.i., suggesting that
the inflammatory response can also restrict the gut luminal pathogen population, at least at
this time point (Maier et al., 2014). During the early phase of mucosal infection, neutrophil
recruitment is controlled by inflammasome-dependent cytokines, i.e. IL-1β and IL-18 and
luminal neutrophils prevent the increased invasion of S.Tm into the intestinal epithelium
((Franchi et al., 2012); Müller et al., unpublished). However is has remained unclear, if this is
linked to the later neutrophil responses that create a severe bottleneck for the gut luminal
S.Tm population around day two post infection.
At systemic sites, neutrophils do efficiently control S.Tm growth, first via direct pathogen
uptake and elimination and second via the production of IFNγ (Sturge et al., 2013; Yin &
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Ferguson, 2009). An efficient IFNγ response is crucial for the activation of mononuclear
phagocytes which are, besides neutrophils, the most important effector cells limiting
systemic pathogen loads during an acute infection of the naïve host (Foster et al., 2003;
Murray et al., 1985; Nathan et al., 1984).
Both, the early luminal neutrophil response and the systemic IFNγ response are
controlles by the inflammasome/IL-18 axis (Müller et al., unpublished; (Kupz et al., 2014;
Kupz et al., 2013; Mastroeni et al., 1999)). However, it had remained unclear, if this
contributes to the bottleneck restricting the gut luminal pathogen population by day 2 p.i..
Therefore, we employed in the present study a mixed inoculum approach to investigate the
role of the inflammasome-dependent cytokine IL-18 on the population dynamics of S.Tm in
the gut lumen and at systemic sites. We found that neither IL-18 nor IFNγ has a major impact
on the luminal S.Tm population during the first 3 days of infection. In addition, pathogen
containment at systemic sites is critically dependent on IFNγ but only partially fostered by IL18. Furthermore, WITS distribution in the organs points to a spread over the mLN to liver
and spleen and and suggests that alternative routes of systemic spread are of minor
importance.

Results
The mucosal IL-18 response has only a minor impact on the luminal pathogen population
In the streptomycin mouse model for Salmonella diarrhea, neutrophils can impose a
bottleneck upon the luminal S.Tm population around day two post infection (Maier et al.,
2014). In order to determine if the mucosal neutrophil response and the restriction of the
luminal pathogen population are influenced by IL-18 signaling, we analyzed S.Tm population
dynamics over three days of infection in IL-18-/- knockout mice and littermates. The mice
were infected with mixtures of seven wild-type isogenic tagged S.Tm strains (WITS) in a
1:7000 dilution with untagged WT S.Tm (Grant et al., 2008; Maier et al., 2014). In this
setting, bottlenecks that transiently restrict the gut luminal S.Tm population will shift the
even WITS-subpopulations towards an uneven WITS distribution. The resulting over- and
underrepresentation of the different WITS-tags can be assessed quantitatively via the
reduced evenness index (Gini-index; (Gini, 1912; Maier et al., 2014). Luminal pathogen loads
were monitored in feces. No significant differences were observed between IL-18-deficient
mice and littermates throughout the entire course of the experiment (Supplement 1a). In
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line with our earlier work, fecal Lipocalin-2 levels were increasing with slower kinetics in IL18-/- mice compared to IL-18 proficient littermate controls (Supplement 1b, Müller,
unpublished). To assess the WITS diversity, we quantified WITS frequencies in the feces at
24h, 36h, 48h and 72h p.i. and calculated the evenness distribution. Up to 36h p.i., the
evenness index did not drop in either group (Figure 1a and b). However, around 48h of
infection, littermate controls showed a reduced (yet not significantly reduced) evenness in
WITS composition compared to IL-18-deficient mice (Figure 1c), which could speak for a
decreased perturbation of the luminal S.Tm population in IL-18-deficient animals. This trend
was very transient, as at 72h p.i., evenness distribution in IL-18 deficient animals was even
lower than in the control group (Figure 1d). In summary, WITS analysis in IL-18-deficient
animals suggests that IL-18 deficiency has effects on mucosal inflammation kinetics and a
delayed restriction of the luminal S.Tm population, although this effect is only transient, i.e.
during the first two days of infection.

Figure 1: Effect of IL-18-deficiency on the luminal S.Tm population
(a-d) Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=6). The composition of the
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population was monitored in fecal samples at (a) 24h, (b) 36h, (c) 48h and (d) 72h p.i.. The CFU/g fecal content
of the total pathogen population (black bars) and of every single WITS-tagged strain (colored dots) is plotted. In
case of missing data points, we were not able to retrieve samples from the animals during sample collection.
Dotted lines depict the detection limit for plating, evenness indices for single mice as well as the median of
evenness is indicated above the single samples.

Pathogen population dynamics in the cecal lumen of IFNγ-deficient mice
IFNγ, an important cytokine that can be elicited by IL-18, is important for restricting
pathogen tissue loads in the cecal mucosa (Songhet et al., 2011) as well as pathogen spread
and pathogen growth at systemic sites (Monack et al., 2004; Muotiala & Makela, 1990;
Nauciel & Espinasse-Maes, 1992; Ramarathinam et al., 1991). However, it had remained
unclear if IFNγ also impacts the gut luminal pathogen population. In order to address this
question, we infected mice deficient in IFNγ and corresponding littermates with an inoculum
of WT S.Tm that was spiked with WITS-tagged strains at a 1:7000 dilution. Luminal pathogen
loads did not differ between the IFNγ-deficient animals and the littermates during the first
days of infection. Yet, by 72h p.i. the IFNγ-deficient mice harbored reduced luminal
pathogen loads (p<0.05; Supplement 2a). Fecal Lipocalin-2 levels did not differ significantly
between IFNγ-deficient mice and the littermate controls over the entire course of the
experiment (Supplement 2b). This is in line with previous data, showing that the onset of
mucosal inflammation was not affected in IFNγ-deficient animals (Müller et al.,
unpublished). WITS analysis and the evenness indices revealed comparable loss of
population diversity in both, IFNγ-deficient mice and littermates (Figure 2a-d, Supplement
2c), indicating that IFNγ had little impact on the S.Tm population composition in the gut
lumen, although total luminal counts were reduced in IFNγ-deficient mice around 72h p.i.. If
this general reduction of the S.Tm population is mirrored in population composition around
day 4 p.i. remains a question for future studies. In summary, these data suggest that IFNγ,
even though important in pathogen containment in tissues, has only little influence on the
luminal pathogen population up to day 3 p.i..
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Figure 2: The luminal S.Tm population is not influenced by IFNγ signaling.
(a-d) Ifng-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x107 CFU S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=5). The population
composition was monitored in fecal samples at (a) 24h, (b) 36h, (c) 48h and (d) 72h p.i.. The CFU/g fecal
content of the total pathogen population (black bars) and of every single WITS-tagged strain is plotted (colored
dots). Dotted lines depict the detection limit for plating, evenness indices for single mice as well as the median
of evenness is indicated above the single samples.

IL-18-/- mice have elevated pathogen loads in the mesenteric lymph nodes and the liver
Activation of the inflammasome/IL-18 axis is known to control IFNγ production and IFNγdependent defense at systemic sites (Kupz et al., 2014; Mastroeni et al., 1999). Using the
mixed-inoculation approach, we wanted to further analyze this protective function of IL-18
at systemic sites, i.e. mLN, liver and spleen. Analysis of systemic pathogen loads by organ
plating verified that IL-18-deficient animals have elevated S.Tm burdens in mLN and liver
(but not in the spleen) by day 3 p.i. (Figure 3 a-c). Even in mLN and liver, the impact of IL-18
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on pathogen loads seemed rather small, compared to the pronounced effects of IFNγ
deficiency or defects in neutrophil responses that were published earlier (Conlan, 1997;
Muotiala & Makela, 1990). We could not analyze the pathogen population dynamics during
the systemic spread in IL-18-deficient mice, as the WITS dilution factor of 1:7000 was too
high and we did not recover sufficient bar-coded strains from the internal sites (Supplement
3). For a reliable analysis of WITS-tagged strains at systemic sites, a dilution of 1:100 (Kaiser
et al., 2013) might be an appropriate choice for future experiments. Nevertheless, these
data show that the bottleneck-size of the pathogen population that initiates the colonization
of these internal organs was <<7000 bacteria. In conclusion, the present data established
that IL-18 helps to limit the infection of liver and mLN. However, further work is required to
further quantify the underlying effects on the pathogen population dynamics.

Figure 3: IL-18-deficient mice harbor increased pathogen loads in mLN and liver.
(a-c) Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=6). Animals were sacrificed at
72h p.i.. S.Tm counts in (a) spleen, (b) liver and (C) mLN. Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney-U test (ns= not significant, *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01).

IFNγ-deficient mice are not able to confine pathogen spread
IFNγ-deficiency impairs control of pathogen growth and spread in peripheral tissues and
systemic sites. We have used the mixed-inoculum approach to quantify this effect in more
detail. This should reveal, if impaired barrier functions (which increase pathogen
dissemination frequencies to the systemic sites) or pathogen replication in the respective
organ is affected by the IFNγ-deficiency. Mice deficient in IFNγ and corresponding littermate
controls were infected with an inoculum of 5x107 CFU S.Tm containing WITS-tagged strains
in a ratio of 1:7000 (same mice as used in Figure 2). Systemic S.Tm loads in mLN, liver and
spleen were significantly elevated in absence of IFNγ, which is in line with previous reports
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(Figure 4 a-c). By qPCR we could identify significantly more of the WITS-tagged bacteria in
the spleens, mLN and livers of the IFNγ-deficient animals (Figure 4d-f). Nevertheless, one or
more of the tagged strains was below detection limit in each of the mice (exception: mLN of
mouse S524). This indicates that the barrier functions of IFNγ-deficient mice are severely
impaired. Population dynamics modelling can be applied to these data, in order to estimate
the rate of pathogen dissemination to these internal sites.
Interestingly, in most IFNγ-deficient mice, we could recover the same tagged strains from
all three organs, speaking for a common route of infection that seeds the pathogen
populations at these sites. This may occur either through sequential spread from the mLN to
liver and spleen, or through blood-borne infection of all three sites at once.
Unfortunately, as there are no or only few WITS-tagged strains detectable in the control
animals. Therefore, we can only estimate the upper limits for the rates of pathogen spread
in the wt mice. For a credible analysis of the pathogen-control defects in IFNγ-deficient mice,
we would need to apply a higher WITS:wt ratios in future experiments. Nonetheless, our
data verify that IFNγ is of importance for limiting pathogen dissemination from the infected
gut to systemic sites.
In conclusion, our data suggests that IL-18 responses have a transient effect on the
luminal S.Tm population, i.e. during the first two days of infection. In addition, pathogen
containment at systemic sites is critically dependent on IFNg, most likely due to impaired
barrier functions in absence of the cytokine. Pathogen spread occurs either from the mLN to
liver and spleen, or via blood-borne infection to all three sites in parallel.
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Figure
4:
IFNgdeficiency promotes
pathogen spread.
(a-f) Ifng-/- mice and
littermates were Smpretreated and infected
with an inoculum of
5x107
CFU
S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000
dilution of S.Tm WITStagged
strains
in
untagged S.Tm (n=5).
Animals were sacrificed
at 72h p.i.. S.Tm counts
in (a) mLN, (b) liver and
(C) spleen. Population
composition
was
monitored in (d) mLN,
(e) liver and (f) spleen
by qPCR analysis of
WITS-tags. Plotted are
the CFU/organ (black
bars) of the total
pathogen
population
and the loads of each
WITS-tagged
strain
(colored dots). Dotted
lines
depict
the
detection limit for
plating.
Statistical analysis was
performed using the
Mann-Whitney-U test
(**=p<0.01).

Discussion
Many different host factors do influence the dynamics of a pathogen population during
infection. In the present study, we investigated the effect of the IL-18/IFNγ axis on the S.Tm
population in the cecum lumen and at systemic sites employing mixed-inoculation
experiments. We found that IL-18 and IFNγ had only minor impact on the luminal pathogen
population at best. In contrast, IFNγ was absolutely required for limiting pathogen
dissemination to systemic sites. This IFNγ-response was only partially dependent on IL-18.
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Furthermore, the WITS distributions suggested a common route of pathogen spread to the
mLN to liver and spleen, at least in the IFNγ-deficient animals. This enhances our
understanding of the IL-18/IFNγ axis in the defense against S.Tm infections and provides the
basis for further functional studies.
Recent work has established the gut inflammation as a double-edged sword for the gut
luminal S.Tm population. On the one hand, it enhances the competitive growth of the
pathogen compared to that of the commensal microbiota (Liu et al., 2012; Raffatellu et al.,
2009; Stecher & Hardt, 2011; Stecher et al., 2007). On the other hand, the tissue
inflammation, i.e. a functional neutrophil response, can inflict a drastic bottleneck on the
population by eradicating more than 99% of the gut luminal population (Maier et al., 2014).
We wanted to disentangle the regulation of the luminal neutrophil response further and
postulated that IL-18 might have an influence on luminal population dynamics, as a) IL-18
deficiency had delayed mucosal inflammation and b) IL-18 had, at least partially, regulated
early neutrophil responses (Müller et al., unpublished; compare chapter 2 and 3). However,
the impact of IL-18 on the luminal bottleneck was rather minor. IL-18-deficient animals
showed a delayed emergence of unevenness in the gut luminal WITS populations (Figure 1)
but it should be noted that this effect was small compared to the bottleneck-effects in
neutrophil depleted animals (Maier et al., 2014). This might be due to the fact, that IL-18
phenotypes are restricted to the initial 18h of the infection, while other redundant function
drive the mucosal inflammation at days 2 and 3 p.i., even in the absence of IL-18. Thus, as
bottleneck effects occur by about day 2 p.i., it is conceivable that IL-18-/- mice yield only
slight effects on the gut luminal pathogen population dynamics at best. Furthermore, even
the early neutrophil response is not only dependent on IL-18 signaling but is additionally
controlled via IL-1β (Franchi et al., 2012). One could speculate that IL18/IL1β double
deficiency or mice deficient in NLRC4 inflammasome might have a more pronounced impact
on the gut luminal bottleneck.
IFNγ is an important effector cytokine restricting pathogen growth at systemic sites as
well as in the mucosal tissue (Monack et al., 2004; Muotiala & Makela, 1990; Nauciel &
Espinasse-Maes, 1992; Ramarathinam et al., 1991; Songhet et al., 2011). Yet, IFNγ had no
impact on the luminal pathogen population (Figure 2), most likely as it exerts its function by
stimulating the antimicrobial activity of mononuclear phagocytes (Foster et al., 2003; Murray
et al., 1985; Nathan et al., 1984), which are mainly located in the host tissue while phagocyte
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populations transmigrating into the gut lumen are dominated by neutrophils. As expected
from previous studies, we saw a clear requirement for IFNγ in limiting pathogen loads at
systemic sites (Figure 4). Systemic IFNγ responses towards S.Tm were described to be
regulated by IL-18 (Kupz et al., 2014; Mastroeni et al., 1999). However, if we compare
systemic loads of IL-18 -and IFNγ-deficient animals, it seems that the systemic IFNγ response
is only partially controlled by IL-18. The IL-18 deficient animals- even though they exhibit an
increased S.Tm burden compared to WT animals- are more efficient at restricting pathogen
loads than IFNγ-deficient mice (compare Figure 3 and 4). This suggests that IL-18independent pathways may also contribute to IFNγ mediated control of systemic infection.
The underlying mechanisms could be an interesting topic for future work.
Considering the precise mechanisms underlying pathogen spread in IFNγ-deficent mice,
we can only suggest so far that the organs are not colonized independently but that spread
occurs via a common pathway. A sequential spread from the mLN to liver and spleen seems
likely. However, we cannot discern this from other scenarios, such as the parallel seeding
from another common source, like pathogen populations circulating in the blood-stream. In
fact, blood-mediated dissemination has been observed in parenteral infection models (Grant
et al., 2008; Mastroeni et al., 2009). However, if high organ loads arise from an unrestricted
local S.Tm replication or an enhanced immigration due to impaired barrier function remains
a question for future studies. In order to address those mechanisms in detail, one would
need to adjust the ratio of WITS-tagged strains in the inoculum (Kaiser et al., 2013) to enable
a reliable analysis.
In summary, we have used the mixed inoculum approach to study the effect of host
factors on the S.Tm population. Our data suggest that luminal pathogen control occurs
largely independent of IL-18 and IFNγ, while systemic pathogen containment is highly
dependent on a functional IFNγ response that is partially controlled by IL-18. These
observations do open the door for further studies of the underlying cellular and molecular
mechanisms.
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Experimental Procedures
Salmonella Typhimurium strains and culture
Salmonella Typhimurium SL1344 (SB300, SmR (Hoiseth & Stocker, 1981)) was used as WT. The
isogenic tagged strains have been described previously (Grant et al., 2008; Kaiser et al., 2013). For
infections, the bacteria were grown in LB/0.3M NaCl for 12h and subcultured at a 1:20 dilution for
4h. WITS-tagged strains were mixed in a 1:1:1:1:1:1:1 ratio and further diluted 1:1000 with untagged
SB300. The inoculum was spun down and resuspended in PBS, pH 7.4.

Mouse lines
All mice were maintained as specific pathogen-free in individually ventilated cages at the Rodent
Center RCHCI (ETH Zürich) or the ETH Phenomics Center EPIC (ETH Zürich). C57BL/6Ptprcb mice
(congenic marker Ly5.2+) originating from Charles River (Sulzfeld, Germany) were used as wild-type
mice. The knockout mouse lines Il18-/- (B6.129P2-Il18tm1Aki (Takeda et al., 1998)) and Ifng-/- (B6.129S7Ifngtm1Ts (Dalton et al., 1993)) were of C57BL/6 background. For experimentation, wild-type (+/+),
heterozygous (+/-) and homozygous knockout (-/-) littermates were obtained by backcrossing into
C57BL/6 and genotypes were verified by PCR.

Mice and infections
S.Tm infections were performed as described previously (Barthel et al., 2003). In brief, 7-12
week old mice were pretreated with 25mg/animal streptomycin sulfate (Applichem) by
gavage. 24 h later mice were infected with an mixed inoculum containing 5×107 CFU S.Tm by
gavage. Infections were performed for 72h. Freshly collected fecal pellets or organs were
harvested and homogenized in 500µL PBS for plating to determine the total population size.
250µL of homogenized feces or organs were used to inoculate an overnight culture in LB
containing 50µg/mL kanamycin for selective enrichment of tagged strains. Bacteria from
1mL overnight culture were harvested for genomic DNA extraction.
Lipocalin-2 ELISA
For measurements of fecal Lipocalin-2 fecal pellets were obtains from mice, weighed and
homogenized in PBS. Lipocalin-2 was determined by ELISA according to manufacturer’s instructions
(R&D Systems).

WITS quantification
Genomic DNA from enrichment cultures was isolated with the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit
(Qiagen). RT-qPCR analysis with FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (Roche) was
performed using primers as described previously (Grant et al., 2008). The population size of
each tagged strain was determined by multiplying the number of kanamycin resistant CFU/g
recovered S.Tm with the ratio determined by RT-qPCR.
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Supplement

Supplement 1: IL-18 has a minor impact on the luminal S.Tm population
(a-c) Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=6). (a) S.Tm loads in cecal
luminal content (b) fecal Lipocalin-2 determined by ELISA (c) Evenness of fecal S.Tm populations. Data
represent the mean ± SD.

Supplement 2: IFNγ-deficiency has no impact on the luminal S.Tm population
(a-c) Ifng-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x10 7 CFU S.Tm,
comprised of a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=5). (a) S.Tm loads in cecal
luminal content (b) fecal Lipocalin-2 determined by ELISA (c) Evenness of fecal S.Tm populations. Data
represent the mean ± SD.

Supplement 3: IL-18 deficient mice has only a minor impact on pathogen loads at systemic sites
Il18-/- mice and littermates were Sm-pretreated and infected with an inoculum of 5x107 CFU S.Tm, comprised of
a 1:7000 dilution of S.Tm WITS-tagged strains in untagged S.Tm (n=3). Population composition was monitored
in s by qPCR analysis of WITS-tags. Plotted are the CFU/organ of the whole population and of every single WITStagged strain. Dotted lines depict the detection limit for plating.
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Chapter 5
General Discussion: Mucosal S.Tm infection
-switching the system from tolerance to defense

The intestinal mucosa faces the challenging task to maintain immune
homeostasis within an environment that harbors a huge microbial community in
close vicinity to the sterile tissues of the host. In order to prevent microbial
contamination, a multi-layered barrier tissue has been developed. However, a
broad range of foodborne pathogens have found means to overcome this barrier.
The intestinal immune system is able to rapidly induce a mucosal immune response,
when facing acute danger, resulting in a powerful tissue defense and acute
inflammation. Yet, the underlying mechanisms are often not fully understood, due
to the complex interactions between the pathogen and its host. Using a murine
model of S.Tm-induced enterocolitis, we conducted several studies to provide a
mechanistic link between pathogen recognition and initiation of immune defense,
enabling a better understanding of early immune processes in mucosal infection.
We identify IL-18 as pro-inflammatory cytokine linking S.Tm recognition and the
onset of mucosal inflammation via the induction of a cytotoxic NK cell response.
Furthermore, IL-18 contributes to the recruitment of neutrophils to the infected
mucosa, which facilitates mucosal protection by the reduction of bacterial tissue
invasion. In contrast, we show that the control of the luminal pathogen population
throughout the course of infection was largely independent of IL-18 or IFNγ. Taken
together, this points to a predominant role of IL-18 during the early tissue defense.
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The inflammasome/IL-18 axis in mucosal defense
The intestinal epithelial cell layer provides a mechanical barrier in the gut mucosal tissue
to prevent microbes crossing into sterile tissues. Yet, IECs are not solely a passive barrier
structure, but they actively contribute to tissue defense, for example via production of
antimicrobial peptides in response to pathogenic insults and tissue damage stimuli (Muniz et
al., 2012), or via cytokine production, thereby toning the mucosal milieu and modulating
immune functions (Peterson & Artis, 2014). Recent studies could show that IECs also feature
epithelium intrinsic defenses. Activation of epithelial NAIP/NLRC4 inflammasomes by
bacterial infection of IECs induce an expulsion of those infected epithelial cells, thereby
reducing the bacterial tissue loads and decreasing the risk of bacterial translocation into the
mucosal LP (Nordlander et al., 2014; Sellin et al., 2014). However, this is not the only tissue
defense that seems to be triggered upon inflammasome activation. In addition to
inflammasome-dependent IEC expulsion, mice deficient in a functional inflammasome
response showed delayed onset of mucosal inflammation in response to S.Tm infection
((Mueller & Germain, 2009; Sellin et al., 2014); Chapter 1). However, a global mucosal
inflammation cannot solely be explained by a local cell shedding response. We could link
bacterial recognition and the onset of mucosal inflammation, establishing the
inflammasome-dependent cytokine IL-18 as critical component for induction of overt tissue
inflammation, i.e. edema, leukocyte infiltration and epithelial disruption. While IEC expulsion
was occurring independent of IL-18 (Sellin et al., 2014), IL-18 was essential for the
recruitment of innate effector cells, i.e. NK cells, to the intestinal mucosa, which was an
essential step in the activation of a second layer of protection –the onset of an inflammatory
immune response. The ability of IL-18 to induce the recruitment of innate effector cells has
been described before in a model for T. gondii infection. In this model, IL-18 promoted the
accumulation of inflammatory monocytes in the infected mucosa, by inducing the
expression of the monocyte attractant CCL2 from NK cells (Schulthess et al., 2012).
Interestingly, in the S.Tm infection model, we could show that IL-18 does not only increase
NK cell recruitment by boosting chemokine expression, but also via the enhancement of the
migratory capacity of NK cells. When arriving at sites of infection, NK cells showed an
activated, matured phenotype. If NK cell maturation occurs upon arrival in an IL-18
dependent manner or if they are already recruited in a mature state remains unclear.
However, in infected mice, blood NK cells as well as NK cell from the mesenteric LN feature a
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matured NK cell phenotype (data not shown), therefore representing possible sources for
the recruitment of activated NK cells to the gut mucosa. Upon arrival in the LP, NK cells
secreted IFNγ and induced the onset of intestinal inflammation in a perforin-dependent
manner. In addition to the accumulation of NK cells, also neutrophils were recruited to the
mucosal tissue upon S.Tm infection, most likely as a concerted action of the two
inflammasome-dependent cytokines IL-18 and IL-1β (Chapter 3; (Franchi et al., 2012)).
During the early phase of mucosal infection, those transmigrated luminal neutrophils are
thought to provide an additional layer of protection, by reducing bacterial tissue invasion
(discussed below in more detail). However, if neutrophil recruitment during the early phase
of S.Tm infection is indeed completely dependent on IL-1β and IL-18 still needs experimental
verification by infections in either cytokine double-deficient or caspase-1-deficient animals,
as the single cytokine knockout exhibited only intermediate effects.

Figure 1: Inflammasome/IL-18 axis in mucosal defense against Salmonella infection
Inflammasome recognition of S.Tm induces a multi-layered mucosal defense program, comprising: 1) The
expulsion of infected cells to reduce epithelial pathogen load. 2) IL-18 dependent recruitment of NK cells to the
infected LP; activated NK cells express pro-inflammatory cytokines and induce the onset of mucosal
inflammation in a perforin-dependent manner. 3) IL-18 and IL-1β dependent recruitment of neutrophils; upon
epithelial transmigration they reduce bacterial tissue invasion, most likely via luminal pathogen uptake. (PDB:
3JBL and 4EKX)
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Thereby, inflammasome-recognition of S.Tm induces a multi-layered mucosal defense
program, enabling an efficient protection against invading pathogens by 1) expulsion of
infected epithelial cells, reducing the epithelial tissue load; 2) the onset of mucosal
inflammation via IL-18 dependent recruitment of NK cells and 3) IL-1β/IL-18 dependent
recruitment of neutrophils and their subsequent translocation to the intestinal lumen,
enabling the reduction of bacterial tissue invasion.
How long does the inflammasome/IL-18 axis dominate the mucosal defense program?
This axis is of pivotal importance during the first 12-24h of S.Tm infection. At later stages of
the infection, specific epithelial cell expulsion turns into a more global turn-over of the
intestinal epithelium (Sellin, unpublished observation), most likely driven by other signaling
cascades, like TNF-mediated enteropathy (Garside et al., 1993; Garside & Mowat, 1993;
Piguet et al., 1998). Also IL-18 becomes redundant by 36h p.i., suggesting that multiple proinflammatory programs are dominating the later disease stages. An infection-stage specific
requirement for IL-18R signaling in NK cell activation has recently been described in mouse
CMV infections (Madera & Sun, 2015). As NK cell densities return to pre-infection levels by
72h p.i. in the Salmonella gut infection model, it is well possible that the IL-18/NK cell axis
gets switched off by reducing effector cell numbers, when other more specific effector
mechanisms of the adaptive immune system are ready to take over. In contrast to NK cells,
Neutrophils remain important for longer periods of the infection process, as seen by their
control over the luminal pathogen population up to day 2-3 p.i. (Maier et al., 2014).
However, we could show that those later neutrophil responses are clearly uncoupled from
IL-18 signaling, as IL-18 deficient mice could control the luminal pathogen population
comparable to WT animals during later stages of the mucosal infection (Chapter 4).
Addressing those mechanisms dominating the later stages of mucosal inflammation and
pathology will be an interesting topic for future work.

IL-18 as regulatory cytokine -switching the mucosa from homeostasis to
inflammation
IL-18 has been described to possess a wide range of biological activities, from
homeostatic and protective functions, like the maintenance of intestinal barrier function, to
the induction of inflammatory responses and tissue pathology. In various disease models this
has led to confusion if IL-18 exhibits rather beneficial or detrimental functions. For example,
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IL-18 is able to stimulate the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which
(under homeostatic conditions) promotes migration of endothelial cells and the
regeneration of endothelial tissue (Park et al., 2001); yet in cancer models, IL-18 induced
VEGF expression seems to favor tumor metastasis by promoting tumor neovascularization
(Kang et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2007). In models of DSS-induced colitis, the absence of the
cytokine has diverse effects on intestinal pathology. While neutralization of IL-18 exerted
beneficial effects in a dose-dependent manner (Siegmund et al., 2001), i.e. decreasing
intestinal pathology, genetic ablation of inflammasome components showed a detrimental
outcome, which could be rescued by administration of recombinant IL-18 (Zaki et al., 2010).
In our model of S.Tm induced colitis, we observed that both, genetic ablation of IL-18 as well
as cytokine neutralization, caused a delayed onset of mucosal immune response and
inflammation (Chapter 1) and also other models of intestinal infection could show an impact
of IL-18 on pathogen defense (Bedi et al., 2014; Choudhry et al., 2012; Munoz et al., 2015;
Schulthess et al., 2012; Struck et al., 2012). This suggests a pro-inflammatory function of IL18 in S.Tm induced colitis, as well as in other models of acute intestinal infections.
What decides if IL-18 acts as a pro-inflammatory or a homeostatic factor? There are
studies suggesting that the cellular source of IL-18 could actually influence the cytokine's
effect during disease (Siegmund, 2010). Yet, the fact that we could detect normal tissue
pathology in experiments with IL-18 bone marrow chimeras indicates, that the cellular
source of IL-18 might not be decisive in S.Tm-induced mucosal pathology. In addition, recent
work showed that the theory of cell-specific IL-18 function might be oversimplified. Much
rather, the maintenance of IL-18 signaling equilibrium, keeping active IL-18 at a low but
steady levels, seems to be key for its homeostatic function (Nowarski et al., 2015). Although
we could observe that the amount of IL-18 during infection modulates the pathological
outcome, IL-18 alone or in presence of avirulent S.Tm was not able to induce pathology, not
even in high doses. This suggests a synergism of IL-18 with an additional pro-inflammatory
stimulus to enable a pro-inflammatory response. There are many scenarios described, where
actually the nature of a second stimulus decides on the response triggered via IL-18.
Together with IL-12, IL-18 is a potent inducer of Th1 responses, stimulates IFNγ expression by
T- and NK cells and actively inhibits Th2 immunity (Nakanishi et al., 2001; Okamura et al.,
1998; Yoshimoto, Nagai, et al., 1998; Yoshimoto et al., 1997; Yoshimoto, Takeda, et al.,
1998). In contrast, in combination with IL-2 and IL-4, it promotes Th2 immune responses, IL126
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13 production and basophil activation (Hoshino et al., 1999; Yoshimoto et al., 2000;
Yoshimoto et al., 1999). In addition to its synergism with IL-12 to induce IFNγ expression by
NK cells, it fosters NK cell proliferation in combination with IL-15 (French et al., 2006) and
combined with IL-23 it promotes Th17 responses and IL-17 production from γδ T cells (Lalor
et al., 2011; Weaver et al., 2006).
In conclusion, this implies a mode of action, where low levels of IL-18 in absence of other
immune stimuli promote a state of homeostasis in tissues like the endothelium or the
intestinal epithelium. The combination of immune stimuli with the subsequent increase of
IL-18 in the tissue switches the system from homeostasis to a state of inflammation, with IL18 levels dictating the grade of inflammation and pathology. The identification of such
additional stimuli in mucosal Salmonella infection remains subject for further studies.

Perforin-mediated killing in bacterial defense
An important effector function of NK cells is their ability to immediately eliminate cells
that show any signs of infection, damage or stress. In order to exert their cytotoxic function,
NK cells can employ two different ways to induce cells death. The dominant cytotoxic
mechanisms seem to be dictated by the stimulus received from their target cell. On the one
hand, stimulation of death receptors on target cells via the death receptor ligands TRAIL and
FasL results in classical Caspase-dependent apoptosis. On the other hand, target cell death
can be also induced via the exocytosis of cytoplasmic granules, containing the membranedisrupting protein perforin and various Granzymes (Smyth et al., 2005). NK cell mediated
cytotoxicity is a NK cell effector function classically attributed to their anti-viral or anti-tumor
defense (Levy et al., 2011; Shabani et al., 2014). However, recently it has also been identified
as a defense against bacterial liver infection. Infected hepatocytes were targeted by
perforin-dependent cytotoxicity, which led to release of the hepatocyte-resident bacteria
and enabled their subsequent phagocytosis by neutrophils. Thereby, NK cell perforin is
suggested to cooperate with neutrophil functions in order to reduce bacterial tissue loads –a
process critically dependent on IL-18 (Maltez et al., 2015). The work presented in this thesis
supports such a mechanism of perforin-mediated cytotoxicity as important anti- bacterial
defense by identifying the NK cell perforin response as a key feature in the mucosal defense
towards S.Tm infection (Chapter 3). In liver infection, NK cell mediated cytotoxicity had a
primary function in the reduction of pathogen tissue loads. Due to the limited availability of
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perforin knockout mice and appropriate littermate controls, we currently have no data on
S.Tm pathogen loads in the liver or the mucosa liver-defense against S.Tm infection. Thus,
further studies are needed to determine whether NK cells substantially contribute to the
control of mucosal pathogen loads. However, we could show that the onset of mucosal
inflammation was attributable to a functional NK cell perforin response.
But what are possible mechanisms linking perforin-mediated cytotoxicity to the onset of
an inflammatory tissue response? The study of Maltez et al. suggests that in case of a liver
infection, NK cell mediated cytotoxicity is important to destroy infected hepathocytes (which
are not competent of cellular pathogen defenses), thereby releasing the pathogen into the
tissue were it can subsequently be destroyed by neutrophils (Maltez et al., 2015; Miao et al.,
2010). Transferring this mechanism to the intestinal mucosa, one could argue that tissue
pathology does not arise as a direct consequence of NK cell mediated cytotoxicity, but as
result of antimicrobial neutrophil activities in the mucosa. However, our data in Chapter 4
suggest that the presence of neutrophils in the mucosa during the early phases of S.Tm
infection does not contribute to the onset of inflammation and mucosal tissue pathology.
The exact mechanism of Granzyme-Perforin mediated cytotoxicity is still a matter of
debate. Sharing a common domain with other pore-forming toxins, like the complement
component C9, perforin belongs to the membrane attack complex/perforin superfamily
(MACPF) (Rosado et al., 2008). Due to its ability to assemble ~20nm pore complexes into
target cell membranes in vitro, early work suggested a role for perforin as pore forming
protein, inducing an inflammatory necrotic cell lysis (Joag et al., 1989; Young, Liu, et al.,
1986; Young, Podack, et al., 1986). This model has been revised repeatedly, and two
competing models proposed either a transient formation of perforin pores at the cellular
membrane, allowing granzyme translocation into the cytoplasm (Kurschus et al., 2008) or
perforin-mediated granzyme uptake via induction of endocytosis and subsequent perforindependent disruption of endosomal vesicles leading to granzyme delivery into the cytosol
(Browne et al., 1999; Shi et al., 1997). The current view describes a perforin-triggered cell
membrane repair response by endocytosis, thereby facilitating Granzyme uptake and
subsequent Perforin-dependent release into the cytoplasm, where it can induce apoptosis
(Keefe et al., 2005; Thiery et al., 2010). Apoptosis is considered as a very controlled cell
death pathway, preventing membrane disruption and massive leakage of cellular contents
into the tissue (Elmore, 2007). Nevertheless, the efficient removal of apoptotic cells from the
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tissue before membrane integrity is lost is critical for tissue homeostasis, a task which is
usually performed by phagocytes (Lauber et al., 2004). In order to attract phagocytes,
apoptotic cells release specific “find me” signals into the tissue (Lauber et al., 2004). Release
of ATP from apoptotic cells, regulated by Pannexin 1 plasma membrane channels, acts as
one specific “find me” signal and induces macrophage and monocyte recruitment via P2Y2
receptor engagement (Chekeni et al., 2010; Elliott et al., 2009). During S.Tm infection, there
is a quite profound accumulation of inflammatory monocytes into the infected tissue which
further differentiate to inflammatory macrophages. Clearly, this massive infiltration is
concerted by a variety of inflammatory and chemotactic cues. However, one could speculate
that their ATP-dependent recruitment and activation due to apoptotic cell removal
contributes to an inflammatory environment during the early phase of S.Tm infection and
enhances the onset of mucosal pathology.
Clearly, the proposed mechanisms are currently a matter of speculation and studies
addressing the mechanistic link from a perforin-mediated cytotoxic response to the onset of
tissue inflammation will be an important topic for future research to improve our
understanding of the mechanisms eliciting mucosal inflammation during the first few hours
of infection.

IFNγ in the mucosal and systemic defense against S.Tm infection
IFNγ is known to be a key cytokine in the defense against numerous bacterial pathogens
(Czarniecki & Sonnenfeld, 1993). In the case of S.Tm, it has been implicated in the
antimicrobial immunity at the mucosa as well as in systemic tissues, in particular at leter
stages of the infection (i.e. day 2 or later). At systemic sites, IFNγ exerts primarily the
function of pathogen containment, by reduction of pathogen tissue loads and impairment of
peripheral spread (Bao et al., 2000; Kupz et al., 2013; Mastroeni et al., 1999; Santos et al.,
2009), presumably via the stimulation of bactericidal mechanisms in mononuclear
phagocytes, like the induction of ROS and RNS (Foster et al., 2003; Murray et al., 1985;
Nathan et al., 1984). Induction of IFNγ during systemic S.Tm infection is known to be
dependent on IL-18 (Kupz et al., 2014; Mastroeni et al., 1999). In line with this, we detected
increased pathogen loads in systemic tissues from both IFNγ and IL-18-deficient mice at later
stages of S.Tm infection (days 2-4 p.i.; Chapter 2 and 4). However, WITS experiments
revealed that pathogen control at systemic sites is even more compromised in IFNγ-deficient
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animals compared to IL-18-deficient mice. This suggests that IFNγ is only partially dependent
on IL-18 at this stage of the disease. Additional regulation by IL-12 or IL-15, via their
stimulation of IFNγ from NK- or T cells, could explain the pronounced phenotype in case of
the complete IFNγ-deficiency (Calarota et al., 2003; Strengell et al., 2003; Tominaga et al.,
1999).
In the intestinal mucosa, IFNγ is known to exert a number of different functions. It has
been shown to stimulate mucus release from goblet cells, thereby enhancing the intestinal
epithelial barrier function. In addition, an impaired IFNγ response results in increased
mucosal tissue loads at days 2 p.i. and later (Songhet et al., 2011). Interestingly, analysis of
systemic S.Tm spread in IFNγ-deficient mice by WITS analysis revealed a recovery of
identically tagged strains from different organs, which speaks for a common route of
infection that seeds the pathogen populations at this sites (Chapter 4). As pathogen
populations are enlarged in the mucosa of IFNγ-deficient mice, one might speculate that the
mucosa harbors the pathogen reservoirs that do also seed the systemic sites. However, IFNγ
seems to restrict mucosal pathogen loads only by day 2 p.i., a time when the first pathogens
have already spread to mLN, the liver and the spleen. This would be at odds with a failure of
IFNγ restriction of the pathogen at the mucosa as the root cause for increased systemic
spread. Thus, the WITS data may suggest that IFNγ might prohibit the formation of a "second
wave" of pathogen spread (i.e. S.Tm cells harboring identical tags) from an unidentified
reservoir. This will be an important question for future work.
In our studies, we identified IL-18 as driving factor of IFNγ production in the intestinal
mucosa during early S.Tm infection. At this time, IFNγ production was mainly attributable to
NK cells but also to a minor population of T cells (Chapter 2). At later stages of the mucosal
infection, several studies described a higher diversity in the population of IFNγ producing
cells, with neutrophils being a major source of the cytokine (Spees et al., 2014). However,
the high proportion of IFNγ producing NK cells during the initial 12-18h highlights once more
that this cell type is an important effector of the early mucosal immune response.
Considering the critical function of IFNγ in pathogen control, it was unexpected that
IFNγ-deficient animals did not show a delayed mucosal inflammation, while IL-18-deficient
or NK cell depleted mice showed delayed gut inflammation. In fact, the onset of pathological
symptoms was comparable in IFNγ –deficient mice and fully immune-competent animals
(Chapter 2). Also at later stages of the disease, the animals did not exhibit an altered
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mucosal pathology, with the exception of a slight mucus retention in goblet cells, which is in
contrast to a previous study, describing a lower intestinal pathology in animals with impaired
IFNγ responses around day 2 p.i. (Rhee et al., 2005). Yet, as this latter study was not properly
littermate controlled, it is hard to tell, if the reduced pathology is indeed attributable to the
genetic defect or simply caused by a different microbiota composition or slight differences in
the genetic background. Although IFNγ is not of critical importance for the inflammation
kinetics of the intestinal mucosa, a recent study of our group provides evidence, that it plays
a pivotal role in the maintenance of mucosal tissue inflammation. Indeed, mice deficient in
IFNγ are able to recover faster from S.Tm-induced tissue pathology after the infection has
been cleared by antibiotic treatment (Dolowschiak et al., unpublished observation).
Enhanced resolution is accompanied by a reduction of STAT-1 signaling, an accelerated
clearance of neutrophils from the tissue and an increased M2 macrophage polarization,
which points towards the generation of an anti-inflammatory, tolerogenic environment. This
suggests that IFNγ-mediated pro-inflammatory signaling circuits may actually delay the
ability of the tissue to return to a state of mucosal homeostasis.

The role of neutrophils in S.Tm infection and mucosal pathology
Accumulation of neutrophils to the infected intestinal mucosa is a hallmark of S.Tmmediated pathology (Boyd, 1985; Hapfelmeier & Hardt, 2005; Zhang et al., 2003). During
infection and disease, neutrophils are usually regarded as a double-edged sword. On the one
hand, they are essential components of innate antimicrobial defense, by killing extracellular
bacteria and reducing pathogen tissue loads. Indeed, patients with genetic defects in
neutrophil function, like in chronic granulomatous disease, have severe deficits in coping
with bacterial infections, showing that a functional neutrophil response is indispensable for
pathogen control (Segal et al., 2011). On the other hand, neutrophil antimicrobial effector
mechanisms are as brutal and indiscriminative as they are effective, and are therefore
thought to promote pathology in the infected tissue (Chin & Parkos, 2007; Fournier &
Parkos, 2012). If not controlled properly, excessive neutrophil responses may even promote
chronic pathology, as seen in several autoimmune diseases (Nemeth & Mocsai, 2012). In
infectious salmonellosis, neutrophils have been traditionally thought to cause mucosal
pathology (Patel & McCormick, 2014). In contrast, we observed -at least during early stages
of mucosal infection- that inflammation was developing independent from neutrophil
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recruitment (Chapter 3). Indeed, during the early phase of S.Tm infection, the beneficial
effects of neutrophil antimicrobial responses seemed predominant, as neutrophil depletion
exacerbated the epithelial destruction, most likely due to excessive S.Tm invasion and
subsequent shedding of infected cells. Nevertheless, it is not unlikely, that over the course of
infection and the concomitant accumulation of highly activated neutrophils and their
antimicrobial products, some of the tissue pathology at later stages of the infection might be
attributable to this cell type. In particular, the deformation of intestinal crypts and the
subsequent formation of crypt abscesses is a direct consequence of massive neutrophil
transmigration through the intestinal epithelium and can be frequently found in later stages
of mucosal infections or chronic intestinal diseases like inflammatory bowel disease
(Fournier & Parkos, 2012; Xavier & Podolsky, 2007).
In general, neutrophils control bacterial numbers during S.Tm infection. In the intestine,
neutrophil activity contributes at least to some extent to restricting the luminal S.Tm
population and bacteria that are located in vicinity to the intestinal epithelium are taken up
by phagocytosis (Loetscher et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2014).

Also at systemic sites,

neutrophils as well as inflammatory monocytes efficiently kill tissue resident Salmonella
(Burton et al., 2014; Miao et al., 2010). However at both sites, the gut lumen and the host
tissues, neutrophil-mediated killing is not sufficient to completely eliminate S.Tm. This is due
to the efficient adaption of S.Tm to a pathogenic lifestyle. In host tissues, S.Tm is able to
avoid phagocyte-mediated killing by establishing an intracellular existence, secured in a
Salmonella-containing vacuole (Burton et al., 2014; Haraga et al., 2008). In the gut lumen,
Salmonella growth is a net outcome of various different factors, including neutrophildependent population reduction, but also the competition with the resident microbiota and
acsessibility of nutrients. While neutrophils are clearly restricting for Salmonella growth,
they are even more deleterious for the commensal community and S.Tm shows a variety of
adaptations in an inflamed environment, that enables the pathogen to outgrow its
competitors (Liu et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2014; Raffatellu et al., 2009; Stecher et al., 2007;
Winter et al., 2010). Still, the restriction of pathogen growth by neutrophils during the early
phase of infection may provides just enough time for the immune system to prepare other
more specialized arms of defense. Indeed, in healthy immunocompetent humans, these
defenses are extremely well-corrdinated. This may explain why the abundant exposure
ranging from 1-10% of the human population (Majowicz et al., 2010) the infection often
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results in very mild symptoms, the disease is typically self-limiting, remains restricted to the
gut and lasts for only 3-7 days in the more severe cases.
In this thesis, we provide a better understanding of early immune responses upon
mucosal S.Tm infection. Our studies are able to link S.Tm detection and the onset of a
mucosal defense by the identification of IL-18 as a driving factor of mucosal inflammation
and the recruitment of immune effector cells into the infected mucosa. IL-18 contributed to
the onset of mucosal inflammation via the induction of a cytotoxic NK cell response in the
infected Lamina Propria. Furthermore, the stimulation of neutrophil recruitment by IL-18
facilitated mucosal protection by the reduction of bacterial tissue invasion, while IL-18 was
largely dispensable for the luminal pathogen control, which points towards a predominant
role of IL-18 in mucosal tissue defense.
Overall, this work contributes to a better understanding of early mucosal immune
processes, leading from the first recognition of the pathogen to a mucosal defense. The
presented data might provide new aspects to ameliorate disease symptoms and to
efficiently interfere with disease progression.
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RNA-Seq: List of genes significantly regulated in Il18-/-compared to WT
Transcript expression changes associated with an adjusted P value < 0.05 were
considered significantly differentially expressed.
List of genes significantly downregulated
Gene ID

Gene Name

Fold Change

log2 foldChange

pval

padj

ENSMUSG00000068606.5

Gm4841

0.009

-6.789

2.07E-10

2.59E-07

ENSMUSG00000063388.4

BC023105

0.012

-6.415

2.34E-13

5.11E-10

ENSMUSG00000079597.1

Gm5483

0.015

-6.028

1.60E-04

2.35E-02

ENSMUSG00000038037.4

Socs1

0.024

-5.408

9.13E-24

2.39E-19

ENSMUSG00000054072.5

Iigp1

0.026

-5.292

1.45E-13

3.80E-10

ENSMUSG00000000182.7

Fgf23

0.026

-5.258

4.30E-06

1.43E-03

ENSMUSG00000024171.4

Prss28

0.027

-5.203

2.07E-04

2.81E-02

ENSMUSG00000090942.1

F830016B08Rik

0.028

-5.167

1.93E-07

1.09E-04

ENSMUSG00000078922.3

Tgtp1

0.031

-5.012

4.54E-16

2.03E-12

ENSMUSG00000031551.6

Ido1

0.033

-4.943

3.32E-05

7.03E-03

ENSMUSG00000046031.6

Fam26f

0.034

-4.862

4.21E-09

4.09E-06

ENSMUSG00000029417.8

Cxcl9

0.038

-4.737

4.48E-09

4.20E-06

ENSMUSG00000078921.3

Tgtp2

0.040

-4.639

4.60E-14

1.51E-10

ENSMUSG00000028270.6

Gbp2

0.041

-4.602

4.12E-11

6.00E-08

ENSMUSG00000031549.9

Ido2

0.042

-4.561

1.67E-08

1.33E-05

ENSMUSG00000022126.6

Irg1

0.043

-4.542

1.77E-07

1.05E-04

ENSMUSG00000029371.6

Cxcl5

0.046

-4.442

1.11E-06

4.40E-04

ENSMUSG00000078853.2

Igtp

0.048

-4.367

6.06E-21

7.95E-17

ENSMUSG00000073555.1

Gm4951

0.049

-4.353

3.87E-07

1.90E-04

ENSMUSG00000060183.6

Cxcl11

0.051

-4.303

8.23E-06

2.45E-03

ENSMUSG00000056071.6

S100a9

0.051

-4.293

1.12E-05

2.94E-03

ENSMUSG00000032068.8

1600029D21Rik

0.052

-4.254

9.77E-13

1.97E-09

ENSMUSG00000085977.1

Gm5970

0.053

-4.248

3.22E-04

3.85E-02

ENSMUSG00000044364.5

Tmem74b

0.053

-4.240

1.80E-06

6.49E-04

ENSMUSG00000034855.7

Cxcl10

0.053

-4.231

8.54E-14

2.49E-10

ENSMUSG00000059657.4

Stfa2l1

0.054

-4.222

9.60E-05

1.54E-02

ENSMUSG00000027832.5

Ptx3

0.054

-4.198

1.32E-06

5.06E-04

ENSMUSG00000032496.3

Ltf

0.055

-4.181

2.90E-04

3.59E-02

ENSMUSG00000056054.8

S100a8

0.055

-4.181

9.33E-05

1.51E-02

ENSMUSG00000029380.10

Cxcl1

0.056

-4.156

1.95E-05

4.62E-03

ENSMUSG00000097742.1

Gm26535

0.056

-4.154

4.58E-05

9.03E-03

ENSMUSG00000066363.6

Serpina3f

0.060

-4.064

2.03E-07

1.11E-04

ENSMUSG00000082292.2

Gm12250

0.060

-4.054

1.31E-16

8.62E-13
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ENSMUSG00000098049.1

Gbp11

0.063

-3.990

1.48E-04

2.22E-02

ENSMUSG00000079186.2

Gzmc

0.068

-3.888

2.02E-09

2.12E-06

ENSMUSG00000040253.9

Gbp7

0.068

-3.876

4.65E-16

2.03E-12

ENSMUSG00000079363.3

Gbp4

0.069

-3.862

1.06E-05

2.88E-03

ENSMUSG00000058755.3

Osm

0.070

-3.845

4.17E-06

1.41E-03

ENSMUSG00000079362.3

Gbp6

0.071

-3.819

6.61E-08

4.36E-05

ENSMUSG00000026180.7

Cxcr2

0.076

-3.710

5.84E-07

2.64E-04

ENSMUSG00000016496.7

Cd274

0.077

-3.694

1.91E-07

1.09E-04

ENSMUSG00000092021.2

Gbp11

0.077

-3.692

2.34E-04

3.00E-02

ENSMUSG00000058427.7

Cxcl2

0.078

-3.681

3.66E-04

4.18E-02

ENSMUSG00000054588.8

Gbp10

0.078

-3.675

1.67E-06

6.09E-04

ENSMUSG00000069874.6

Irgm2

0.078

-3.672

4.70E-20

4.11E-16

ENSMUSG00000097194.1

9330175E14Rik

0.078

-3.672

4.37E-06

1.43E-03

ENSMUSG00000041872.3

Il17f

0.080

-3.640

2.81E-05

6.25E-03

ENSMUSG00000040328.8

Olfr56

0.081

-3.629

9.00E-10

1.03E-06

ENSMUSG00000040264.8

Gbp5

0.081

-3.626

6.64E-08

4.36E-05

ENSMUSG00000032038.6

St3gal4

0.082

-3.604

8.72E-10

1.03E-06

ENSMUSG00000027360.5

Hdc

0.083

-3.595

1.52E-06

5.69E-04

ENSMUSG00000044701.5

Il27

0.085

-3.553

3.90E-04

4.38E-02

ENSMUSG00000061947.4

Serpina10

0.088

-3.507

3.42E-11

5.38E-08

ENSMUSG00000078920.2

Ifi47

0.090

-3.478

3.48E-11

5.38E-08

ENSMUSG00000027398.7

Il1b

0.092

-3.438

7.01E-05

1.26E-02

ENSMUSG00000045932.6

Ifit2

0.093

-3.421

2.27E-06

7.95E-04

ENSMUSG00000052749.7

Trim30b

0.096

-3.379

1.46E-05

3.58E-03

ENSMUSG00000091576.1

Trim30b

0.097

-3.363

4.33E-05

8.74E-03

ENSMUSG00000073400.5

Trim10

0.101

-3.309

1.63E-06

6.01E-04

ENSMUSG00000029298.9

Gbp9

0.106

-3.239

1.38E-04

2.10E-02

ENSMUSG00000074151.6

Nlrc5

0.106

-3.237

1.14E-09

1.25E-06

ENSMUSG00000028268.8

Gbp3

0.107

-3.230

6.12E-05

1.12E-02

ENSMUSG00000046879.6

Irgm1

0.107

-3.223

1.76E-13

4.20E-10

ENSMUSG00000027399.1

Il1a

0.111

-3.166

2.86E-04

3.56E-02

ENSMUSG00000037321.11

Tap1

0.112

-3.158

9.49E-15

3.56E-11

ENSMUSG00000042265.7

Trem1

0.113

-3.145

3.94E-04

4.40E-02

ENSMUSG00000041449.10

Serpina3h

0.115

-3.118

1.26E-05

3.21E-03

ENSMUSG00000028836.8

Slc30a2

0.120

-3.055

1.14E-05

2.97E-03

ENSMUSG00000039217.6

Il18

0.122

-3.036

4.19E-06

1.41E-03

ENSMUSG00000026073.8

Il1r2

0.124

-3.007

3.57E-04

4.12E-02

ENSMUSG00000041481.10

Serpina3g

0.124

-3.006

4.33E-05

8.74E-03

ENSMUSG00000030144.2

Clec4d

0.127

-2.979

2.84E-04

3.54E-02

ENSMUSG00000086176.3

Gm15534

0.132

-2.920

9.48E-07

3.83E-04

ENSMUSG00000034438.10

Gbp8

0.133

-2.910

3.49E-04

4.06E-02

ENSMUSG00000020407.7

Upp1

0.133

-2.910

4.41E-05

8.78E-03

ENSMUSG00000047798.9

Cd300lf

0.134

-2.902

1.81E-04

2.56E-02

ENSMUSG00000050014.7

Apol10b

0.134

-2.896

1.20E-07

7.29E-05

ENSMUSG00000078763.2

Slfn1

0.137

-2.866

3.49E-04

4.06E-02

ENSMUSG00000034394.8

Lif

0.141

-2.827

5.77E-05

1.07E-02
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ENSMUSG00000093973.1

Mrgpra2a

0.142

-2.814

2.28E-04

2.96E-02

ENSMUSG00000044162.10

Tnip3

0.145

-2.790

4.11E-07

1.93E-04

ENSMUSG00000064147.6

Rab44

0.149

-2.747

9.22E-05

1.51E-02

ENSMUSG00000084956.1

Gm16194

0.153

-2.712

3.00E-05

6.51E-03

ENSMUSG00000050578.9

Mmp13

0.155

-2.690

1.66E-04

2.42E-02

ENSMUSG00000046223.9

Plaur

0.155

-2.689

1.20E-05

3.09E-03

ENSMUSG00000042306.5

S100a14

0.156

-2.682

1.27E-08

1.04E-05

ENSMUSG00000097804.1

Gm16685

0.160

-2.647

1.27E-04

1.97E-02

ENSMUSG00000041754.5

Trem3

0.160

-2.642

4.29E-04

4.69E-02

ENSMUSG00000027639.10

Samhd1

0.162

-2.627

2.67E-07

1.40E-04

ENSMUSG00000028859.8

Csf3r

0.164

-2.608

1.46E-04

2.20E-02

ENSMUSG00000096727.1

Psmb9

0.164

-2.604

3.26E-07

1.68E-04

ENSMUSG00000021613.8

Hapln1

0.165

-2.600

9.50E-06

2.70E-03

ENSMUSG00000017652.10

Cd40

0.167

-2.584

1.92E-04

2.69E-02

ENSMUSG00000080205.2

Gm15526

0.168

-2.574

2.05E-05

4.79E-03

ENSMUSG00000035373.2

Ccl7

0.169

-2.569

2.13E-04

2.86E-02

ENSMUSG00000018899.10

Irf1

0.178

-2.488

1.16E-10

1.61E-07

ENSMUSG00000024401.8

Tnf

0.180

-2.473

4.86E-05

9.37E-03

ENSMUSG00000039699.7

Batf2

0.182

-2.456

3.79E-08

2.69E-05

ENSMUSG00000038301.9

Snx10

0.184

-2.443

6.16E-07

2.74E-04

ENSMUSG00000021281.9

Tnfaip2

0.186

-2.427

5.54E-07

2.55E-04

ENSMUSG00000032691.8

Nlrp3

0.187

-2.415

9.04E-05

1.50E-02

ENSMUSG00000079018.4

Ly6c1

0.188

-2.412

1.11E-05

2.94E-03

ENSMUSG00000068245.8

Phf11d

0.189

-2.407

2.26E-04

2.95E-02

ENSMUSG00000028965.7

Tnfrsf9

0.190

-2.398

1.11E-05

2.94E-03

ENSMUSG00000037405.7

Icam1

0.192

-2.382

1.04E-05

2.87E-03

ENSMUSG00000037679.8

Inf2

0.193

-2.375

1.74E-10

2.28E-07

ENSMUSG00000054203.6

Ifi205

0.196

-2.351

1.06E-04

1.70E-02

ENSMUSG00000070034.7

Sp110

0.197

-2.347

3.27E-04

3.90E-02

ENSMUSG00000035385.5

Ccl2

0.198

-2.335

1.78E-04

2.56E-02

ENSMUSG00000078240.2

Gm3550

0.199

-2.332

2.07E-04

2.81E-02

ENSMUSG00000078161.2

BC007180

0.199

-2.329

3.04E-04

3.69E-02

ENSMUSG00000074695.3

Il22

0.200

-2.321

1.08E-04

1.72E-02

ENSMUSG00000054855.7

Rnd1

0.202

-2.310

8.14E-05

1.39E-02

ENSMUSG00000032515.7

Csrnp1

0.202

-2.308

3.05E-05

6.57E-03

ENSMUSG00000026773.13

Pfkfb3

0.202

-2.306

6.63E-09

5.80E-06

ENSMUSG00000074570.7

Cass4

0.204

-2.296

3.31E-04

3.90E-02

ENSMUSG00000068246.5

Apol9b

0.205

-2.285

4.24E-05

8.68E-03

ENSMUSG00000024338.8

Psmb8

0.205

-2.284

2.27E-05

5.18E-03

ENSMUSG00000024014.6

Pim1

0.206

-2.281

2.07E-11

3.63E-08

ENSMUSG00000078616.1

Trim30c

0.210

-2.252

8.44E-05

1.43E-02

ENSMUSG00000048758.7

Rpl29

0.212

-2.240

3.93E-12

7.36E-09

ENSMUSG00000030474.8

Siglece

0.215

-2.217

7.77E-06

2.34E-03

ENSMUSG00000057346.5

Apol9a

0.216

-2.212

6.91E-05

1.26E-02

ENSMUSG00000050359.7

Sprr1a

0.220

-2.187

7.16E-05

1.28E-02

ENSMUSG00000095028.1

Sirpb1b

0.221

-2.175

2.22E-04

2.95E-02
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ENSMUSG00000027737.5

Slc7a11

0.225

-2.154

1.63E-04

2.38E-02

ENSMUSG00000075602.4

Ly6a

0.227

-2.138

3.76E-07

1.90E-04

ENSMUSG00000070427.3

Il18bp

0.228

-2.130

3.43E-04

4.01E-02

ENSMUSG00000024349.9

Tmem173

0.229

-2.124

8.62E-06

2.49E-03

ENSMUSG00000039304.5

Tnfsf10

0.232

-2.109

4.14E-04

4.55E-02

ENSMUSG00000026104.8

Stat1

0.232

-2.108

9.04E-08

5.78E-05

ENSMUSG00000027514.8

Zbp1

0.232

-2.107

1.28E-04

1.97E-02

ENSMUSG00000081769.2

Gm12216

0.236

-2.086

4.14E-04

4.55E-02

ENSMUSG00000060615.5

Ang4

0.236

-2.080

2.33E-04

3.00E-02

ENSMUSG00000070031.5

Sp140

0.239

-2.067

2.41E-05

5.45E-03

ENSMUSG00000028655.5

Mfsd2a

0.241

-2.053

6.56E-08

4.36E-05

ENSMUSG00000091695.1

Gm17669

0.245

-2.031

5.65E-09

5.11E-06

ENSMUSG00000041515.3

Irf8

0.249

-2.005

1.06E-08

8.94E-06

ENSMUSG00000048852.7

Gm12185

0.251

-1.995

1.32E-06

5.06E-04

ENSMUSG00000022237.10

Ankrd33b

0.253

-1.985

2.02E-04

2.78E-02

ENSMUSG00000032089.10

Il10ra

0.254

-1.975

3.29E-04

3.90E-02

ENSMUSG00000021266.10

Wars

0.255

-1.972

3.14E-09

3.16E-06

ENSMUSG00000063851.6

Rnf183

0.261

-1.940

3.32E-04

3.90E-02

ENSMUSG00000024778.6

Fas

0.264

-1.920

3.93E-05

8.18E-03

ENSMUSG00000002076.5

Hsf2bp

0.265

-1.915

2.12E-06

7.52E-04

ENSMUSG00000074457.4

S100a16

0.266

-1.913

6.58E-07

2.83E-04

ENSMUSG00000034422.8

Parp14

0.267

-1.903

3.91E-07

1.90E-04

ENSMUSG00000033355.5

Rtp4

0.273

-1.874

7.01E-06

2.19E-03

ENSMUSG00000022504.9

Ciita

0.274

-1.868

2.08E-04

2.81E-02

ENSMUSG00000038058.8

Nod1

0.279

-1.841

1.08E-07

6.75E-05

ENSMUSG00000032724.5

Abtb2

0.280

-1.835

9.84E-06

2.75E-03

ENSMUSG00000057137.3

Tmem140

0.282

-1.825

5.12E-06

1.64E-03

ENSMUSG00000028599.4

Tnfrsf1b

0.283

-1.822

2.81E-08

2.17E-05

ENSMUSG00000021025.7

Nfkbia

0.286

-1.807

2.76E-05

6.19E-03

ENSMUSG00000019850.5

Tnfaip3

0.286

-1.806

2.97E-05

6.50E-03

ENSMUSG00000002699.6

Lcp2

0.286

-1.805

3.26E-05

6.95E-03

ENSMUSG00000044197.7

Gpr146

0.287

-1.802

4.14E-04

4.55E-02

ENSMUSG00000027225.7

Duoxa2

0.288

-1.796

8.65E-06

2.49E-03

ENSMUSG00000046688.8

Tifa

0.289

-1.792

2.48E-07

1.33E-04

ENSMUSG00000078238.4

Gm12854

0.290

-1.788

1.91E-05

4.56E-03

ENSMUSG00000057604.9

Lmcd1

0.290

-1.784

3.78E-04

4.27E-02

ENSMUSG00000037447.10

Arid5a

0.292

-1.774

1.95E-07

1.09E-04

ENSMUSG00000039934.8

Gsap

0.293

-1.773

9.01E-05

1.50E-02

ENSMUSG00000019960.7

Dusp6

0.293

-1.769

3.18E-08

2.38E-05

ENSMUSG00000041773.7

Enc1

0.297

-1.751

9.57E-06

2.70E-03

ENSMUSG00000045664.4

Cdc42ep2

0.302

-1.728

7.21E-06

2.20E-03

ENSMUSG00000069893.4

9930111J21Rik1

0.303

-1.723

2.83E-04

3.54E-02

ENSMUSG00000039021.9

Ttc16

0.304

-1.720

1.68E-04

2.43E-02

ENSMUSG00000036067.6

Slc2a6

0.306

-1.707

1.09E-04

1.73E-02

ENSMUSG00000002797.7

Ggct

0.308

-1.700

7.18E-06

2.20E-03

ENSMUSG00000051314.5

Ffar2

0.309

-1.696

4.45E-04

4.84E-02
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ENSMUSG00000078956.2

Gm14221

0.309

-1.694

7.25E-05

1.28E-02

ENSMUSG00000039232.5

Stx11

0.316

-1.660

1.45E-04

2.20E-02

ENSMUSG00000063889.10

Crem

0.319

-1.647

2.26E-04

2.95E-02

ENSMUSG00000030750.7

Nsmce1

0.322

-1.634

8.49E-05

1.43E-02

ENSMUSG00000022906.9

Parp9

0.323

-1.630

6.34E-07

2.77E-04

ENSMUSG00000055994.9

Nod2

0.324

-1.625

6.45E-06

2.04E-03

ENSMUSG00000042677.7

Zc3h12a

0.329

-1.604

1.33E-06

5.06E-04

ENSMUSG00000073598.3

1700066B19Rik

0.331

-1.594

5.44E-05

1.02E-02

ENSMUSG00000030366.4

Ceacam12

0.332

-1.593

2.25E-04

2.95E-02

ENSMUSG00000001020.7

S100a4

0.336

-1.575

3.78E-04

4.27E-02

ENSMUSG00000032020.9

Ubash3b

0.336

-1.575

1.12E-05

2.94E-03

ENSMUSG00000063628.2

Gm7665

0.337

-1.570

8.46E-06

2.49E-03

ENSMUSG00000039328.9

Rnf122

0.340

-1.557

1.86E-04

2.63E-02

ENSMUSG00000037816.4

Fbxw17

0.341

-1.550

8.03E-05

1.39E-02

ENSMUSG00000075010.4

AW112010

0.345

-1.536

4.55E-04

4.89E-02

ENSMUSG00000050747.8

Trim15

0.345

-1.535

1.20E-04

1.88E-02

ENSMUSG00000039682.6

Lap3

0.345

-1.533

2.55E-06

8.81E-04

ENSMUSG00000097180.1

2700038G22Rik

0.347

-1.527

8.20E-05

1.40E-02

ENSMUSG00000030966.6

Trim21

0.349

-1.520

1.33E-05

3.28E-03

ENSMUSG00000049502.10

Dtx3l

0.351

-1.512

1.69E-05

4.10E-03

ENSMUSG00000020572.7

Nampt

0.353

-1.501

4.52E-06

1.46E-03

ENSMUSG00000097125.1

Gm26885

0.353

-1.500

1.37E-04

2.10E-02

ENSMUSG00000026102.3

Inpp1

0.363

-1.464

1.31E-05

3.26E-03

ENSMUSG00000054520.9

Sh3bp2

0.367

-1.446

4.80E-05

9.37E-03

ENSMUSG00000022220.7

Adcy4

0.369

-1.438

2.79E-04

3.52E-02

ENSMUSG00000073399.3

Trim40

0.372

-1.426

5.33E-05

1.01E-02

ENSMUSG00000038213.7

Tapbpl

0.372

-1.425

1.29E-05

3.25E-03

ENSMUSG00000042622.7

Maff

0.373

-1.422

2.11E-05

4.91E-03

ENSMUSG00000027907.4

S100a11

0.373

-1.421

3.12E-04

3.75E-02

ENSMUSG00000056501.3

Cebpb

0.379

-1.402

7.24E-05

1.28E-02

ENSMUSG00000032508.8

Myd88

0.381

-1.391

2.90E-05

6.39E-03

ENSMUSG00000032207.9

Lipc

0.382

-1.390

2.96E-04

3.62E-02

ENSMUSG00000049734.8

Trex1

0.382

-1.387

1.52E-04

2.25E-02

ENSMUSG00000012519.8

Mlkl

0.383

-1.384

1.72E-05

4.13E-03

ENSMUSG00000035929.11

H2-Q4

0.387

-1.369

2.26E-04

2.95E-02

ENSMUSG00000024339.6

Tap2

0.387

-1.369

2.96E-04

3.62E-02

ENSMUSG00000053113.3

Socs3

0.389

-1.361

3.56E-05

7.47E-03

ENSMUSG00000032578.7

Cish

0.392

-1.351

1.74E-04

2.51E-02

ENSMUSG00000062210.7

Tnfaip8

0.395

-1.342

5.74E-05

1.07E-02

ENSMUSG00000025059.10

Gyk

0.396

-1.338

9.19E-05

1.51E-02

ENSMUSG00000041135.9

Ripk2

0.399

-1.325

4.02E-05

8.30E-03

ENSMUSG00000021109.7

Hif1a

0.402

-1.315

7.03E-05

1.26E-02

ENSMUSG00000040033.9

Stat2

0.403

-1.312

8.04E-05

1.39E-02

ENSMUSG00000033192.4

Lpcat2

0.406

-1.301

2.69E-04

3.40E-02

ENSMUSG00000009585.11

Apobec3

0.407

-1.296

5.12E-05

9.77E-03

ENSMUSG00000094392.1

Gm3788

0.409

-1.289

3.10E-04

3.75E-02
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ENSMUSG00000028709.3

Mob3c

0.418

-1.259

1.81E-04

2.56E-02

ENSMUSG00000017057.9

Il13ra1

0.424

-1.238

1.19E-04

1.87E-02

ENSMUSG00000002307.9

Daxx

0.426

-1.231

2.44E-04

3.12E-02

ENSMUSG00000030341.11

Tnfrsf1a

0.427

-1.229

1.93E-04

2.69E-02

ENSMUSG00000039753.10

Fbxl5

0.427

-1.228

3.61E-04

4.14E-02

ENSMUSG00000024539.11

Ptpn2

0.434

-1.204

1.49E-04

2.22E-02

ENSMUSG00000008384.8

Sertad1

0.435

-1.202

1.99E-04

2.76E-02

ENSMUSG00000028793.9

Rnf19b

0.441

-1.182

2.65E-04

3.38E-02

ENSMUSG00000024079.4

Eif2ak2

0.453

-1.143

3.60E-04

4.14E-02

ENSMUSG00000050347.5

Gm9844

0.460

-1.120

4.52E-04

4.88E-02

ENSMUSG00000091955.2

Gm9844

0.460

-1.120

4.52E-04

4.88E-02

ENSMUSG00000038059.6

Smim3

0.464

-1.106

4.60E-04

4.93E-02

List of genes significantly upregulated
Gene_ID

Gene Name

ENSMUSG00000027983.9

Cyp2u1

ENSMUSG00000027221.5

Fold Change

log2 FoldChange

pval

padj

12.0176

3.5871

2.20E-04

2.94E-02

Chst1

5.4481

2.4457

3.46E-08

2.52E-05

ENSMUSG00000048502.8

Duxbl1

5.2363

2.3885

4.84E-05

9.37E-03

ENSMUSG00000055866.8

Per2

5.1306

2.3591

4.42E-05

8.78E-03

ENSMUSG00000032500.9

Dclk3

4.1225

2.0435

5.14E-05

9.77E-03

ENSMUSG00000094800.2

Gm9780

3.8888

1.9593

4.12E-07

1.93E-04

ENSMUSG00000074793.4

Hspa12b

3.4895

1.8030

9.35E-05

1.51E-02

ENSMUSG00000095304.2

Plac9a

3.4630

1.7920

2.18E-05

5.01E-03

ENSMUSG00000072676.5

Tmem254a

3.4589

1.7903

7.28E-07

3.08E-04

ENSMUSG00000021867.10

Tmem254b

3.4511

1.7871

9.05E-07

3.77E-04

ENSMUSG00000083126.1

Gm14109

3.4462

1.7850

4.67E-04

4.98E-02

ENSMUSG00000072680.5

Tmem254c

3.4370

1.7811

9.31E-07

3.81E-04

ENSMUSG00000028150.8

Rorc

3.2636

1.7065

3.98E-04

4.42E-02

ENSMUSG00000038319.8

Kcnh2

3.1080

1.6360

3.81E-04

4.29E-02

ENSMUSG00000079173.5

Zan

3.0509

1.6092

7.67E-05

1.34E-02

ENSMUSG00000006356.6

Crip2

2.8355

1.5036

2.02E-04

2.78E-02

ENSMUSG00000068551.6

Zfp467

2.4558

1.2962

2.93E-04

3.61E-02
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